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Abstract The present text type study is an investigation into the use of language in ComputerMediated Communication, specifically the medium of online message boards. The study will discuss the orthographic and lexical features of ”Netspeak”, the term used to describe the type of register unique to CMC and compares the level of Netspeak-use between two online message boards, namely The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums. In addition to forum posts (the text types of message boards), the present study will also describe the use of Netspeak in a smaller corpus of emails. One of the underlying assumptions is that The Lurker Lounge – which has explicit rules on language use – will contain fewer tokens of Netspeak-features than The Elder Scrolls forums, which have no such rules. The register of Netspeak is characterised by such linguistic features as nonstandard acronyms and abbreviations, non-standard orthographic and lexical forms, and non-standard capitalisation. These features are also very common in discussions on video games – the domain of both The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums. Thus, the present study will compare the corpus of forum posts with emails, to suggest that Netspeak is more commonly used in the former text type. The present study combines a quantitative analysis of the data, relating it to variables such as gender, nationality (L1 and L2 speakers of English), message board (LL vs TES) and medium (emails vs forum posts) with a qualitative study of the different categories of features and their use in the material. The usage is further illustrated with short case studies of two participants: Occhidiangela from The Lurker Lounge and MagTech from The Elder Scrolls forums. The study also provides a detailed description of message boards as a medium and an attempt to describe forum posts and emails as text types. The study was carried out by submitting a general announcement to both message board, detailing the aims and scope of the study, and asking for participants. Almost all 46 participants from The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums submitted their last 20 forum posts. The following linguistic features were noted: spelling errors, spelling variants, standard- and non-standard acronyms and abbreviations, non-standard vocabulary and non-standard capitalisation.
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Although the figures seemed to indicate that Netspeak was more frequently used in The Elder Scrolls forums than in The Lurker Lounge, the difference was not as striking as initially presumed. Moreover, in contrast to the present writer’s presumptions, Netspeak occurred more frequently in the medium of email than in forum posts. Finally, the corpus of the present study showed that males and native speakers of English produced more tokens of Netspeak than females and L2 speakers.
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1.0 Introduction Having spent several years reading and contributing to English-based online message boards, my fascination with the unconventional use of language used in these has spurred my interest in carrying out research on the subject. The present thesis is an investigation into the language used in two message boards, with the following aims: 1) to describe the language and style of the texts posted and 2) to relate the data to variables such as gender, nationality and forum. The two message boards investigated in the study are The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums. The aim of the study is to describe and compare linguistic features (primarily orthography and lexis) of forum posts from The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums. Whereas the former has distinct rules on language and style, the latter impose no such restrictions on language except for that of profanity and offensive behaviour. In contributing to both of these fora, I have developed a purely subjective impression about the difference in language use. One aim of the study is to find out precisely what this difference is, and to what extent it answers to the explicit instructions given in the Lurker Lounge. In other words, this case study of two message boards may suggest what impact legislation has – if any – on the type of language used. One hypothesis is that posters of The Lurker Lounge will produce fewer spelling errors and non-standard features than posters from The Elder Scrolls forums. The study will focus primarily on the text type of forum posts, but a smaller corpus of emails will also be included in the discussion on Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC). The underlying assumption is that there exists within the realm of online communication, a type of heteroglossia; two separate and different varieties of the same language. My assumption is that the medium of email and that of forum posts contain their own inherent varieties of language, and I will attempt to test the validity of this assumption by showing that forum posts are a more colloquial and informal text type. Although 1337-speak supposedly originated in hacker-culture at the end of the 1980s, it has since then been adopted and developed by gamers. As the current study focusses on two gaming message boards, I will attempt to ascertain whether 1337-speak occurs more frequently in forum posts than in emails.
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Finally, a further general aim, is to examine in detail, using real texts, what goes into ”Netspeak”, a concept that is much written about, but not generally well defined. Furthermore, the aim of the present study is to observe the use of Netspeak in male, female, L1 and L2 participants. The



present



study will



introduce



the



subject



of



Computer-Mediated



Communication (CMC) by describing the features inherent in its register. A brief discussion on the different media of CMC, notably message board, email and instant messenger-servicess, will be followed by an explanation of what David Crystal (2001) refers to as a ”third medium”. The terminology used to describe the prototypical language of CMC varies greatly. The present study is primarily concerned with two terms, namely ”Netspeak”, the term used by most commentators to describe the unique language of online communication, and ”1337-speak” (or ”leet-speak”), the term used by its speakers. Although features of these two registers overlap, most salient of which are orthographic and lexical non-standard constructions, they are not completely synonymous. The key element of Netspeak – the ”third medium” – is its connection to speech and writing. According to Crystal (2001), the online register contains elements of both spoken and written text, as well as a third characteristic, namely that of the electronic medium. A more detailed description of Netspeak will be given in chapter two. In addition to describing the language used in CMC, the present study will also include a general description of message boards and their inherent uses and functions in chapter three. Furthermore, it will also attempt to define the media of both forum posts and emails by applying Manfred Görlach’s (2004) categories on text type analysis. Preliminary experience suggests that both forum posts and emails are highly versatile and variable mediums of communication, as they are used for many different functions in a number of different ways. Chapter four includes a description of the source materials as well as an outline of the process of gathering, categorising and processing the material used for the present study. There are 46 forum members participating in the present study, 21 from The Lurker Lounge and 25 from The Elder Scrolls forums, and both the male/female- and L1/L2-distribution is 37/9. Furthermore, I will define and discuss the eight linguistic
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features chosen for the present study: spelling errors, spelling variants, standard- and nonstandard acronyms, standard- and non-standard abbreviations, non-standard vocabulary and non-standard capitalisation.. A brief overview of the corpus will be given in chapter five, focussing specifically on the most common topics of conversation on The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums, namely video games and language. The main section of the present study will include an extensive description of the use of spelling errors and non-standard forms in all sub-corpora. I will examine linguistic forms in relation to variables such as gender, nationality, medium (forum posts vs emails) as well as the two different message boards. As mentioned, some of the most prominent features of Netspeak involve specialised vocabulary, non-standard spelling conventions, the use of abbreviated forms and acronyms as well as non-standard capitalisation. By grouping these categories together into a category labelled ”intentional non-standard features” and comparing these figures with the frequency of spelling errors, it is possible to infer the level of Netspeak-use in different groups of participants. Furthermore, I will further subdivide the categories to observe which forms are produced most frequently by the participants. For spelling errors, I am using a similar categorisation to that of the 1993 NFER-study (Brooks, et al) which measured the level of spelling abilities in British school-children. Non-standard vocabulary is categorised based on their process of word formation. The categories ”spelling variants” and ”non-standard capitalisation” are subdivided using labels and definitions created for the present study. In order to present Netspeak in more detail, I selected two participants – Occhidiangela from The Lurker Lounge and MagTech from The Elder Scrolls forums – as case studies. I will describe their specific use of Netspeak and relate that discussion to earlier descriptions of these linguistic features.
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2.0. The language of online communication as a subject of study.



2.1. What is Computer-Mediated Communication? “Computer-Mediated Communication” (CMC) is a general term used to describe various types of communication between two or more individuals who communicate with each other via a computerised network such as a Local Area Network (LAN), or more commonly, the Internet. Crystal (2004: 66-9) makes the distinction between three main types of CMC: The World Wide Web (WWW), a distributor of information, Electronic Mail (email), a personal and institutional messaging system, and Chatgroups, a series of communities designed for ongoing and continuous discussions as well as the exchange of information. The present study focusses on the last two types of CMC, with particular emphasis on one specific type of chatgroups, viz. “message boards” as they will be referred to in the following chapters. While the Internet has been around in one form or other since the beginning of the 1960s, the World Wide Web was not created and released until 1991, and since then its usage has proliferated immensely in size and scope. It was initially restricted as a filesharing service for energy physicists who used the World Wide Web to share data, news and documentation within their field. However, during the mid-1990s, people recognised the potential for two-way communication which “led to the possibility of direct Web-based commerce (e-commerce) and instantaneous group communications worldwide.”I. During the 1990s, the Internet and the World Wide Web were increasingly recognised as communication media of marvellous potential:



An emphasis, which formerly was on technology, has shifted to be on people and purposes. And as the Internet comes increasingly to be viewed from a social perspective, so the role of language becomes central. Crystal 2001: viii.



In the current study, the purpose of forum post is often the exchange of information, the voicing of opinions and the bonding between individuals who share similar interests, in this case, video games.
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Online communication is facilitated by various communication programmes, and users usually distinguish between two types: web pages and locally stored instant messaging applications. While both are designed for inter-personal communication; either between individuals or groups (or both), their form and function varies greatly in terms of synchronicity, persistence (cf. p15) and anonymity. When discussing online communication a distinction is often made between what Crystal (2004:67) and Simpson (2002:414) refer to as “synchronous” and “asynchronous” communication. Linder (2004:12) discusses the difference between “real-time”- and “deferred time”-communication, with exactly the same meaning. The communicative functions of the World Wide Web are almost exclusively asynchronous, because web sites are primarily a one-way medium. There is no synchronicity in exchanges, for the simple reason that users are not able to reply to the author of web sites. Some web sites include the email address to the author of the site, should readers have questions or want to contact the author. Email is a more interactional medium of CMC than web pages, as it is specifically designed with a two-way communicative function in mind. The level of synchronicity in the medium of email varies greatly, depending on how frequently a user checks his or her inbox and how long it takes to produce a reply. If two users have simultaneous access to the Internet and their email service, multiple exchanges can be sent back and forth with very little delay and a high level of synchronicity. However, this pressupposes either that both users are immediately notified by their email service once a new item appears in their inbox, or that they are both consciously aware of the ‘conversation’ and check the inbox every few seconds. For the most part, however, email is used asynchronously, by users leaving notes recipients may read at their own discretion. The notion of composing a message and storing it in a system which other users may access at any point, is also central in message boards. The most obvious difference is that email is a predominantly private medium used between individuals, whereas message boards are communal and open to everyone. Terminology varies greatly, as Crystal notes (2004(2): 26). Chatgroups, Mailinglists, Newsgroups, Bulletin Boards, Message Boards and e-conferences are some names used to describe various types of CMC. Crystal (2001: 11-12, 2004(2): 26) uses
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the term chatgroups as a superordinate category, with two main types: synchronous and asynchronous CMC. The present study is concerned with the latter sub-category, specifically the medium of message boards. In synchronous CMC, messages appear instantaneously on the receiver’s screen once they are sent, and exchanges are made in real time. This type of communication is much more immediate and resembles more closely that of a traditional face-to-face conversation than deferred time, asynchronous CMC. Like “real life” conversations, communication via instant messaging services such as Microsoft Messenger, ICQ (“I seek you”), IRC (Internet Relay Chat) or Trillian is often ephemeral and transient: Communication in these media is limited in time and space, as conversations require constant and immediate feedback to sustain the interest of participants. Once the conversation is over, the exchanges are gone, not to be revisited by the participants themselves, or subject to scrutiny by others. In contrast, messages posted in Newsgroups or online message boards are stored and archived on a remote server and are available for weeks, months, even years, depending on the storage capabilities of that particular web site. A distinction is often made between these two forms of communication: “chatting” – having a real-time conversation using an instant messaging application – and “posting” – writing and submitting entries in message board discussions. This distinction is the reason why I prefer to use the term message board, not chatgroup. It should be noted, however, that there are exceptions to these distinctions. First of all, there are limits to how far back a message board can backtrack its post history, depending on the number of users, their frequency of posting and the hardware limitations of the server. Secondly, many chat programmes (including those already mentioned) include an optional logging-feature which allow the storage of every conversation locally on one’s own computer in text-format, allowing users to re-read previous conversations. However, despite these exceptions, one crucial difference between the two media persists. In synchronous CMC, once a message has been sent, it is impossible to go back and delete, revise or edit it in any way. Forum posts, on the other hand, can be edited or removed any time, at the user’s discretion. The third criterion by which CMC is classified is the degree of anonymity associated with that particular medium. The disguising of one’s “real life” persona from
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most people can be accomplished by using a false nickname, refusing to divulge personal information in conversations with others and using electronic programmes – so-called “anonymisers” – to decrypt one’s IP-address, email-address and other forms of identification. However, there is a distinct difference in the level of anonymity between users who engange in instant messaging conversations, and users who post at online message boards. For programmes such as Microsoft Messenger and ICQ, it is only possible to communicate with people with whom you have already agreed to speak and who are on your “friends”-list. At message boards, a posted message can be read and replied to by anyone as long as they are a registered member, and users have far less control over deciding their own audience. For instant messaging programmes, if a user values anonymity, he or she may choose carefully which users to add to their friends-list. Thus it may be assumed that it becomes unnecessary to hide one’s true façade to the extent one would in a public forum. This hypothesis is supported by a statement by the user Valdoran of The Elder Scrolls forums (part of the present corpus): I prefer IRC, but use MSN more for my friends. Additionally, because many messaging services are private – meaning that conversations occur between individuals – personal correspondence has a stronger sense of intimacy and closeness than a forum post which is composed to suit a wider audience. Thus, one might expect a higher degree of anonymity and a lesser degree of intimacy on message boards.



2.2. The “third medium”



Online communication has been characterised as a ”third medium”, different from both oral speech and written text while still retaining features of both. But what are the characteristics of Netspeak? What are the features and functions in CMC which simulate oral discourse conventions? To answer this question, one must examine features of both oral and written communication. Examining Netspeak’s complimentary features to standard writing is conditional to understanding the concept of Netspeak. Extensive research has been carried out on the subject of the relationship between speech and
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writing (e.g. Chafe (1982), Tannen (1982), Biber (1987)) which allow a generalised description of both media. First, a distinction must be made between the physical aspects of speech and writing. When Crystal (2001, 2004) discusses the oral features of Netspeak, he is not actually referring to spoken words, but rather oral characteristics in text. There is a physical distinction between speech and writing, and almost all forms of CMC are dependable on writing. (The exception being audio/visual communication through the use of web cameras and microphones). What is discussed in the present text, is not the physical properties of speech and writing, but rather the prototypical linguistic characteristics of these media. Speech and writing can be compared through sets of categories. While speech is a fast, constantly flowing medium, writing is usually slower, even for the most skilled stenographers. Even in synchronous CMC, feedback cannot be as immediate as face-toface discourse. In such instant messaging services such as IRC, MSN or ICQ, messages appear on the recipient’s screen as a whole, not letter by letter, (Crystal 2001: 30) and he or she must produce a reaction to the whole utterance. In oral speech, facial expressions and reactions, interjections and other types of responses which are given concurrently, might lead a speaker to modify his statement based on constant feedback. Another difference is the recordability of the two mediums; in most cases, oral speech is transient while writing is generally more permament and can be stored, moved, copied and shared. Because of its permanence, written text is subject to change and alterations at any time. Unlike speech, it can also be re-read. In an oral conversation, one might ask someone ”I didn’t quite get that, could you please repeat it?”, but one is seldom given exactly the same utterance. It may include such modifying statements as ”What I was saying” or ”I said”, or include added emphasis, clarity or extralinguistic features such as hand gesturing and facial expressions to make the statement more explicit. Although the three forms of online communication – the World Wide Web, emails and chatgroups – are predominantly made up of text, CMC is often characterised as a fusion of oral and written language features. This duality is indicative both of its userbase’s expectations and of the demands of the medium. CMC has replaced or coincided with face-to-face discourse in several domains, and the conflict between the
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limitations of the medium and the expectations of the users may influence the way people communicate online.



People have strong expectations of the Internet, and established users evidently have strong feelings about how it should be used to achieve is purposes. However, it is not a straightforward relationship. The evolution of Netspeak illustrates a real tension which exists between the nature of the medium and the aims and expectations of its users. The heart of the matter seems to be its relationship to spoken and written language. Crystal 2001: 24



The reason for this ’tension’ may be that CMC is different from both speech and writing. For example, as noted above, speech is generally fast while writing is generally slow, and the number of spelling errors and abbreviated forms – both standard and non-standard may be a result of writers wanting to adapt the speed of spoken discourse to the medium of online writing. One assumption is that Netspeak is constructed under such circumstances, where the gap between orality and literacy produce new forms of writing. Crystal (2001) presents some of the ”core properties of speech” in CMC and compares the electronic medium with speech.



E-mails [and] chatgroups … display several of the core properties of speech. They are time-governed, expecting or demanding an immediate response; they are transient, in the sense that messages may be immediately deleted (as in e-mails) or be lost to attention as they scroll off the page (as in chatgroups); and their utterances display much of the urgency and energetic force which is characteristic of face-to-face conversation. Crystal 2001: 29



Although Crystal is correct in stating that CMC contains properties of speech, the present writer does not fully agree with his supporting arguments. First, neither the medium of email nor message board requires immediate response to the extent face-to-face conversation does. It is only within the limited category of synchronous CMC that immediate response is expected, and even then there are limitations. Because speakers cannot actually see the person(s) with whom they are communicating, they can never be sure that the recipient is actually active in the conversation until he or she produces a
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response. The level of expected immediacy in synchronous CMC is not as high as in oral conversations because users know that the person they are addressing may have gone off to do other things while still appearing in the chatroom. In synchronous CMC, it is normal for queries and statements to go unanswered for longer stretches of time, because users are busy doing something else, such as going to the bathroom, getting something to eat or drink from the kitchen, chatting in another room (both virtual and real) with other people, answering an email, reading an online newspaper, etc. Secondly, as has been previously mentioned, the level of transience also varies from programme to programme. Some email-providers (such as Google Mail) keep a full record of all outgoing emails, and others can be configured as to leave a copy of all outgoing messages in a “sent”-box, thus archiving a user’s electronic exchanges. Furthermore, in this context, “chatgroup” is not synonymous with “message boards” as messages never “scroll off the page” in this medium. In his glossary of Netspeak, Crystal (2004 (2): 26) notes under the heading “chatgroup” that “most chats take place in real time …, but it is possible to carry on a conversation in an asynchronous way, where the messages are stored for later scrutiny, as with bulletin [message] boards... Terminology varies greatly.” Whereas Crystal includes both message boards and instant messaging applications such as IRC in the same generic category “Chatgroup”, the present study makes a clear distinction between the two. The former medium is asynchronous while communication carried out via IRC is synchronous, and it is in this context that messages may “scroll off the page”. A much more “oral” property than the potential transience of messages, pertaining to speech present in some forms of CMC is the fact that once a statement has been made, it cannot be taken back or edited in some way. How many tactless faux pas could have been avoided, if a person was able to retrieve and modify a statement as to not offend the recipient? Similarly, there are probably many instances when a chatter has wanted to take back an inconsiderate or thoughtless remark, but was unable to do so, due to the constraints of the medium. The notion that messages are unavailable for revision extends to both the medium of email and instant messaging services, but not to the message board, where statements can be modified or removed at any point after the forum post is submitted.
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2.3. The characteristics of CMC: earlier studies David Crystal has written several introductory books on the subject of language and electronic media, including Language and the Internet (2001), Language Revolution Themes for the 21st Century (2004) and A Glossary of Netspeak and Textspeak (2004). In Language and the Internet (2001), Crystal examines what he calls “Netspeak” – the language of the Internet – in four online media: email, chatgroups, virtual worlds (electronic online games) and the World Wide Web. Crystal (2001: 48) argues that Netspeak is an entirely new medium, different from both spoken and written language, while still bearing resemblances to both and containing characteristics unique to electronic communication. Furthermore, he argues that the advent of this new communication medium will affect and enrich language itself. Crystal’s discussion on Netspeak as a “third medium” is relevant to the analysis of linguistic features of forum posts and emails. In his Glossary of Netspeak and Textspeak (2004(2)), Crystal defines ”Netspeak” as [a t]erm... used by some commentators, devised on analogy with such words as doublespeak (as in the work of George Orwell) and airspeak (for the language of air-traffic controll), to describe the kind of distinctive language on the Internet. Crystal 2004(2): 78



In other words, ”Netspeak” is a term used to describe the “distinctive language of the Internet.” What this definition fails to include is exactly what these distinctive features are. Crystal (2001: 48) argues that Netspeak consists of ”speech + writing + electronically mediated properties” which is evident in its unique vocabulary, nonstandard spelling conventions, abbreviations and acronyms, use of punctuation and capitalisation (2001: 81-91). In Language Revolution (2004) Crystal outlines three trends affecting language today: the predominant role of English as the first true world language, the decimation and eradication of smaller languages, and the impact of the Internet on language in modern times. He uses the term revolutionary to describe the impact of Netspeak:
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There are ... certain traditional linguistic activities that this medium can facilitiate very well, and others that it cannot handle at all. There are also certain linguistic activities which an electronic medium allows that no other medium can achieve. That is why it seems apposite to talk in terms of ’revolution’. Crystal 2004: 69



As an example of one such activity, Crystal discusses the advantageous aspect of persistence in CMC; that participants in discussions are not required to be present ’there and then’ when discussions actually start, but can join in the conversation at any time. Another advantage of the storing and archiving of past conversations is the ability to search for and re-read previous conversations and discussions ”in ways that ... traditional book-indexing does not permit.” (Crystal 2004: 80). Moreover, Crystal notes the revolutionary aspects of the following CMC-characteristics: the simultaneity (the fact that the same text is available to people worldwide at the same time), the permeability (the way texts inter-connect with each other and link directly to other texts) and the nondegradability (the ease of copying text without degrading its quality). These factors, Crystal argues, are what makes Netspeak revolutionary. Crystal presents an encyclopaedic analysis of vocabulary, smilies and abbreviations unique to electronic media in A Glossary of Netspeak and Textspeak (2004(2)). This physical book is an alternative to the numerous online guidesII (of varying quality) which provide similar overviews of the subject. The fact that these glossaries are available both on the World Wide Web and in bookstores, is indicative of the the fact that Netspeak is a phenomenon recognised both by the academic and virtual realm. Examples from Crystal’s glossary include:



Flaming An aggressive or inflammatory electronic message (in an email or to a chatroom); also, the act of sending such messages. ORIGINAL USE (as a noun) Flaming is one of the curses of the Internet. NEW USE (as a noun) the use of deliberately aggressive language in a spoken exchange Just listen to all that flaming going on (Crystal 2004(2): 45-6) Emoticon or smiley A sequential combination of keyboard characters designed to convey the emotion associated with a particular facial expression. The simplest
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forms represent basic attitudes – positive, in the case of :) and negative in the case of :( . Emoticons are typed as a string on a single line, and usually located at the end of a sentence; most need to be read sideways. They are not very frequently used in emails, but a larger number of jocular and artistically creative emoticons have been devised (see p. 117). (Crystal 2004(2): 38-9)



Bandwidth junkie Someone who is obsessed with downloading information at the fastest possible rate; someone who browses the Web at high speed; someone who can’t stop surfing the Web. >> bandwidth; browser; surf; Web (Crystal 2004(2): 14)



Yates (1996) focusses on the textual, interpersonal and ideational aspects of speech, writing and CMC. In terms of vocabulary, the study shows that CMC is more literate than oral in nature and that “users of CMC systems may be bringing their literate practices to an interactive, social and orally-oriented interaction.” (Yates 1996: 39) In relation to interpersonal behaviour, however, CMC is more closely connected to speech: the study indicated that the use of pronouns in CMC resembled more that of spoken discourse than written text. Finally, by studying the use of modal auxiliaries, Yates discovered that the overall relative frequency of auxiliary verbs in the CMC subcorpora lay closer to the equivalent frequencies of oral speech than written text. Christopher C. Werry’s (1996) article on ”Linguistic and Interactional Features of Internet Relay Chat” discusses discourse properties such as addressivity, abbreviation, prosody and gesture in the synchronous communication programme IRC. This medium presents users with a wide range of “chatrooms”, each one with its own inherent topic (music, technology, religion, sex, politics etc.) Users join a chatroom (or “channel”) and discuss topics related to that chatroom with other users. Messages from all users are presented in the same window in the chronological order they are sent to the server. As a result, “successive, independent speech acts are simply juxtaposed, and different topics interwoven” (Werry 1996: 51). Werry’s study showed that the messages tended to include the name of the addressee followed by a colon before the actual message



 ariadnne: what the hell does that mean?
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 shaq: what are you yapping your lips about? (Werry 1996: 52)



He concludes that the high frequency of addressivity is crucial to coherent communication due to the intermingling of various messages and topics, and that the only time when addressivity was omitted was when a user addressed the whole channel instead of a single individual. Furthermore, his study shows that the need for brevity lead to a heavy use of abbreviations, which in turn sped up communication to a level comparable with face-to-face discourse. (Werry 1996: 56). Werry also comments on the use of orthographic strategies to compensate for lack of intonation and paralinguistic cues. One such strategy is the use of capitalisation, novel spelling and non-standard use of punctuation to signal voice, gesture and tone. Furthermore, the author notes that the use of colloquialisms, abbreviation, creative use of spelling and punctuation conventions are all indicative of making the textual medium of CMC more speech-like. In conclusion, Werry explains that these features of CMC are created to compensate for the restraints of the textual medium. In Conversation and Community - Chat in a Virtual World (1999) Lynn Cherney examines the realm of online communication, with particular focus on language and social interaction in a textual online medium, specifically that of the Multi-UserDimension (MUD) “ElseMoo”. She examines the register – “a special variety of speech adapted for a particular recurrent situation of use” (1999: 26) – used by the members of this online community with the underlying assumption that “users adapt their communication practices to the demands of the medium (1999:149). While some text-based MUDs rely heavily on interaction and conversation, most MUDs are graphically presented and act more like a game (often based on themes of fantasy or science-fiction) rather than a community for communication and discussion. The MUDs also vary in age, size (in terms of number of users) and level of inclusiveness. The underlying assumption is that a small and stable MUD with few, yet loyal members will easier develop their own culture and a sense of identity than a large MUD with a high “turnover”-rate. This hypothesis seems particularly relevant to the present thesis, which examines and compares two message boards of different sizes.
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Cherney further discusses the linguistic and social features of the MUD register, the issue of turn-taking in a virtual environment and the use of the third person present tense to signal emotes (actions). The function of these emotes is to replace some of the paralinguistic features of face-to-face conversation which is absent in traditional CMC. It is intended to serve as a shorthand style of explaining one’s actions, feelings, reactions, gestures and facial expressions. For instance, if a participant named John types “smiles”, other participants can see on their computer screens that “John smiles”. Cherney gives an example from another MUD (called “Revenge of the End of the Line”) where a more elaborate set of commands allow more specialised emotes:



If a character named Fred typed “French Ginger”, then command’s output to Ginger would be: Fred gives you a deep and passionate kiss… It seems to take forever…1 (Cherney, 1999: 118) Whereas message boards are mere communicative devices for discussions, MUDs are interactive virtual areas, with virtual items, characters and characteristics. Although discussions on specific themes can occur, MUD communication is primarily conversational, less formal, and more open to off-topic comments, thoughts or nonsequiturs. A user may express that she is thinking about something, feeling a certain way or interacting with an object in the virtual room she’s currently in. (These are examples of ‘emotes’ or actions that users of MUDs can make make use of.) The interaction in MUDs has more to do with playing around (with virtual items or with other users) than discussing specific subjects with other people, which is the primary function of message boards Finally, Rachel Panckhurst’s article “Computer-mediated communication and linguistic issues in French University online courses” (2004) “examines the ways in which language is evolving in certain online courses within French higher education” by comparing two forms of online communication: asynchronous message boards (referred to in the article as “discussion groups”) and synchronous chat groups.



1



The ElseMoo MUD uses two different font types to distinguish between text produced by the members and text sent by the server.
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Panckhurst’s claim that a new type of language (Netspeak) emerges from electronic communication is substantiated by her findings: Even more than traditional discourse, online communication relies heavily on modal verbs, the first and second pronoun, and what Panckhurst refers to as “anchoring”, the linking of addresser, addressee and statement. Online communication takes place in a virtual environment without traditional paralinguistic features of face-to-face discourse such as body language, intonation, gesturing, etc, which contribute to the efficiency of traditional communication. Due to the lack of these extralinguistic features in online communication, it relies heavily on the speaker “anchoring” the message to him and to the addressee, setting it apart from traditional, non-electronic communication. Citing Crystal (2001, 148), Panckhurst notes that online communication also lacks “turn-taking, floor taking and adjacency.” (The latter meaning the juxtaposition of multiple conversation strands which in turn divides entries in conversations.).



2.4. The concept of Netspeak



According to the author Paul McFedries, “Netspeak” first appeared in the article “Out on the Internet” (Ian Bacon, 1993) in the journal “MacUser”: "Like all arcane entities, the Internet has its own language, sometimes known as NetSpeak."III Although this term, used to denote the language of the Internet, was first used in 1993, it is now mostly associated with David Crystal’s Language and the Internet (2001). The present study distinguishes between three levels of communication: the overall category of ”ComputerMediated Communication” (which refers to the medium itself), ”Netspeak”, the language used in CMC, and ”1337-speak”, a specialised sociolect within that register. According to Crystal (2001: 18), the online register of Netspeak is born out of the electronic, global and interactive medium of CMC, and contains characteristics of writing, speech and what he refers to as “electronically mediated properties” (2001: 48) (cf. p15). These characteristics form the features of Netspeak: specialised vocabulary relating to the medium of electronic communication such as click, webcam, netlag, Hotmail, bug fix, cybersex, hyperlink and spybot, non-standard abbreviations and
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acronyms such as afaik (as far as I know), brb (be right back), pls/plz/plx (please), kthx (ok, thanks), roflmao (rolling on the floor laughing my ass off) and WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get). Other features include novel spellings of existing words producing rebuses by using a single symbol to indicate a syllable or a word (L8R, later, B4N, bye for now) (Crystal 2001: 86). Another variety includes using symbols that are typographically similar to letters in words: B4N may also be read as ban, as the the number “4” resembles capitalised . Netspeak also includes the feature of non-standard capitalisation and notes that the ‘save a keystroke’-principle some users employ produces many words without capitalised letters. Others use capitalisations excessively to indicate emphasis or shouting. Forms such as whoooole, Aaaaaaaactually, HUGE, AMAZING indicate a narrower and more fine representation of these words than the more generic forms “whole”, actually”, “huge” and “amazing”. Non-standard spelling conventions are also a common feature of Netspeak. Many users produce  and  interchangibly in final position: gamez, progz, downloadz, filez. Users also produce variants which are spelt to reflect their pronunciation: yep, hiya, nooooo, dunno, gonna (Crystal 2001: 88). A final feature of Netspeak is the varying use of punctuation. While some writers insist on writing emails with standardised conventions of punctuation, “some do not use it at all, either as a consequence of typing speed, or through not realizing that ambiguity can be one of the consequences.” (Crystal: 2001: 89). Many of these forms are fluid and vary in permanence. Some words or abbreviations gain widespread popularity among chatters and posters, and are welcomed as useful contributions to the lexicon of Netspeak. Others fall victim to the passage of time and are discarded from general usage2. There is a constant flow of new speakers becoming familiar with CMC and Netspeak, while at the same time others drop out. The invention of new technology leads to neologisms and trendy expressions, while existing vocabulary undergoes new semantic or orthographic change. These factors all contribute to the development and evolution of Netspeak, making characterisation problematic. 2



One such form was 2k, a phrase used to intensify words or phrases: OMG, u r s0 kewl2k (”oh my God, you are so cool!) 2k is a variant of Y2K (Year 2000), a term used to describe the turn of the millenium. Although the term enjoyed tremendous popularity in the years surrounding the turn of the millenium, its use has since dissipated.
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2.5. The Concept of 1337-speak 1337-speak is a narrower sociolect within the online register of Netspeak, used predominantly in the realm of online gaming. Unlike “Netspeak”, the term “1337-speak” has not gained widespread acceptance in academia. A search on “1337-speak” or “leetspeak” at Questia.com – the world’s largest online library (according to their own moniker) - produces zero hits. However, at Google.com, “1337-speak” generates 49.700 hits (per April, 2006). This is not to say that 1337-speak has received no scholarly attention3, but indicates the extent to which this subject has been investigated. “1337-speak” (or “leet-speak”, “elite-speak”, “1€€7-speak”, etc) is an orthographic sociolect of written language which is used in Computer-Mediated Communication, particularly in the realm of online video games. This register is characterised by purposely misspelt words (teh (the) and pwn (own)) and the interchangeability of symbols, letters, syllables and words which map onto the same spoken form (2/to/too/two, @/at, u/you, nollij/knowledge, rox/rocks) or graphemic form (1337/LEET, f34r/FEAR, @$$/ASS4). Other features include non-standard use of capitalisation (both individual words and entire sentences, usually indicative of emphasis and shouting respectively), specialised vocabulary (flaming, tanking, nerf, owned, clickfest, squirrely), non-standard acronyms (PvP, RPG, omglol, GURPS, DDR, FGM) and abbreviations (aggro, charr, critting, comp, devs, gig, necros). The difference between Netspeak and 1337-speak is not well-defined as both registers contain the same features: non-standard spelling variants, abbreviations and acronyms, specialised vocabulary and non-standard use of capitalisation. The only difference between the two registers is that 1337-speak is prototypically non-standard while Netspeak is a general term for the language used in the medium of CMC. In some cases, it will include the same features as 1337-speak, but its linguistic features can also be predominantly standard, depending on the writer. 3



The following compositions include the subject of 1337 (or leet)-speak: ”Tags” (Te Ling Yang, 2003), “Game Geek’s Goss: Linguistic Creativity In Young Males Within An Online University Forum (94/\/\3 933k’5 9055oneone)” (Katherine Blashki and Sophie Nichol, 2005) , IRC Hacks (Paul Mutton, 2004) and ”Supporting and Distorting Prejudice A study of prejudice in Blizzard Entertainment’s World of Warcraft” (Allison Yoneyama, 2005) 4 The forms were capitalised here in order to show the orthographic resemblance between symbols and letters.
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3.0 Defining the medium



3.1. The message board



A Message Board, also called an “Internet Bulletin Board” or “Internet Forum”, is a web application, designed specifically to function as a communal meeting place for people who share similar interests. Message boards will most often revolve around a specific theme or subject such as music, politics, video games, electronics, etc. However, in contrast to informative pieces of literature such as journal articles or online newspapers, the content of message boards is based on readers’ participation, and thus poses as a different medium than a standard web page. It also serves a different function than standard web pages. Whereas the latter are mostly informational, the underlying function of message boards is to be interactional. They have a varying number of “users” who pose questions, express opinions and ideas, ask for help and engage in discussions on a wide variety of subjects. In addition to creating their own “thread” (topic for debate), they can also respond to others’. This free exchange of ideas is the foundation on which message boards are built. The structure of a message board is often hierarchal. A message board is usually split into several sub-groups, each for a particular topic within the theme of that particular board. Users post their threads in the corresponding sub-group based on the topic of that thread. For example, a message board about music may contain sub-fora such as “music genres”, “famous composers”, “modern music”, “recommend an artist” and “music history”. If one were to post a thread asking about UK’s last week’s top hit, then one would do so in the sub-group appropriately called “modern music”. If one wanted to discuss baroque music, that thread would be posted in “music history”, etc. If a thread is posted in the wrong sub-group, then a “moderator” (a user with special privileges who polices the board) can either delete the thread or move it to the appropriate sub-group. The structure of message boards is shown in Appendix 1 and an example of an imaginary message board is shown Appendix 2.
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Like the physical bulletin boards used in schools, homes and work places for general announcements, online message boards offer asynchronous communication. As shown above (cf. p8), this contrasts with other forms of online communication programmes such as IRC, Microsoft Messenger and ICQ which allow users to communicate synchronously – in “real time”. Although these latter programmes allow for multiple participants in conversations, they are primarily used for communication between two individuals. However, users may engage in several conversations with other people at the same time. A user may simultaneously speak to “Samuel” about the football match on TV, to “Hilary” about a work-related problem and to “Anette” about grocery prices, with each contact unaware of the user’s other ongoing conversations. Message boards, on the other hand, lack the privacy of one-to-one communication media. A user may post a message about the football match on TV in the appropriate forum. Ten different people may see the post within the first five minutes and seven of those might choose to respond to it. The user who posted the message may return to view his thread the following week, after having been away on holiday, and reply to posts that have been submitted in the meantime. Because discussions and arguments on message boards may span several days (if not weeks or months), due to the nature of the medium, one can argue that this form of communication is quite different from a normal conversation. For example, one is able to pause for great lengths of time in between replies to research the topic of the debate, to prepare a meticulously well-structured reply, provide supporting arguments, and one is also able to proofread one’s post to make sure it is grammatically correct and free of spelling errors (if one so chooses). In traditional oral discourse, or during an online synchronous debate, this is generally impossible. Some fora allow completely anonymous posting, while others require users to register an ‘account’ in order to post replies and threads. Users can then modify and personalise their profile and board settings to their liking. When a user registers an account, he or she selects a nickname of their own choosing. This nickname will be placed next to each forum post, to identify the writer. Some forums allow users to include a small picture (an “avatar”) underneath the nickname, which further serves to identify
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the writer. Another identifier is the appearance of a forum title5 underneath the avatar (although this is sometimes fixed6 by the forum software or given by moderators). A final identifying feature is the optional signature (a piece of text or a picture attached below the post itself). Each registered member has their own profile where this information is listed. Moreover, in their profile, forum members can list their interests, contact information, hobbies etc. for others to see. Appendix 3 shows the message board profile of the user [wcip]Angel (who, coincidentally, is also the current writer) from The Lurker Lounge message board. The contents of the message board, produced by the users themselves, are here labelled forum posts. Forum posts can be subdivided into two categories: “threads” and “posts”. The former are the original entries which start and set the topic for the discussions, and the latter are the subsequent replies to those threads. A user will create a thread or a post, which will be stored on the message board. When another user comes to check whether something new has been added in his/her absence from the message board, new threads and posts will be shown as unread, similar to email. The user will click on the new threads and posts to see what has been added since his/her last visit, perhaps to see if someone has responded to one of his/her own threads or replies. Although forum posts consist predominantly of text, they can also include images, emoticons and hypertext (URLs7 to audiovisual media, e-mail-addresses, websites, etc.) Message boards use a Bulletin Board code similar to standard HTML8, which allow users to customise forum posts. Like word processors such as Microsoft Word, text can be formatted to suit one’s need for emphasis, clarification, sarcasm, humour, etc. by making use of the various format tools that message boards offer. Underlined and italicised text, different colour schemes, font types and sizes are some of the most common features of online message boards. These features can be triggered either by inputting the code



5



A forum title is a short (usually one to five words) description of a forum member. The forum title is another identifier (along with nickname and avatar) which accompany each forum post. 6 Some message boards correlate the number of forum posts a user has contributed to the forum title attached to his or her profile. See Appendix 7 for the ”ranks” of The Elder Scrolls forums. No such system exists on The Lurker Lounge, as the message board’s inbuilt postcount-feature has been removed by the site administrator. This was done to limit the amount of unnecessary posts, as certain types of forum members will invariably produce as many posts as possible to get a higher postcount. 7 “Uniform Resource Locator”; essentially a web page address. 8 “HyperText Markup Language” is a code used for creating web pages.
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manually, or by clicking a specific button. For example, the code for bold typeface is [b][/b]. The first piece of the code ([b]) signals when the bold text starts, and the second code ([/b]) signals when it stops. If a user prefers not to type in the code himself, he can simply click on the “B”-button on the screen, type in the text he would like highlighted in bold, and then click the button again. The web application will then construct the code for the user. Appendix 4 shows the features of a forum post, Appendix 5 gives an example of how the code appears on screen before it is posted, and Appendix 6 shows the final result – the forum post itself. Communication between large groups of individuals is the most central aspect of message boards. Turn-taking is a common, traditional element of face-to-face oral discourse, but without such a feature in online message boards, miscommunications and misunderstandings may arise: “I wasn’t talking to you.” “No, I meant someone else”, “Are you talking to me now?” are not uncommon phrases to any online CMC situation where addressivity is not clear from the context. Users wanting to avoid miscommunications can make use of various tools to inform the reader to whom they are presently replying. One solution is simply to add the nickname of the user one is addressing at the start of one’s text. Werry’s (1996) study on discourse properties in IRC (cf. p16) showed that this was a common strategy for addressing recipients. Other strategies of addressivity include quoting text written by other users. Using quotation marks or italicising the text of another person are two conventional ways of indicating a quoted passage. Additionally, most message boards also include a “Quote”-feature which provide users with a more streamlined approach at citing other users’ text. When a person wants to reply to a specific post, he or she clicks on the button on the screen that says “post reply”. However, if a user wishes to quote a specific person, he clicks on the button labelled “Quote”, which appears next to each forum post. The software of the message board then automatically includes the entire passage of the quoted post. The user may then modify the quoted passage by removing unnecessary text or underlining key words. The availability of these (and other) features is dependent of the computer software the message board is built on and both The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums are constructed using the forum software “Invision Power Board”. In this chapter I have presented a short description of the medium of message boards, its
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structure, features and uses. The types of text produced using this medium is referred to as “forum posts” in the present study, and will be described in the following section.



3.2. The forum post as a text type



Manfred Görlach (2004: 8) argues that forum posts and emails, like other text types, such as newspaper articles, obituaries, sonnets and sermons, consist of specific features and functions which identify the texts:



The assumption is that although not all conventionalized uses of a language have a term related to them, those that have can probably be correlated with specific functions and recurring linguistic features as well as writers’ intentions and readers’ expectations. A text type, according to Görlach, has its own inherent, implicit features which define the text type and decide which term we use for it. For example, a cooking recipe is only that if it contains a list of ingredients and a description of how they are used to produce a meal, a cake or the like. Similarly, an obituary is only considered an obituary if it is a piece of text in a newspaper proclaiming a person’s death, a few select words about the deceased, as well as information about the service. Following Görlach’s assumption, if forum posts and emails are to be considered text types, it should be possible to define characteristics that are specific to them. Görlach’s categories are designed generically to allow categorisation of all potential text types, which has the practical implication that not all categories may apply to every text type. The ones which apply in this context are field, which describe the overall theme of forum posts, intention, which denote writers’ motivation for composing forum posts – are they posing a question or answering one, providing opinions or facts, regaling stories or telling jokes, etc? Furthermore, the aspect of propriety denotes whether or not a forum post is cohesive and coherent, and originality refers to whether authors of forum posts produce the text themselves or if they include other people’s writing as well. Other categories include the written/spoken-, formal/colloquial-, and technical/common dichotomies which denote the style and content of forum posts. Other 28



categories include the level of formulaicness, authenticity, spontaneity and privacy associated with this text type. The final category distinguishes beween texts that are produced freely and those which are subject to an authority who oversees the text once it is produced and released. The field of a forum post will vary depending on the theme of the message board, where the forum post is posted, the sub-group in which it is placed, and the topic of the thread it belongs to. For example, a forum post about the possible strategies for creating a necromancer in the online role-playing game Diablo II belongs to the field of online video games. The forum post will most likely be found either on a game-related message board, one dedicated to role-playing games in general, or one specifically designed for that particular game. Furthermore, the forum post will be placed in the sub-group designed for discussions on strategies and character creation, and finally, the post itself will be placed in a thread with this specific topic. The intention of a forum post varies in accordance with the mood of the thread. (Is the original thread posing a question, telling a story, ranting, flaming (cf. p15), asking for help, etc.) A forum post can be either informative or interactive (or both). The intention of forum posts is either to present information or to reply to other forum posts and share experiences, ideas, thoughts and feelings with one’s fellow members, or all of the above. Users may argue a point, ask a question, share an experience, tell a joke, etc. The intention of forum posts is thus highly variable. Görlach (2004: 18) makes the distinction between “proper text, that is, one that has coherence and cohesion” and texts which do not display these properties. Because forum posts differ immensely in coherence and cohesion from user to user and from context to context, it is problematic to impose this explicit distinction to forum posts. Some forum posts are structured in similar fashion to essays or articles and would meet Görlach’s demand as a proper text. On the other side of the spectrum are forum posts which border on the non-sensical, which would not be considered proper by anyone. A forum post may contain text that is not originally written by the user himself. Forum posts contain quoted texts from other members to indicate whom one is currently addressing. If a text contains a reference to a text written in another language, the user may choose to translate the text or paraphrase its content. Paraphrasing other users is also
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common in arguments: “So what you’re basically saying is that …” As group identity on message boards grows, a user may choose to imitate another user or moderator for the purpose of humour or satire. Görlach (2004: 19) distinguishes between text types which fall into the binary classifactions of spoken/written as well as written to be spoken/spoken and subsequently written down. The point was made earlier of the distinction between the physical aspect of speech and writing and their prototypical characteristcs (cf. p11). Although the text type can easily be placed into the first paradigm as a written one, the characteristics of forum posts vary greatly, which makes further categorisation problematic. The prototypical forum post is considered neither written to be spoken nor spoken and subsequently written down, but belongs rather to a third, more exclusive category, namely that of written as spoken. This is of course not the case for all forum posts, but several authorities (such as Crystal, Werry and Yates) have noted that in terms of CMC “[t]he heart of the matter seems to be its releationship to spoken and written language.” (Crystal 2001: 24) The feature most commonly associated with the concept of style in text types is the level of formality. As already mentioned, forum posts vary greatly with regard to field, intention, coherence and cohesion. Because forum posts are a very general and fluid medium, the level of formality will also vary based on such factors as context, user and topic. As with many aspects of life, there are situations which call for both formal and informal behaviour. However, as writing forum post is a social past-time, one might argue that users are expected to express themselves as they would in similar situations, in an informal, colloquial style. This casual and informal style of writing commonly associated with forum posts may further propagate the playfulness and creativitiy present in the style of certain online registers. As in oral conversation, the level of formulaicness in forum posts varies. While some users are consistent and compose their forum post utilising the same structure over and over, for the most part, forum posts have no requisite formula. The users “Pete” and “Kylearan” from The Lurker Lounge are two participants who remain consistent in structuring their replies. Their forum posts are made up of the following features (in order): general greeting (“Hi,”), quoted passage, comment, general signature (“- Pete”).
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Of the 20 forum posts Pete contributed to the present study, thirteen are structured in this manner, six simply omit the quote, and the final post follows the same pattern as the initial thirteen, but has an added comment between the greeting and the quoted passage. However, although Pete is consistent in his use of this structure, it is not a universal one, and very few users demonstrate the same level of consistency in their forum post structure. The distinction of specialised vs common types of information divides forum posts into two categories. It is assumed that online message boards are inhabited mostly by people with some measure of computer literacy, and that their presence in message boards indicate an interest in communicating with like-minded individuals. Thus, it is safe to assume that specialised types of information (especially with regard to computers and video games) are exchanged on a daily basis. However, as with all groups, competence levels will vary considerably among forum members, especially in larger groups. Considering this, and the fact that users also discuss other – more mundane or common subjects, such as the weather, history, music, politics and love, forum posts contain both specialised and common types of information. Text types can also be divided by their authenticity; is the forum post true or fictional? Similarly, a distinction can be made as to whether the text of a forum post is true or false in the eyes of the writer or the public. Although most forum posts are nonfictive by default, there are instances where posted material can be false. A user may post information or make assumptions that are later revealed to be false. Moreover, users may fabricate ”facts” and mislead other forum members, although this happens fairly rarely. Although CMC resembles speech in many regards, it still contains features common to writing, such as premeditation and preparedness. Whereas speech acts are commonly spontaneous outbursts, personal experience and common sense state that asynchronous communication can display properties of both spontaneity and premediation. Collot and Belmore (1996) disagree:



There is an easy interaction of participants and alternation of topics typical of some varieties of spoken English. However, they can not be strictly labelled as spoken messages since the participants neither see nor hear each other. Nor can they be considered strictly written since many of them are composed directly on-
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line, thereby ruling out the use of planning and editing strategies which are at the disposal of even the most informal writer. Collot and Belmore, 1996:14 It is the view of the current writer than “planning and editing strategies” are cognitive processes, which are available to writers regardless of the medium used to produce the result of these processes. When I contacted the forum members of the two sub-corpora asking them to participate in the present study (see Appendices 8 and 9), the forum posts I composed were carefully planned and underwent heavy scrutiny and proofreading before being submitted. These were just some of the questions that had to be considered: Did the text provide the necessary information? Was the text short enough so that the casual poster would not be discouraged from reading it? Was the forum post clear and concise? Was the style and language friendly and inviting? etc. As speech is more closely connected to chatting than posting, it is the argument of the present writer that spontaneity is a characteristic which more accurately describes chatting through instant messaging programmes than composing forum posts for message boards. Forum posts are also always public. It is the nature of forum posts to target a wider and larger audience than the individuals one would engage in conversation through instant messaging services such as Microsoft Messenger or ICQ. When exceptions occur, when a publicly posted forum post is directed at one individual member and is of little or no interest to the rest of the members, the thread will most likely be locked9 or deleted by a moderator. The rules of The Lurker Lounge explicitly forbid this type of posting: The forum is not the chatroom. It happens from time to time - two to three posters are up late at night and just post away on a forum thread, with new posts every minute as they go back and forth. If you find yourself doing this, try the Chat room instead please.IV The asynchronous, public communication of message boards contrasts that of synchronous, private correspondence between individuals using instant messaging programmes.



9



A locked thread will remain visible on the forum and can be accessed and read by both forum members and moderators. However, members cannot add further replies.
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Communication in online message boards is controlled and under constant supervision by moderators – users granted the authority and privilege of making sure that the rules of the message board are obeyed. Their authority extends to revising, locking or deleting threads and posts, moving threads into their appropriate sub-group, and banning members who violate the rules of the message board. An obvious definition of ”forum post” is, of course, ”a text posted in a forum.” This definition, however, is not very satisfying. As shown by Görlach’s categories, forum posts are extremely variable in many ways and thus eludes proper definition. In the case of a highly versatile and variably medium such as forum posts, the most accurate description will involve a prototypical presentation of what a forum post is in general. The field of a forum post submitted on a gaming message board, will centre on one or several aspects of a video game. The intention is often to ask questions or advice regarding the game’s mechanics or how to solve a specific problem, but also to give one’s opinion of the game and ask other forum members for theirs. Forum posts are, on the whole, coherent, as other users understand what is asked and reply in form. The most common types of text occurring in forum post is original prose composed by the writer combined with quoted text from other forum members. The style and level of oral and written features are some of the most variable components in forum posts, but on the whole forum members produce at least one or several non-standard forms of Netspeak. There is very little formulaicness in forum posts as few people follow the same structuring pattern when composing texts. In forum posts related to video games there is a high frequency of specialised vocabulary used to describe the plethora of items, characters, quests, enemies, locations, strategies, hardware requirements and players related to these games. The content of forum posts is primarily authentic, and when not, the reason is usually a misunderstanding or false assumption on the writer’s part. Many discussions on message boards evolve naturally from the response users get, and replies are constructed spontaneously based on those responses. Threads, on the other hand, are usually given some thought and preparation, as there exists on some message boards the idea that users who post threads are responsible for them being interesting, evocative and
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inspiring. Finally, all forum posts are public and available to anyone10, and the content of forum posts is subject to scrutity by the moderators.



3.3. The email as a text type



Whereas the field of the forum post depended on the theme of the message board, the field of emails relies more heavily on the writer’s relationship with the addressee. If the receiver of the email is an aunt or uncle, then the field may be of a more personal nature, than if one were to send an email to one’s boss or business partner. Similar to the intention of forum posts, the text of emails is often composed of questions, information, ideas and opinions. As emails are a more private medium than forum posts, and are typically intended for individual recipients, email is more likely to be the medium of choice for people who wish to send a message to a specific person. In addition to the extratextual features of forum posts, such as smilies, pictures and hyperlinks, emails also allow the inclusion of attachments. Documents, programme files, Powerpoint presentations or video clips can all be attached to the email and sent to the recipient. The use of attachments is less common in message boards because of the restrictions on storage capabilities. If a message board such as The Elder Scrolls forums – with more than 80.000 users – would allow each individual to attach larger files to their forum posts, it would put a devastating strain on their servers. One might argue that emails present a higher degree of coherence and cohesiveness than forum posts, as users may consider the medium an extension of traditional letter-writing, a normalised and conventionalised medium. While this point could certainly be argued, one must also be prepared to accept that there are those who compose emails without the coherence and cohesion which Görlach requires of a text type. As with forum posts, these characteristics will also vary in emails from user to user. However, as emails are often single messages sent from one individual to another, there is perhaps an underlying assumption that one must express oneself with a higher sense of 10



Some web sites require visitors to register an account before they can access the message boards, while some (including The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums) allow potential users to browse the content of the forums before they register.
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clarity than one would in forum posts, as misconceptions occuring in message boards can be explained and clarified by other members. The nature of message boards carry a sense of collaborative, joint effort in interpreting forum posts to reveal their meaning. In oneon-one transactions such as email, there may be a much stronger emphasis on individual interpretation. Thus, it is possible to assume that emails might typically be more cohesive and coherent than forum posts. On the other hand, one might also assume that the level of privacy and intimacy that comes with personal email exchanges presupposes shared knowledge and history, common terminology and idiosynchratic expressions, thus producing less coherent and cohesive texts than forum posts. Both emails and forum posts may contain unoriginal text. However, emails differ from forum posts, in that several email services automatically include the text from the original message to the email one is currently writing. This allows both sender and receiver to get the full history of that particular communication, which may be advantageous in situtations where individuals produce multiple exchanges. Moreover, both forum post and emails are characterised by users breaking up parts of the text to produce interjecting responses. Whereas the style of forum posts is largely informal, even though this varies also depending on the type of forum, the use of emails extends to a wider range of fields than other types of CMC. In some of these fields, such as business or politics, the style will most likely be of a very formal character. Emails of more private and personal fields will most likely bear a more striking colloquial similarity to forum posts. The level of formulaicness varies greatly among users, also from email to email. Few participants show any real consistency in greetings and finishing phrase. Similarly, people are also inconsistent about removing the text from the received email, although this may be based on context. In some circumstances, it probably does not make sense to include the received text, while in certain cases it does. Some people sign their name, while others do not, and those that do are not very consistent either. Other than the very general formulaicness of greeting, message, finishing phrase (which is common in most forms of communication), there is little or no degree of formulaicness in the current corpus of emails. It seems that the phrases and features that make up an email are heavily suspectible to individual preference, as there is great variation from user to user and
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email to email. (The user Hannah from The Elder Scrolls forums is one exception – for most of her emails (fifteen of twenty), she uses the structure Hi , message, signature.) As emails are generally targeted at individuals rather than groups of people, one might assume that there is a higher level of shared knowledge and common conventions of style and lexis. As writers usually know their recipients, either personally or professionally, one could expect that specialised language occurs more frequently in the medium of email than in forum posts, where writers have to cater to other members’ varying levels of competence and knowledge on specific subjects. Like forum posts, in terms of authenticity, users in general expect the content of emails to be true, assuming the email is sent by a familiar person. Unauthentic emails are usually spam-mail, junk-mail, advertisements, pyramid schemes, etc. Most – if not all – of these types of email are fraudulent. Although both media of email and message board are examples of asynchronous CMC, the latter may occasionally be characterised by a higher degree of synchronicity than the former. If a group of forum users are engaged in the same heated debate and the exchange of messages is fast-paced, communication could be characterised as synchronous. Similarly, although it is entirely possible for two individuals to exchange emails virtually in real-time, it presupposes that both users are using their computer at the same time and that they check their inbox regularly. This type of communication demands that both participants are aware of the communicative situation. Nevertheless, one could argue that the chance of getting immediate response is relatively higher with forum posts than emails due to the differing numbers of participants. While emailcorrespondence usually only occurs between individuals, message boards have thousands of registered members, hundreds of which are logged on at the same time.11 Thus, one could argue that the chance of getting immediate response is relatively higher in message boards than with email. Furthermore, as a consequence of the fast-paced exchange of opinions and ideas in forum posts, the level of spontaneity may increase. Although emails



11



The highest number of registered members simultaneously logged on at The Lurker Lounge is 359 (March 15th, 2006) The Elder Scrolls forums display no such figures, but at the time of writing, 1345 registered members had logged on to the forum within the last five minutes. (April 27th, 2006).
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may also be exchanged quickly with no or little premeditation or planning, this use of the medium is not as conventional as that of message boards. In contrast to text submitted to message boards, emails are highly personal and often directed at individuals rather than entire groups. However, in the cases where an email has multiple recipients, the tone and language of the text is often changed from a more personal and private style to a broader and neutral one in order to make the message equally receptive and unambiguous to all recipients. In contrast to forum posts which are under constant scrutiny of moderators, the medium of email has no authorities checking and controlling the style, language or content of sent messages. Like forum posts, email is a highly variable medium. In the present corpus, emails are predominantly personal, although it is probable that participants have been hesitant in submitting work-related emails for reasons of confidentiality. The intention of emails is to convey stories of past events to familiar readers, most likely family members or friends. Many emails in the present corpus lack coherence and cohesiveness and presuppose shared knowledge of events, individuals as well as specialised vocabulary and abbreviated forms. The content of emails is predominantly original, and the only pieces of text not written by the sender were written by the receiver in previous exchanges. In terms of spontaneity, longer emails are often well-structured and organised, indicating a certain level of preparedness. Finally, all emails are private and not subject to the scrutiny of anyone. Clearly, Görlach’s categories can only provide a circumstancial and ambiguous definition of these two media, as both forum posts and emails are highly variable in field, intention, style, etc. However, this is not a criticism of Görlach’s categories, as any system of definition will invariably struggle with such diverse communication media.
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4.0. Methodology 4.1 The source materials



4.1.1 The choice of informants The 46 subjects of the present study were the forum members of two online gaming communities: The Lurker Lounge (21) and The Elder Scrolls forums (25). Although they both focus on a similar theme, that of electronic Role Playing Games, the two communities are quite dissimilar. Whereas The Lurker Lounge is a small fan-created, tightly knit community of about 2800 people as of February 2006, The Elder Scrolls forums – with over 87.000 users – is the official message board of game developer “Bethesda Softworks”, responsible for “The Elder Scrolls”-game series. The two message boards were chosen not only because of their varying size (and consequently the assumed level of familiarity and closeness that comes with it), but also because of their opposing views on language control. While members and moderators of The Lurker Lounge advocate proper use of language (as shown by their section on forum etiquette (cf. website VI), the rules of The Elder Scrolls forums (concerning language) prohibit solely the use of profanity. Additionally, the present writer – who is a member of these two communities – essentially depended on the goodwill and cooperation of the users in order to get them to participate in the the study. Without having developed a relationship with the other users and the community itself, it would have been more difficult – if not impossible – to obtain the requisite number of participants.



4.1.2 The Lurker Lounge (www.lurkerlounge.com) The Lurker Lounge is a gaming community for fans of the game series “Diablo”12, a roleplaying game by developer Blizzard Entertainment. Compared to other gaming communities such as GameFaqs, Gamespy and Gamespot, The Lurker Lounge is a 12



However, in 2005, The Lurker Lounge adopted to cover a third game in addition to Diablo I and II, ”World of WarCraft”, also developed by Blizzard Entertainment.
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relatively small one. However, according to a section of their website, administrators of The Lurker Lounge take great pride in keeping a high standard in the content posted on the site, both in terms of articles and strategy guides written for the games, but also in terms of posts and threads on the forums. In the “about us”-section of the site, the administrators explain their perception of The Lurker Lounge: This site tends to have a more mature focus than general gaming news sites, most of which are after two things: hit count and popularity. Well, take it from Bolty [site administrator], who's been writing and reading gaming news sites since 1995: popularity stinks. The bigger a gaming site gets, the more bogged down it gets and the intelligence level of its forum becomes lower and lower. "That's a snooty attitude," you might think, and you'd be right. But it's also true. Here at The Lurker Lounge, the site and forum administrators fight to keep the maturity and intelligence levels of the site and its forums high - and we take great pride in that.V



Although a study (Griffiths, et al. 2004) has shown that the average gamer is 30 years old13, most gaming communities are targeted at adolescents and young adults. The Lurker Lounge, however, because of its ambitious administrators, demanding user base and call for eloquence, intelligence and experience, caters rather to the ignored majority of mature players, which may discourage the younger gamer from registering with the forum. Also, the established community demands ‘real English’, as evident by their rules-section:



Please post in real English. If English is not your first language (or even if it is *cough*), we do not mind spelling or grammatical errors...we do not mind typos from anyone either. However, we do not appreciate '|337 5|o33|


Note: the corpus used in Griffiths’ study was divided into two groups; adolescents who were 19 years or younger, and adults ranging from 20 and up. The mean age of the latter group was 30 years. This, however, does not take into account that 16% of the corpus was not part of this group, as they were considered adolescents. 14 ”Leet speek” (”Elite speak”) 15 ”level” (Basic terminology for role playing games) 16 ”damage” (Basic terminology for role playing games) 17 ”Aggressively criticised”
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Consequently, some gamers are put off by what they consider to be an elitist attitude. As a result, The Lurker Lounge differs heavily from the average gaming community. Because The Lurker Lounge is somewhat unique in its high standards of language expectancy compared to other message boards with a more relaxed attitiude towards language, The Lurker Lounge warrants attention in a study on online communication. The question remains, are there any significant differences between the language of The Lurker Lounge – which has explicit rules on language usage – and that of The Elder Scrolls forums, which do not? If so, can those differences be attributed to the rules or to other factors? The message board on The Lurker Lounge web site is divided into four main forums: The Lurker Lounge, World of WarCraft, Diablo II and Diablo. The first forum contains the sub-group The Lounge, where users discuss a variety of subjects, ranging from movies, sports, computers, current events, etc. This is the ’community’-section where forum members exchange opinions and thoughts on other subjects than specific games. The three subsequent sub-groups focus on their respective game, and within those groups are further sub-groupings such as Atma’s Tavern (general discussion about the game Diablo II), The Armory (for strategy-discussion), The Workshop (for gamemechanics) and The Maggot’s Lair (used for reporting bugs in the game). The World of WarCraft-subgroup has a similar division. The final game covered on The Lurker Lounge, Diablo, is over 10 years old, and thus not equally as popular as the newer games, and has only one sub-sub-group (Griswold’s Shop). The titles given to these sub-groups refer to specific places and characters within the virtual world of the games they cover.



4.1.3 The Elder Scrolls forums (http://www.theelderscrolls.com) The Elder Scrolls forums are the official message boards for game developer Bethesda Softworks, famous for their game-series entitled “The Elder Scrolls”. Although both The Lurker Lounge’s and The Elder Scrolls forums’ focus is on video games, there are distinctive differences between the two communities. Unlike The Lurker Lounge, which is a small, fan-created community, The Elder Scrolls-message board is much larger and
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therefore, most likely contains a wider range of members with respect to age, nationality, ethnicity, educational background, etc. “Britney” from The Elder Scrolls message board mentioned in a discussion about the present study that any given online communitiy generally develops their own culture and language. (Personal communication. 2005) Cherny (1999: 22-23) makes a similar point and notes that “users exchange messages that cement the social bonds between them, messages that reflect shared history and understandings (or misunderstandings) about the always evolving local norms for these interactions.”Analysing and comparing forum posts from two different message boards may show some indication that the size of an online community may influence the spread and level of acceptance of “Netspeak”, to use David Crystal’s terminology. Even though both The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums display explicit rules against certain types of content (controversial religious and political topics, profane, sexist language, pornographic pictures, etc.), only the former has any guidelines for language, as detailed in the section above. It will be interesting to observe whether this has any bearings on the texts in the corpus. Will the laxed regulations on language indicate a laxed attitude towards language? The structure of The Elder Scrolls forums is similar to that of The Lurker Lounge message board, in that sub-groups are divided by which game they cover: The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion, The Elder Scrolls III: Morrowind, The Elder Scrolls series (covering the older games in this series: Arena, Daggerfall, Battlespire and Redguard) and the final forum labelled General, featuring the only sub-sub-group Community Discussion. The first two sub-groups (Oblivion and Morrowind) are further subdivided into General Discussion, Cheats, Hints and Spoilers, Hardware- and Software-issues, General TES Construction Set and Mods. The names of the first three groups are selfexplanatory. The ”Construction Set”, is a piece of software included with the game and allows users to create their own mods (modifications) for the games. These modifications are used in conjunction with the game itself to add a new feature to the games Bethesda has developed and released. A modification may simply be the adding of a custom-made sword or shield, but it may also include new character classes or races to play, new quests, cities and dungeons to explore within the virtual realm of these games.
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As with Diablo from The Lurker Lounge, The Elder Scrolls series sub-group is not as popular as the others. It focusses on general discussions on past games and the lore, legends and history which exist within these virtual words. The final sub-sub-group Community Discussion is equivalent to The Lounge from The Lurker Lounge, in that it is a general category for topics such as gaming, personal experiences and stories, food, relationship-issues, language and semantics, movies and music.



4.2 The data collection Approaching the participants Originally, the present study focussed on the language used in the medium of email. In order to gather enough material for my corpus, I wrote a ‘thread’ (topic of discussion) on both message boards and explained briefly the premise of the study (See Appendix 8). Forum members who read the thread were asked to participate in the study by submitting the last twenty emails they had sent. When collecting the material needed for the present study, it was necessary to have a suitable tool for receiving, archiving and cataloguing the material. Being familiar with the email service of “Google Mail” (Gmail), I recognised its potential



benefits



for



this



specific



task,



and



created



the



email



account



[email protected]. However, it transpired that very few people actually kept copies of their outgoing email messages, and only nine members submitted their emails. Consequently, the focus shifted to a more accessible medium, namely forum posts. I posted a second thread and asked forum users to send their last twenty forum posts to the designated email account (see Appendix 9). The original goal was to obtain a sample of 25 participants from each message board, and even though many people responded, there were still not enough participants for the study. In order to persuade forum members to participate, I offered to collect the forum posts for them if only they gave their permission. As a result, 46 forum members in all - 21 from The Lurker Lounge and 25 from The Elder Scrolls forums – agreed to participate in the present study. The process of actually collecting the forum posts was easily done. By using a feature on the message boards that displayed the last posts from a given user onto a single web page, it 42



was possible to copy and paste the text into an email document and send it to the emailaccount designed for this task.



4.3 Organisation of the data Categorising the material After having acquired the materials from the two message boards, it was necessary to organise the texts from the 46 participants into a manageable corpus. The features of Google Mail – most importantly the labels and the search feature – were helpful in arranging and organising the material. By labelling each item in the inbox “LL”18, “TES”19, “email20”, it was possible to search for specific words in individual groups of participants as well as produce lists of features for these groups. (The “star” feature was also used for these purposes; specifically for labelling those items in the inbox which would be used for comparing emails and forum posts (see Appendix 10.)) The search feature allowed me to get a quick, general overview of some of the linguistic features in the corpus. Once the material had been organised, the content of each item in the inbox was copied into a word file and stored locally on a computer.



Processing the material The programme “Kurzweil 3000” was next used for highlighting and copying the linguistic features to be studied. Although the programme is primarily designed to help people with reading and writing difficulties, two of its features – highlighting parts of the text and the ability of exporting that text to another programme – were very useful for the purpose of organising the data. For each of the 46 participants of the study, three files were used in the process of categorising the corpus. First, a Microsoft Word-file contained the content of the participant’s twenty forum posts. This text was imported into the programme Kurzweil 3000, linguistic features were highlighted and exported to a 18



Lurker Lounge The Elder Scrolls 20 Items with the ”email”-label were the initial emails people submitted before the focus had shifted to forum posts. 19
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separate Notepad-file. Finally, the features were copied into a Microsoft Excelspreadsheet where the features were placed in their respective categories. Each participant had his/her own spreadsheet – a “profile” – which included the following information about each participant: Message board, nickname, nationality and gender. The total wordcount and the average number of words per forum post were also included. After the features had been placed into their respective categories, the following features were further sub-classified: “spelling errors”, “spelling variants”, “non-standard vocabulary” and ”non-standard capitalisation”. The figures from each individual profile were then copied into the same spreadsheet for the purpose of summing up the numbers and producing statistical data.



4.4 The features selected for the study The present study focusses on the register of online communication, notably forum post and emails. Cherney (1999: 26) defines ”register” as “a special variety of speech adapted for a particular reccurrent situation of use.” Furthermore, she notes that “registers may include the use of special vocabulary (abbreviations, special terms for common events or objects), special syntax, semantics, phonology.)” Examples of such features in Netspeak include spelling variants (kewlest, n00bz, nollij, sux0rs), acronyms (AFI, AIM, AOE, AOL, AP, API), abbreviations, (aggro, blizz, Bnet, char, comp, crit) specialised vocabulary (flaming, maintanks, meleeing, overclock, owned, overlevelled) and nonstandard capitalisation (ALWAYS, AMAZING, BAAAAAAH, DEEBYE, FORK OF HORRIPILATION). For the present study, eight features were collected: Spelling errors, spelling variants, standard and non-standard acronym and abbreviations, non-standard vocabulary and non-standard capitalisations. Both tokens (overall occurrences) and types (unique occurrences) were counted. By grouping the features of Netspeak – spelling variants, non-standard acronyms, abbreviations, vocabulary and capitalised words -



into one



category (”intentional non-standard features”), and comparing it with the frequency of spelling errors, it is possible to infer the level of Netspeak in groups of participants.
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The Categories Defining “spelling error” is problematic, because one must distinguish between what Carney (1994: 81-2) refers to as competence errors and performance errors. The former category includes spelling errors which occur as a result of the writer not knowing the correct spelling of a word, and the latter category includes accidental slips. In addition, the present study has to distinguish between spelling errors proper and deviant spellings that are intentionally produced. In a register such as Netspeak, which have no rules of conventional use, it is not always obvious when a non-standard spelling is a competence error, performance error or a consciously misspelt word. One definition of “spelling error” could be “an unmotivated, accidental spelling which deviates from that of the Oxford English Dictionary.” The definition must include the accidental aspect because the category “spelling error” contrasts that of “spelling variant” where non-standard spelling is a conscious, purposeful act on the part of the writer. On the other hand, the “accidental”-aspect of the definition precludes all spelling mistakes which weren’t caused by the slip of a key. For example, if a person believes that the correct way of spelling “weird” is “wierd”, then that person is misspelling the word, not out of accident, but simply because he/she is not familiar with the correct spelling of that specific word. The first definition must thus be discarded. The definition used must be able to include two main types of spelling errors: Firstly, all forms of written text can include spelling errors which are caused by common slip-ups or a writer who is either in a hurry, tired or unfocussed. Also, a writer may realise he or she has made a mistake and simply choose not to correct the error. Secondly, a mispelt word can also occur as a result of the writer being unable to determine the correct spelling for that particular word. In conclusion, the definition must include both accidental slips (performance-errors), and “unintentional” mis-spellings (competence errors) (1994: 81-2). As the distinction between competence and performance errors is a problematic one, most surveys of spelling errors have made use of some kind of formal classification in organising their data. In 1993, the National Foundation for Educational Research (NFER) (Brooks, et al), investigated the frequency and type of spelling errors for British 11- and 15 year olds. For the purpose of that study, the following categories for spelling
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errors were used: insertion (the adding of letters to words), omission (the removal of letters), substitution (replacing a letter with another), transposition (moving letters around), grapheme substitution (replacing a grapheme with another with similar or same phonemic realisation) and other. The results showed that omissions were the most frequent type of spelling errors (making up 36 per cent); less frequent were substitution (19 per cent), grapheme substitutions (19 per cent) and insertions (17 per cent). The rarest types of spelling errors were transpositions and those errors that fell into the the general category other. As the system used by Brooks et al provides a simple and clear categorisation, it was also used in the present study for the categorisation of spelling errors in forum posts and emails, together with two added categories, viz apostrophe error and word division (cf. p82). The category of competence error contrasts the category “spelling variant” where the writer intentionally misspells words. This category is easier to define: “a motivated, purposely misspelt word that does not occur in the Oxford English Dictionary”. One may purposely type the letters l w n (creating the form “lwn”, which, to the present writer, has no meaning), but it is not considered a spelling variant, unless the combination of letters represents to the writer a word or cluster of words. The combination p w n (“Pwn”), on the other hand, which may seem equally meaningless to the casual observer, is (in most cases) considered by its author a spelling variant of “Own”. Of course, it will in many cases be difficult to determine whether any given nonstandard spelling variant may have been consciously intended as a spelling by the author himself. For example: “teh” is a standard variant of the definitite article “the” in online communication.VII It has evolved from a common spelling error into becoming a word in the online register of 1337-speech. (cf. p99) and thus, for the present study, it would be considered a spelling variant. Nevertheless, people who normally write standard English may still misspell “the” as “teh” unintentionally, in which case it is clearly a spelling error. When encountering this form in an online-produced text, should one assume it to be a spelling variant or spelling error? Clearly, such forms have to be dealt with individually, and their classification will have to be based on inference from the context. It must be assumed that writers, whether aiming at standard usage or not, will in general be systematic in their choices. To take an example, in the 20 emails submitted by the
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participant Geisskane, the definite article occurred 61 times while “teh” occurred once. One may therefore assume that the person in question was not writing in “1337” and that the single occurrence of “teh” was an accidental spelling error and not a conscious spelling variant. Prolonged involvement in CMC will increase one’s familiarity with nonstandard forms inherent in this medim, and thus allow some form of predictability and assumption. One may argue that by having the fore-knowledge that “teh” is a spelling variant which have developed due to the frequent misspelling of “the”, one may assume that this is the intended meaning of the author. However, if that author is inconsistent in his usage of that word and shows little evidence of using other non-standard forms, one must assume that the word in question is a spelling error, and not a spelling variant. The third and fourth category - standard and non-standard acronyms – might have seemed straightforward to define, as the acronym is is a common concept identified and defined in most English dictionaries, including the OED. There is, however, widespread disagreement on its meaning. Whereas the OED defines “acronym” as “a word formed from the initial letters of other words (e.g. laser, Aids)“, other authoritiesVIII use it interchangeably with “initialism” which the OED defines as “an abbreviation consisting of initial letters pronounced separately (e.g. BBC)”. Wikipedia, the collaborative online encyclopedia recognises the dispute:



Acronyms and initialisms are abbreviations such as NATO, laser, or scuba, written as the initial letter or letters of words, and pronounced based on this abbreviated written form. Of the two words, "acronym" is the much more frequently used and known, and some dictionaries, speakers and writers use it when referring to all abbreviations formed from initial letters. However, this is a contentious point, and there are also some (including the Oxford English Dictionary) who differentiate between the two terms. These state that an acronym is a pronounceable word formed from the initial letter or letters of each of the constituent words, such as NATO … or RADAR …, from RAdio Detection And Ranging, while an initialism refers to an abbreviation pronounced as the names of the individual letters, such as TLA … or XHTML.IX For the purpose of this study, the present writer uses a broader definition of “acronym”, including initialisms as well. Both standard and non-standard acronyms are included as separate categories because it is of interest to observe to what extent people use nonstandard forms in online communication.
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The fifth and sixth categories are respectively “Standard”- and “Non-standard abbreviation”. Whereas each letter in an acronym represents a word (“IMHO” – In My Humble/Honest Opinion), the category “abbreviation” (whether standard or not) contains other shortened forms: Abbreviations generally consist of either individual letters of a word (lvl – level, pts – points, GHZ – gigahertz) or, more commonly, the first letters of a word (strat – strategy, intro – introduction, diff – difficulty, crit – critical). The seventh category – “non-standard vocabulary” – contains several types of lexical neologisms. It includes specialised terminology used almost exclusively in the medium of online communication and message boards. While some words pertain to the medium of electronic communication and electronics in general, (flaming21, EXE22, blog23, avatar24) others are used in reference to the theme of the message boards used for the current study, namely video games (tanking25X, Alt+tab’ing26). The category also includes non-specialised words that do not occur in the OED, such as squirrelyXI, clickfest, and mathemagic. Some such words may be in widespread usage (either within CMC or generally), but have simply not yet been recorded in the OED; others may be nonce-formations (cf. p118). Finally, words that do occur in the OED, but are given specialised meaning (such as Lurker27 and own28) are included in this category as well. In CMC, some features of oral speech are represented through the use of nonstandard capitalisation. This usage is generally disapproved of, as it is considered “shouting” and rude. Features such as emphasis, clarity, sarcasm and irony can also be expressed through the use of capitalised words and sentences:



this would be EXTREMELY helpfull



21



Criticising or bullying someone in Computer-Mediated Communication. Short for ”executable” – a file that starts up a programme. 23 An online personal diary available to the general public. 24 A small picture chosen by the poster himself which appears beneath the posters nickname every time he/she submits a new post. 25 Playing a powerful video game character that can sustain powerful enemy attacks, most commonly whilst his/her colleagues dispatches the enemy from afar. 26 The act of pressing the ALT and TAB key simultaneously in order to execute the feature of Microsoft Windows that allows the user to easily shift from one running programme to the next. 27 A registered member of a message board who does not post himself 28 To dominate someone else, either in a the context of an online discussion, or in a virtual game environment. 22
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I personally LIKED halo 2 (Finkus, TES) A ADMIN ITS READING THIS HI ROB!!!!!!111!!11 neoneone!eleventyone29 (Archeopterix, TES) I JUST WANT MY PORTAL BACK! PORTALL!!! YOU MMO GOODNESS!!! I WANT YOU BACK!! DAVE!! DAVE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! (Woadraider, TES)



“Non-standard” is defined in the present study as deviating from the conventions of capitalisation in standard written English.



5.0 Description of the corpus



5.1. Overview The corpus of the present study consists of 893 forum posts from two online message boards, amounting to 76.191 words. There are 21 participants from The Lurker Lounge30 and 25 participants from The Elder Scrolls forums. Of the 46 participants, 37 are male and nine female, 37 of the participants use English as their native tongue and nine are foreign speakers of English. The non-native speakers are from Germany, Norway, Holland, France and Belgium. The distribution of participants for forum posts is as follows (L2 speakers are marked with a grey background):



Table 1: Participants from the message boards Lurker Lounge



The Elder Scrolls



29



Cf. p95. One user from The Lurker Lounge, Ninjadruid, contributed 20 forum posts she had written on another message board (http://www.Nordock.net). She argued that the linguistic nature of her writing was identical on both boards, which is why she was accepted into the present study.



30
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Male



Female



Male



Female



Baajikill



Lady Vashj



Anghardel67



Archeopterix



Doc



ShadowHM



MagTech



Grast



Fenriswulf



Taakal



Eek



Hannah



Gekko



Ninjadruid



Erikieperikie



Slow_Turtul



Ghostiger



Finkus



Tusk



Ima_Nerd



Ghoti_Fish



Krishta



Heir_Of_Isildur



Kylearan



Helton



LochnarITB



Houseparty



Minionman



Mech



Occhidiangela



Milamber



Olon97



Momaw



Pazuzu



Ribb



Pete



Sur_Warlock



Rinnhart



Thief On A Leash



Selby



Ufo



Yzilla



Vaanic~one Valdoran Woadraider Yasgur



All except three participants31 submitted 20 of their last forum posts. The average length of a forum post for members of The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums are respectively 100,29 and 72,7832 words. The average wordcount for male and female users



31



There were some forum members – Ghoti_Fish, Taakal and Krishta – who, at the time of the data collection, had not written 20 forum posts. Although some of them suggested the solution that they produce the needed forum post and subsequently submit them to the study, it was important not to contaminate the corpus by including posts which were written in the knowledge that they would be heavily scrutinised in a master’s thesis. The posts they had produced prior to these communications,were, nevertheless, included in the present study. 32 One of the users from The Elder Scrolls forums – Anghardel67 – collected his 20 longest forum posts (amounting to 7194 words) instead of his 20 most recent ones. As a result, his contribution severely affects
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were 87,17 and 83,71 and for L1 and L2 speakers 88,38 and 93,83 respectively. A more detailed breakdown of the figures is given below:



Table 2: Average wordcount per forum post Male



Female



L1



L2



Lurker Lounge



101,58



94,57



96,75



132,75



The Elder Scrolls forums



72,77



72,85



80,01



54,91



In addition, there are nine participants who have submitted their last 20 emails. The 180 emails make up 15.899 words. Five of these participants are from The Lurker Lounge, viz. Occhidiangela, Yzilla, Taakal, Krishta and Griselda; four are from The Elder Scrolls forums, viz. Hannah, Ghoti_Fish, Geisskane and Grast. For the email sub-corpus all participants are native speakers of English.



Table 3: Gender distribution of participants Lurker Lounge



The Elder Scrolls



Male



Female



Male



Female



Occhidiangela



Taakal



Ghoti_Fish



Hannah



Yzilla



Griselda



Geisskane



Grast



Krishta



The average email wordcount for participants from The Lurker Lounge- and The Elder Scrolls are 100,87 and 60,15 accordingly.



the average word count. Excluding his contribution, the average is then 60,48. However, for the purpose of this study, the average cited in the main text is the one used in calculations.
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5.2. Topics of conversation To determine which subjects and themes were the most frequent topics of conversation, I made a superficial sketch for each of the 46 participant listing the topics which occurred in their forum posts. The data was then entered into an Excel spreadsheet, and calculations were carried out to determine the frequency of specific topics. This calculation is, however, rather crude and rudimentary, and does not demonstrate the number of times a topic is discussed, but only which members participated in discussions on these topics. For example, the topic of politics occurred in the forum posts of ten participants from The Lurker Lounge and eight from The Elder Scrolls forums. Using this strategy, it was possible to get a general overview of which topics which were most discussed on the two message boards. (See Appendix 11 for the complete list and frequency of topics for the two sub-corpora.) This figure shows that the topics “Games” and “CMC/Posting/Language” were the two most popular subjects, with fifteen and twelve occurrences for The Lurker Lounge, and twenty and twelve for The Elder Scrolls forums respectively.



5.2.1. Gaming The concept of video games as a recretional, communal and collaborative pastime is a highly versatile topic of conversation for enthusiasts who enjoy this medium. Not only is there a vast library of titles to discuss, with more steadily arriving on the market, but each individual game contains a seemingly endless list of themes and topics of debate: storylines, characters, gender-roles, graphics, sounds, atmosphere, locations, difficulty, strategies, performance issues and hardware problems, cheats and hints, developers and distributors. The virtual worlds presented in games can be deconstructed and analysed, described and discussed ad nauseam. One of the most conspicuous features of discussions related to games, is the enormous use of non-standard vocabulary, abbreviations and acronyms associated within specific games. In online multiplayer games, shorthand styles arrise out of the need to communicate with other players in situations where brevity is the key to survival. Typing
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out complete sentences to one’s comrades in battle is likely to get one(’s character) killed. The lexicon of non-standard forms is maintained by common interest in the same games, where terminology is standardised among users. As most players are familiar with this terminology, it is unnecessary to describe them using conventional, standard forms. Smiters, zealots with great gear+CB can take them down. I have heard that CS zons do well vs all but meph(that pesky lightning immunity). You will need some form of crowd control as well, hammerdins, necros, even well equipped bowazons can handle this. (Baajikill, LL) Even if your tank only has 15 skill defense (5% crit from a 63 boss) you'll only run into double crits about 2.5/1000 incoming hits. Likely to not get double crits on many attempts. On the other hand, 1000 hits on the MT comes around more quickly than you might think. (Olon97, LL) PC and Gamecube. Edit: I also have a DS, GBA, GBC, GB, N64 and SNES. I like Nintendo... (Eek, TES) Another topic of gaming-discussions is the misrepresentation of prototypical gender roles in games. There is a common idea that ”sex sells”, and in the realm of video games, it is all too prevalent. As most games are targeted at adolescent males, it is believed that developing games with implicit (or occasionally explicit) sexual components will boost sales. As a result, many games33 feature scantily-clad female characters with unrealistic and unnatural proportions. According to the website Womengamers.com



Proportionally, there are not many female characters in games. There are even fewer really GREAT female lead characters that are as powerful and fun to play as the male characters, that women can relate to and identify with. Female characters are typically portrayed as weaker than the male characters, as sexual objects, and/or as victims of violence. We have heard enough complaints about this from female gamers to believe that this is a problem in the industry.XII



33



E.g Dead or Alive (which includes an optional ”bouncing breasts” feature which can be toggled on or off; default position being on), Tomb Raider, Soul Calibur, Tekken, World of WarCraft, Final Fantasy, Larry Suit Larry, Lula3D and Bloodrayne.
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This criticism is reflected in discussions on The Lurker Lounge:



If you can find ONE male computer programmer that you can convince to dress female characters decently - or even give them half-@$$ reasonable proportions I will kiss your feet and invite you to my wedding. I will MARRY said programmer. (Lady Vashj, LL) As a red blooded young man, I view any nice pixelated babes as a bonus, not actually an important aspect of the game. A little eye candy doesn't hurt in my mind, but it must be done with taste and moderation. I choose a game on its gameplay foremost, storyline and writing secondary, and graphics a distant third place. (Baajakill, LL) Yeah, I'm 18, male and straight but I think the sex appeal in games is ridiculous. For anyone who plays WoW [World of WarCraft], the female armor is incredibly anti-functional. It's hard to stop an arrow when the armor is only covering the absolute extrememties (sic) ... Perhaps some 11-13 year boys would be more inclined to buy a game (no offense to any 11-13 year old boys reading this) but I can't see how it really makes an impact in profits. (Ima_nerd, LL)



5.2.2. Language and communication As both message boards focus on the topic of electronic video games, and thus have many gamers posting messages, it is perhaps unsurprising that games are the most popular topic of conversation. What may strike one as more surprising is the interest forum users have in language and semantics, the medium of message boards and online communication in general. There are several occurrences where discussions drift away from their original topics and begin to revolve around semantics and the original meaning of specific words.



I find the "goth" label ironic really. Those who are true "goths" rarely accept the label society gives them yet those who want to be labelled "goth" are rarely true "goths".’ (Eek, TES)
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A gun is defined by the fact that it fires projectiles aided by the force of an explosion or rapid burn expansion. (Houseparty, TES) The question really goes back to what the purpose of marriage is. Only once you define what the "proper" employment of marriage is, can you have a meaningful discussion about what benefits it should entail. (Momaw, TES) I find this statement interesting. People think of races as in skin color, but this is taking it to a whole new level. (Woadraider, TES) Finally, Ghostiger from The Lurker Lounge claims that the interest in semantics has more to do with finding something to argue about, than achieving knowledge or coming to an agreement. It seems to me most fights(the LL isnt(sic) as bad some sights(sic), but we do this plenty) start over real or percieved(sic) diasgreements(sic) but quickly swing to a semantic difference - because it lets both sides keep argueing(sic) regardless of what facts are introduced. (Ghostiger, LL) Whether or not this statement is factually true is open for interpretation, but the texts from the corpus suggest that people are generally interested in and, at times, very protective of language, often leading to confrontations and heated arguments



You still cannot spell, which is an impediment to communication on a forum. You cannot have Lurked long here. If you persist with this style of posting, you will undoubtedly not be allowed to Lurk for long. I strongly suggest you take a time-out to read other posts and consider your audience before posting again. (ShadowHM, LL) But yes, take the time to use proper grammar. The time difference [between] typing "someone" and "sum1" is practically nonexistant. (Ima_Nerd, LL) These types of corrective comments are an extension of the forum rules which state the importance of proper English usage. It is not common for message boards to allow forum members to police other members. However, because The Lurker Lounge is a closely knit community of a relatively small user base, most (if not all) of its members have
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similar views of language use in online communication. Thus, users are in a sense extensions of moderators and help collaboratively enforce the forum’s rules on language. Another feature of CMC is the metatextual character of the forum post revolving around the subject of message boards, which is not only the medium for communication, but also a topic of conversation as well. Users discuss the technology, software and technical coding that lies behind the medium as well as its inherent features. Metatextual discussions often stem from a casual observation about the medium or a specific post which, for some reason, inspired comment.



Hi, could you please try to use the quote tag a bit more thoughtful? I find it very hard to discern where the quoted text ends and your comments begin. Also, replying to your post becomes more difficult because the forum software chokes on the wrongly nested quote tags and eats up some of your post when quoting you. Consider using preview, thanks! (Kylearan, LL) In this post, Kylearan from The Elder Scrolls forums is imploring another forum member to become better acquainted with the ”quote”-feature, as he is apparently using it incorrectly, thus obfuscating the message. When this feature is used incorrectly, the code behind it and the text from the actual message gets jumbled together, which can be confusing to the reader. To make sure that his fellow forum members use this feature correctly, Kylearan suggests previewing the message before posting it. Both The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums allow users to preview their messages prior to submitting them, so that they can see the forum post as it will appear on screen before submitting it. If a piece of code is used incorrectly, it will be visible when previewing the post. In the following quotation, Milamber posts a reply to a number of forum members who have, in some manner, criticised the use of cheats (in video games) in a sub-forum specifically designed for the discussion of this topic:
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And to all the other posters; you do realise this is the cheat section don't you? If you disapprove of cheating, pherhaps (sic) this isn't the right section for you to be in? (Milamber, TES) In the next quotation, Mech is apparently replying to a message by another user who suggests one of the moderators should make a particular thread or topic into a “sticky”34, otherwise known as a “pinned topic”. Mech’s argument is that there is little point in pinning a topic, as few people ever read them anyway. Um, why would they make a sticky for something no one cares about? People already are too lazy and stupid to read the stickies, no need to clutter them up with crap. (Mech, TES) Various message boards are built and maintained using different software which offer a varying range of features and functions. The Lurker Lounge is built on the software Invision Power Board (trial version. 2.0.0) which provides users with a certain degree of customisability. One of the features of this software is changing the layout of the threadstructure between “outline” and “standard”. Using the latter option, all replies are shown on a single page arranged chronologically. In “outline” view, replies are arranged by addressee (see Appendix 12). Yzilla comments on her preference. I've never used anything other than outline because it allows you to view the entire path of a conversation thread. As long as the conversation doesn't branch too many times, I simply load up the lowest post, PageUp a few times, and read the entire conversation… A little more work involved, but I find it a sufficiently elegant solution. (Yzilla, LL)



One of the participants from The Elder Scrolls forums – Archeopterix – is also a moderator, whose responsible is to enforce the rules of the message board. She is in a unique position of authority, a fact which is clearly reflected in the content of her forum



34



A ”sticky” is a thread on a message board which a moderator has deeemed important enough to ”stick” or ”pin” to the top of the board for an indeterminate amount of time. Normally, threads get bumped down on the page as new ones are created or old ones receive new replies. Stickies, however, remain on top until the moderator ”un-stickies” it.
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posts. A moderator must often discipline users and instil order when someone violates the rules of the message board. Spamming and innapropriate(sic) posts and threads AND an avatar with religions(sic) (Satanic) iconogrophy(sic), even though she knows that is against the rules. All despite repeated requests to stop and despite personal explanations. Also lying when asked to improve her behavior. Second account, gone. Now repeat offenfer(sic) if she rejoins. Seems to be on a static, request for IP ban please. She's been waaaaay(sic) more maintaince(sic) and trouble than she's worth. Good riddance to bad garbage. (Archeopterix, TES) There isn't much (none) productive discussion going on here. I'm sure they'd be more appreciative if you didn't spam their forums. (Archeopterix, TES) As indicated by the above quotations, the metatextuality of online communication indicates that many users of message boards demonstrate a clear consciousness about the medium with which they express themselves, and the world that surrounds them. I've been playing on fora since the days of newsgroups carried over uucp. "the LL isn't as bad" is a gross understatement... Except in fora devoted to one subject and well moderated, I've never seen another that is as well behaved and yet permits the examination of extreme topics. The LL is indeed an oasis of sanity in the asylum the Internet has become. (Pete,LL) The present corpus is highly variable in content. The subjects listed in Appendix 12 are only the most common topics of conversation on The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums. Although both message boards centre on the domain of online video games, both forums provide a ”general” section where other topics can be debated. Nevertheless, gaming remains the most frequently discussed subject on both message boards. What is of interest, however, is the degree to which language, CMC and the medium of message board itself occur as frequent topics of conversation. Many of the quotations in this chapter reflect a self-awareness and consciousness about language, and how it functions in the medium forum members use to express themselves.
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6.0. The use of non-standard features



6.1. The overall picture



6.1.1 The forum posts



Figure 1.0: Grand Total - LL/TES Tokens
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Figure 1.0 shows the overall frequencies in the corpus of the eight features that were selected for the study. The blue columns represent the total number of occurrences (tokens), while the red ones show the number of different forms involved (types)35. In the forum post materials, the category of spelling errors shows by far the highest frequency 35



When calculating the number of types, figures are counted from individual participants and not whole groups. I.e if a token is produced once by three users, it will be counted as three tokens and three types, even though it is the same token. The calculation is carried out in this way because of the way the material was collected. Features were grouped by each participant (in order to show variation among users), and not by overall category (i.e listing all spelling errors, spelling variants, etc in one place and then counting tokens and types)
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of all the linguistic features considered; of all tokens collected for the study, spelling errors make up 37% of the total. There are altogether 543 occurrences (tokens) of spelling errors, making up 444 types; these figures are far higher than for any “intentional” non-standard features collected, such as the non-standard use of capitals (160 tokens), non-standard abbreviations/acronyms (133 and 286 tokens respectively), spelling variants (98 tokens) and non-standard vocabulary (104 tokens)(see Figure 1.0). However, taken together, the intentional features outnumber the spelling errors with 781 tokens against 543. Of the intentional non-standard features, non-standard acronyms are the most common category (186 types and 286 tokens), followed by the non-standard use of capitals (114 types and 160 tokens). It is notable that non-standard abbreviations and acronyms are much more commonly used than standard ones: the material contains a total of 265 different non-standard abbreviations/acronyms as against 95 standard ones; the overall numbers of tokens are 419 and 136 respectively.



6.1.1.1. A comparison of the two message boards



Figure 2.0: Lurker Lounge vs The Elder Scrolls forums Features pr 10.000 words 90,00 80,00 70,00 60,00
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Figure 2.0. compares the frequency of tokens and types for the eight features in the two message boards, The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums. In order to compare
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the usages of different sub-groups within the corpus, figures have been relativised to types/tokens per 10.000 words. The figure shows that posters from The Elder Scrolls forums have a significantly higher rate of spelling errors and non-standard capitalisations. Their rate of spelling variants is also higher, even though the differences are less striking. There are two participants from The Lurker Lounge, Ghostiger and Minionman, whose high number of spelling errors, 51 and 75 tokens respectively, far exceeds that of the rest of the group. If the two users with the highest number of spelling errors are excluded from both groups, the difference in spelling errors between The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums is even more striking (Figure 2.1)36



Figure 2.1: Lurker Lounge vs The Elder Scrolls forums Features pr 10.000 words (minus the two users from each board with the highest number spelling error) 90 80 70 60
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It is also notable that the difference between spelling errors tokens and types for The Lurker Lounge becomes noticably smaller; from 26,25% to 7,02%. The change is less noteworthy for The Elder Scrolls forums; from 11,88% to 10,14%. The difference between tokens and types represents the degree to which people make the same mistakes. The lower the number, the lower amount of recurring spelling errors. For both The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums, the number of recurring spelling errors is very low once the four most errant spellers are excluded: out of a total of 331 errors, only 31 occur more than once. 36



The excluded TES writers are Anghardel67 and Ufo with 42 and 44 spelling errors respectively.
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Figure 3.0. Spelling errors vs Intentional non-standard features for the Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums pr 10.000 words 120,00 100,20
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Figure 3.0 compares the relative ratio of spelling errors and intentional non-standard features for The Lurker Lounge (brown column) and The Elder Scrolls forums (tan column.). The rate of spelling errors differs noticably between the two fora – 58,80 and 85,66 tokens for The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums respectively. Participants from The Elder Scrolls forums produce more spelling errors and intentional non-standard features than participants from The Lurker Lounge. However, the difference between spelling errors is far greater (26,86) than that of intentional non-standard features (4,96) for the two sub-corpora. This should give a very general indication of Netspeak usage in these groups (cf. p41). One of the aims of the present study is to test the general impression that the level of Netspeak is more prominent in The Elder Scrolls forums than in The Lurker Lounge. It turns out that the difference in the use of intentional non-standard features is far from striking as far as plain figures go: for every 10.000 words, The Lurker Lounge has 100,20 tokens and The Elder Scrolls forums 105,16.
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6.1.1.2. Males vs Females



Figure 4.0: Male vs Female (pr 10.000 words) 90,00 80,00 70,00 60,00 Male Tokens 50,00
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Figure 4.0 shows the male/female distribution of the features collected for all eight categories. As previously mentioned, there are 37 male and 9 female participants in the present study. The gender distribution for both message boards is thus 20% females and 80% males. The differences between the genders are fairly striking. In every category except non-standard acronyms, male participants produce more features (both tokens and types) than the female group; in most categories the difference is considerable. Male users produce approximately twice the number of spelling errors (78,30 to 41,03 per 10.000 words), standard acronyms (12,78 to 5,56), non-standard vocabulary (15,37 to 6,26) and non-standard capitalisation (23,30 to 11,13). Furthermore, male users produce approximately three times as many standard- (7,28 to 2,78) and non-standard abbreviations (19,90 to 6,96). The differences betwen male and female usage are less marked in the use of intentional spelling variants. The only category where females show a higher frequency than the males is nonstandard acronyms, the second most common intentional feature in the material. Here, the females show a frequency of 16.69 types (20,87 tokens) per 10.000 words, strikingly higher figures than those of the males (5.82 types and 7,28 tokens). There is a general trend in the proportion of tokens to types in most of the eight categories that males present a higher degree of recurring features than females. These calculations show the discrepancy percentage between tokens and types. The formula for
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this calculation is 100-((types/tokens)*100). The calculation inside the parentheses shows how many per cent types make up of the tokens. For example: if a category has 50 tokens and 45 types ((45/50)*100=90%), then 90 per cent of the tokens occur only once. When subtracting the per cent (in this case 90) from 100, the remaining number (10) is the percentage of recurring types. I.e. “10%” means that ten per cent of the tokens occur more than once. The lower the percentage, the less recurring feature. In those cases where the discrepancy is zero per cent, the number of tokens matches the number of types, which means that each linguistic feature occurs only once in that subcorpus Most notable discrepancies between male and female participants are spelling errors (20% and 5%), spelling variants (21% to 0%), standard acronyms (38% to 12,5%), non-standard vocabulary (23% to 0%) and capitalisation (30,5% to 12,5%).



Figure 5.0. Spelling errors vs Intentional non-standard features - Males vs females (per 10.000 w ords) 113,89
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Figure 5.0 compares the number of spelling errors with intentional non-standard features (as defined on p41) per 10.000 words for the male (blue column) and female (red column) participants in the present study. Males produce significantly more tokens of both spelling errors (78,30 to 41,03) and intentional non-standard features (113,89 to
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53,45), and there are considerably more tokens of these features than of spelling errors. Thus, males seem to demonstrate a much higher rate of Netspeak-usage than females. Dholakia et al. (2003) cite a study (Graphic, Visualization, & Usability Center: 1998) stating that 66,4% of the world’s Internet-users are male. Bimber (2000: 1) refers to a 1999 study by the A.C. Nielsen CommerceNet consortium which shows that the North-American (US and Canadian) male/female distribution was 53/47 per cent at the time. A third study (Nua Internet Surveys, GVU Center and O’Leary (2000) cited in Dholakia et al. (2003)) claims that the gender gap for North-American Internet users was closing in 2000, and was expected to be reversed in the following years. Acquiring accurate statistics on Internet usage and gender distribution is complicated and difficult (Dholakia (2003) cited in Bidgoli (ed) 2003). However, all these studies indicate the same tendency, namely that more and more females are participating in the virtual domain of the Internet. One can only conjecture as to why male participants of message boards produce more spelling errors and intentional non-standard features than female participants. Both message boards used in the current study – The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums – centre on the topic of video games, which has traditionally been a highly maledominated domain. (Buchanan and Funk, 1996; Colwell, Grady and Rhaiti, 1995; Griffiths and Hunt, 1995; all cited in Bryce & Rutter, 2003) Moreover, the domain of online gaming has also been the main area of use for many of Netspeak’s uniquely stylistic forms, including 1337-speak.XIII It is perhaps less of a surprise that male users produce more non-standard features when taken into accoun the fact that these linguistic features are fostered and developed in a male-dominant setting. Another reason why males produce more non-standard forms in CMC, may simply be that these forms of expression are not regarded as female linguistic behaviour. Considering the fact that different groups, including men and women, traditionally communicate in their own unique ways, one could assume that this heteroglossia (to use Bakhtin’s terminology (Farrel 1995: 2-3)) carries over into CMC, as Crystal (2001) indicates:



“If an adult chose to visit a teenage chatroom, it would be very difficult for the visitor to adopt or maintain the assumed teenage identity, given the many linguistic differences (especially of slang) between the generations. Similarly, a male in a
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female chatroom (or vice versa) – an extremely common occurrence – would also encounter difficulties in adopting the right persona, given the many points of difference which sociolinguists have noted between male and female speech. Crystal 2001: 166-7



It should be noted however, that, although the male group in the present study produced more intentional non-standard features than the female group, there were still female participants who exhibited a strong command of 1337-speak and other non-standard features.
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It was really stoooooPID (Archeopterix, TES) I...just...wasted...precious...time...never...get...time...back...time...gone...forever... KILL DEEBYE! KILL! KILL! KILLLLL!!! (Lady Vashj, LL) TH Crafted dex amulet RoBD CoP +5/Appropriate mantle for situation Crafted dex rings



(Ninjadruid, Nordock)37



These quotations from female participants contain features such as non-standard spelling variants, non-standard capitalisation, and non-standard acronyms. The gendered linguistic behaviour in online communication is a phenomeon which requires further attention and study if we are to better understand the differences between male and female CMC.



37



(Cf. p46, footnote)
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6.1.1.3. First-language vs second-language speakers



Figure 6.0: L1 vs L2 (pr 10.000 words) 120,00
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Figure 6.0 compares native speakers of English with people who use English as a second or third language. The first group includes people from the USA, Canada, Great Britain and South Africa38, and the second group includes people from Germany, Norway, Holland, France and Belgium. For the present study, 37 L1 and nine L2 speakers volunteered to participate. The graph shows that native speakers of English produce fewer spelling errors than foreign speakers (64,72 and 97,71 tokens respectively). The graph also indicates that L2 speakers produce fewer recurring spelling errors than L1 speakers – only 11,02 per cent of L2 tokens occur more than once, while 20,83 per cent of L1 tokens are recurring spelling errors. What is also noticable is that L1 and L2 speakers produce an almost equal number of non-standard vocabulary, (13,77 and 13,08 respectively), indicating that the use of these forms is not limited to either group. There is however a striking difference in the ratio of tokens and types for this category. While only 17,24 per cent of L1 non-standard vocabulary occur more than once, L2 speakers produce 41,18 per cent recurrences in this category. 38



It was confirmed via private correspondence that Heir_of_Isildur, the participant from South Africa – a country with several languages, 11 of them official – had English as his first language. I have not, however, checked with all the participants from English-speaking countries if English is indeed their first language. Nevertheless, it is plausible to assume that most of these participants are in fact L1 speakers. Exceptions will in any case, be very rare.
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Figure 7.0. Spelling errors vs Intentional non-standard features L1 vs L2 (per 10.000 words) 120,00 103,18
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Figure 7.0 shows the ratio between spelling errors and intentional non-standard features for L1 (blue column) and L2 (red column) speakers of English. L1 speakers have fewer tokens of spelling errors than L2 speakers, 64,72 and 97,71 per 10.000 words respectively. The ratio of intentional non-standard features between L1 (103.18) and L2 (86.94) speakers indicate that the latter group show a weaker tendency for using Netspeak than the former. Figure 6.0 shows that the only category where L2 speakers produce more than L1, is non-standard capitalisations (26,16 to 19,78) In all other categories of intentional non-standard features, the L1 group produced more tokens. (It should be noted however, that for both standard acronyms and abbreviations, the L2 group produced more tokens than L1 speakers)
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Figure 8.0 shows the overall picture for the email subcorpus of the present study. The participants in this group are all L1 speakers (three Americans, four Canadians and two British), four of which are female and five of which are male.39 As for the forum posts, the most frequent of the collected features is spelling errors with 76 tokens. However, non-standard capitalisation (65) and non-standard acronyms (61) occur also frequently with regard to the number of tokens. The type-token ratio, however, varies greatly between these categories: there are 72 types of spelling errors, 41 types of non-standard acronyms and seventeen types of non-standard capitalisation. This is caused by the figures of one individual user, Geisskane. In his emails, Geisskane did not capitalise the first person personal pronoun, and every occurrence of “i”, “i’m” or “i’d” was categorised as a token for this category. Because of the high degree of recurrence for these forms, Geisskane’s type-token ration was 4:52 for this category. Geisskane’s figures make up 80 per cent of the non-standard capitalised words and his spelling errors constitute 65 per cent of the overall number of occurrences (46:49 type-token ratio) for this category. Excluding these figures severely reduces the number of tokens for these two categories, as shown in figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1 shows the overall figures for the email subcorpus without Geisskane’s contribution. The picture is now very different indeed. The linguistic feature with the



39



Because of the small number of participants in this group, comparisons between males and females or L1 and L2 speakers will not be carried out as they were for forum posts.
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highest number of occurrences is non-standard acronyms with 39 types and 58 tokens, followed by non-standard abbreviation (18 types and 39 tokens). Spelling errors only come in third place here, with less than half the number of tokens compared to the acronyms. The small gap between tokens and types for spelling errors indicate that the rate of recurring errors is very low. As for non-standard acronyms and abbreviations, there is a higher degree of recurring forms, with 33 and 54 per cent discrepancies respectively between types and tokens. For spelling variants, non-standard vocabulary and non-standard capitalised words, there are no recurring features.



6.1.3. Forum posts vs Emails



Figure 9.0 Spelling errors - Forum posts vs Emails (pr 10.000 words)
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Finally, the usage patterns of emails should be compared with those of the forum posts. The first point to note is that spelling errors are very much less common in the email subcorpus than they are in the forum posts. Figure 9.0 compares the type-token ratios of spelling errors between the two sub-corpora. The most striking difference is between tokens of spelling errors between forum posts (71,27) and emails (47,80). This may seem paradoxical, as users are able to proofread, amend and revise forum posts in perpetuity after they are submitted, while emails on the other hand, which are more ethereal and transient, are not available for revision and editing once they are sent. However, it is plausible that users bear this in mind when they produce online texts. A poster on a 70



message board may not be as vigilant in his typing accuracy because he knows it is possible to return to it later and remove any potential errors. Moreover, a person writing an email may proofread his or her email carefully, knowing full well that once it is sent, there is no way of revising the text in any way. There is also a difference in type-token ratios in the two groups. Whereas emails contain very few recurring spelling errors (5,26 per cent), forum posts present a higher discrepency between types and tokens with 18,23 per cent, indicating a higher level of recurring spelling errors.



Figure 10.0. Forum posts vs Emails (pr 10.000 words)
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Figure 10.0 compares the relative type/token-ratios between forum posts and emails. Leaving out the non-representative number of tokens for non-standard capitalised words (cf. p66), non-standard acronyms is the most common feature of both forum posts (37,54 tokens) and emails (38,37 tokens). It is notable that, for acronyms as well as abbreviations, both forum posts and emails demonstrate a higher rate of non-standard usage than standard: nearly three quarters of all acronyms and abbreviations are nonstandard. Also notable is the low number of occurrences of non-standard vocabulary in emails (2,52 types/tokens per 10.000 words), compared to the forum posts, which have 10,76 types and 13,78 tokens per 10.000 words. This may at least in part be explained by the subject matter typically dealt with in the respective modes. While forum posts often centre on themes and subjects where non-standard vocabulary is frequently used (such as
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the domain of electronic video games), the subject matter of emails is often more mundane and may thus require less use of specialised vocabulary. In addition, the group identity which develops on message boards is sometimes voiced through common, nonstandard expressions. Forum members may feel inclined to use these non-standard forms in their posts to demonstrate their inclusion in this common identity. However, it might be assumed that non-standard spelling variants would be equally strong markers of identity. Although there is a significant difference in the number of tokens between these two media, emails still include a noticable number of spelling variants.



Figure 11.0. Spelling errors vs intentional non-standard features for Forum Posts and Emails (per 10.000 words) 140,00
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Figure 11.0 compares the relative ratios of spelling errors to intentional non-standard features in forum posts and emails. Based on this, it is possible to infer the level of Netspeak-usage in the two media. Unexpectedly, it appears that, in the present material, Netspeak is more frequently used in emails (114,47 tokens) than in forum posts. (102,51 tokens) Because 1337-speak is derivative of hacker-culture (cf. p3) and unequivocably bound to the domain of electronic online video games, the assumption was that the posters of The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums would demonstrate in their forum posts a higher degree of Netspeak-usage than they would do in their emails. Moreover, it was assumed that communication on message boards is more colloquial than email and thus contains a higher level of Netspeak. Contrary to expectation, Figure 11.0 indicates that Netspeak is used more in emails than in forum posts from either message
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board. However, one member from The Elder Scrolls forum – Geisskane – has an inordinate number of intentional features – specifically non-standard capitalised words (52 tokens, making up 80% (!) of the tokens in this category) – and thus distorts the average. Without his contribution (and the participants from the other two groups with the highest number of intentional non-standard features), the number of intentional features in emails is reduced from 114,47 to 89,64 per 10.000 words. The first question that arises is whether this unexpected finding might not once again be a case of a single user skewing the results by showing an unrepresentative number of words or features (cf pp. 58, 66, 87, 90 and 135). In order to test whether this might have been the case, the figures were therefore reproduced excluding the participants with the highest number of intentional non-standard features from both media (Olon97 with 88 tokens40 from the message boards and Geisskane with 59 tokens from the email group). Although this process reduced the number of intentional features from 114 to 89 for emails the figure still remains higher, although only marginally so, in this medium than in forum posts (see Figure 11.1).
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The initial assumption was that Netspeak was more frequently used in forum posts than emails. The corpus of the present study seems to indicate otherwise and shows that 40



It should be noted that Olon97’s high rate of spelling errors is partly due to the high word count of his forum posts (3228 words in total, with an average wordcount of 161,4 per post).
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intentional non-standard features were used more frequently, or at least equally in emails than in forum posts.
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In figure 12.0, the column of forum posts is split in two, creating a column for spelling errors for both Lurker Lounge and Elder Scrolls forums. Thus, the figure illustrates the differences in non-standard intentional features for the three subcorpora: The Lurker Lounge, The Elder Scrolls forums, and emails. This figure confirmed that non-standard intentional features occurred more frequently in emails than in either of forum post subcorpora and that Netspeak – in the current study – is more frequently used in emails than forum posts. This chapter has attempted to summarise the overall findings in the three subcorpora; the forum posts from the two message boards in addition to the emails. The preliminary findings seem to confirm the initial assumption that forum posts from The Elder Scrolls forums contain more features of Netspeak than those of The Lurker Lounge. However, the difference is by no means as striking as initially believed. Furthermore, the figures indicate a clear division between gender and nationality in terms of Netspeakusage. Male participants and L1 speakers produce more intentional non-standard features than females and L2 speakers. However, numerous studies indicate that there is a
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growing influx of female participation in the realm of online communication and online gaming. What effect this will have on the gendered use of Netspeak is uncertain. As for the similarities and differences between forum posts and emails, initial observation has revealed that more spelling errors occur in the former medium. It is of interest to note, however, that for both emails and forum post, there is a stronger tendency to use non-standard abbreviations and acronyms than standard ones. Whether this is due to the fact that communication often revolves around specialised subjects with no equivalent standard forms, or whether abbreviated forms are used as a shorthand will be discussed in the following section.



6.2. Discussion of the individual features Eight categories were selected for the present study, spelling errors, spelling variants, standard- and non-standard acronyms, standard- and non-standard abbreviation, nonstandard vocabulary and non-standard capitalisation. So far, this chapter has summarised their frequency and compared their usage in different groups based on such variables as gender, nationality, message board and medium. The remainder of this chapter will focus on each of these categories individually, and discuss how some of them can be further sub-categorised. Whereas the data was presented quantitatively in the previous chapter, the present chapter will focus on the qualitative aspect by discussing which forms lie behind the figures. The remainder of this chapter will discuss in detail the data collected under the six categories of non-standard usage.



6.2.1. Spelling Errors Of all the six categories of non-standard forms collected for the present study, spelling errors was the most frequent category overall in forum posts (although not for emails). Within this category, 444 types were collected. These may be futher sub-classified into eight different subcategories.
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The type of spelling error labelled insertion is defined as a word misspelt by adding one or several letters. An omission, on the other hand, occurs when a writer removes a single letter - or in some cases, multiple letters. Substitution is a type of spelling error which occurs when the writer replaces one letter with another, while transposition entails that the writer substitutes two existing letters within a given word. A grapheme substitution is a type of spelling error which maps onto the same spoken form as the standard spelling of that word (creating homophones). Spelling errors are considered apostrophe errors when the apostrophe is either lacking or misplaced in the word. Word division is a sub-category which includes words that are presumably split up as a result of the writer accidentally pressing the space-key. Other is a general category that includes hyphen-errors and other words that are misspelt using strategies other than the ones already mentioned. The classification of spelling errors is carried out using these particular categories as they provide a simple and clear distinction between common types of spelling errors. Also of importance is the present study’s comparability with similar studies on spelling errors, such as Brooks et al (1993). By using a similar form of categorisation, parallels may be drawn between the two studies. Finally, this approach to categorising spelling errors is not limited to forum posts and emails, but all forms of written communication, both electronic and traditional. It should be noted, however, that this is a purely formal classification, and does not show all the facts. For example, it is possible to distinguish between what Carney (1994: 81-2) refers to as competence errors versus performance errors. The former category includes spelling errors which occur as a result of the writer not knowing the correct spelling of a word, while the latter category includes accidental slips. Carney (1994: 81) argues that “A very basic difference is that between a competence error, which is a fairly consistent misspelling, and a performance error, which is a temporary lapse.” One can infer the rate of competence errors by considering the type-token ratio of spelling errors. If a user produces many tokens and very few types, there is a high degree of recurring spelling errors, which may indicate that these are competence errors. On the other hand, if the ratio is type-token ratio is very low, recurrence is rare, which may indicate that these are performance errors. This is however, a gross simplification. It is,
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after all, entirely possible for a writer to produce a single competence error. Moreover, it is also possible that a hurried writer may make the same slips (performance errors) on a keyboard repeatedly. Statistics alone cannot give the full picture, and the following section will describe the forms behind the figures to show how various types of spelling errors are produced. Table 4: Spelling error types - The Lurker Lounge
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The notation +1oc (“Plus 1 Other Category”) means that this form contains more than one type of spelling error, and occurs in two categories. Similarly, the notation +2oc means that the form occurs in three categories overall.
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Table 5: Spelling error types – The Elder Scrolls forums Insertion
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6.2.1.1. Insertion A spelling error is classified as an “insertion” when the writer adds (“inserts”) one or several letters to a word. In the present study, there are many different types of insertions (See Tables 4.0 and 5.0). Consonant doubling is one of the most frequent types of insertion and occurs in all positions, even though initial doubling is rare. The only occurrence of initial doubling is rreal, which may be explained by the fact that the two first letters of the word “real” are adjacent on the QWERTY keyboard. Final consonant doubling occurs slightly more frequently, with three tokens: helpfull, PORTALL, untill. Medial consonant doubling is the most common one: manna (for mana42), occassion, subburbs, tinniest, commrades, ettiquette, hazzard, interresting, preferrable, reccomend, Rennessance, and writting. Words such as subburbs and tinniest are two examples of consonant doubling where the writer has used two medial consonants instead of one. Whereas subburbs may be considered to map onto the same spoken form as suburbs, tinniest does not map onto
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A term used in video games to denote a character’s magic reserve.
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the same spoken form as tiniest. These words were both produced by L1 speakers, and it is highly unlikely that a person with working knowledge of English spelling conventions would think that tinniest could in any way be pronounced in the same way as tiniest. One can therefore assume that while subburbs might have been a competence error, tinniest may be considered a ”slip of a key” or a performance error. It is important, however, to note that categorising spelling errors as either competence or performance errors is problematic and highly conjectural. Another type of insertion occurs when inflected forms lose letters which are articificially replaced by the writer. Argueing and haveing are two such examples where the nominal –ing replaces final -e. Rareity is a similar example. However, in some cases the letters were not there to begin with, as in the plural form of “nazi” – nazies. All of these examples are excplicable through morphology, i.e they all represent the misapplication of rules for graphemic alternation when inflectional endings are added. The spelling errors Manyt, fronty, charactedr, buiild, depeneding, distruption, jhave wjhere, rth, sectiuon and stiop are examples of writers accidentally pressing adjoining keys. Examples of insertion appear also at the end of words when the following word begins with the added letter: created as system, beginw with. This type of insertion occurs less frequently, however. Both examples were taken from the same user (Ghostiger, LL). If a writer is typing very quickly, longer words may include inserted letters. Extrememties architechtural, recurvirostrid and governement are just some examples (although the latter might be attributed to French influence). There are also occurrences of insertion where letters are inserted for no apparent reason, neither logical or accidental. Examples include pretendings, sowftware, When a participant makes the same mistake over and over, one can only assume that the person simply does not know how to spell that particular word. But how many times must the misspelt word occur before one may assume the writer does not know the spelling for that word? Several factors are involved in answering this question: Are the inserted letter and its preceding or following letter adjacent on the keyboard? Has the user made many other mistakes? If so, to what cause are these attributed? Has the writer produced many tokens of the same type? The insertion pherhaps occurred only twice in
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one profile, and ordinarily this would not be sufficient grounds to assume that the writer does not know this word’s spelling. However, because the h-key is not adjacent to either the p- or e-key, and taking into account that the user has made ten other spelling errors, and finally that he has not spelt “perhaps” correct once, one may perhaps assume that the writer does not know the spelling of this word.



6.2.1.2. Omission As previously mentioned, this category contains spelling errors constructed by omitting one or several letters. Examples include eletric, disapointing, evicerate, humidiy, Catholism, concious, goverment, politic, supremists, umbrela, underated, reaonable, assasination, referndum, seconary, agression, acurate, wether, agiliy and mistraslations. There are three main types of omissions. There are examples of omissions which map onto the same spoken forms as their correctly spelt equivalents, such as eletric, hygenic, goverment, wether, intrested, Niagra and elabrate. The last three examples are probably influenced by elision, in this case, the dropping of schwa in connected speech. Secondly, some omissions can be explained on morphological grounds such as Catholism, threat, broading and agonied. In the former example, presumably, the writer has not identified the stem of the word correctly. In the next, the writer is merely confusing one word with another: If yo[u] threat(sic) me with respect you can expect respect in return (Ufo, TES). In the last two examples, the writer has merely inflected the wrong word class. Instead of inflecting the verb broaden, the writer used the nominal –ing ending to inflect the adjective broad. Similary, another writer inflected the noun agony instead of the verb agonise. Finally, are the omissions which are obvious slips, such as humidiy, reaonable, agiliy, ascened, driking, revolutionzing, and mistraslations. The spelling of medial double consonants also produce omissions, as in excelent, personaly, clifhanger, prefered, personaly, inuendos, atracted, posible and mariage. There are also instances where words fall into both categories of insertion and omission, such as reccomends, innapropriate, dissapointed and preffered where the writer has doubled the wrong consonant. Who's (“whose”) has three types of spelling
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errors: omission, for lack of final –e, grapheme substitution, due to its phonemic parallel to whose and apostrophe error for incorrect use of the apostrophe. A final type of omission may be characterised as performance errors, as letters are omitted for no apparent logical reason. Examples include likly, emotonal, thre, revolutionzing, herslf, th, likly, quit, and lterally.



6.2.1.3. Substitution Carney’s binary distinction of competence- and performance errors is perhaps best expressed in substitution spelling errors. For substitution errors, writers replace one letter with another, either because that spelling maps onto the same spoken form as the standard spelling of that word (competence error), or because of accidental slips. For the first category, many occurrences are caused by spellings of schwa, which is a particularly error-prone area of English spelling: caucasion, supremecy, dragin, seperate, capitol, examaning, intwined, rediculous, anomoly and definately. However, there are also competence errors of other spelling conventions such as ,  or  for /S/ and /s/, or  and  for /k/: benefitial, sais, choise, occurrenses, sence, sivil, skales, ansestors, cource, lifes, mayor (”major”), shepard and thinks (things). While most substitutions are influenced by their phonological realisation, there are also ones which are unintentional; which are caused by slips – what Carney refers to as performance errors. These, however, occur less frequently than competence errors. Examples include: hel0ed (helped), llso (also), offenfer (offender), duy (guy), religions (religious) and wariior (warrior).



6.2.1.4. Transposition Transposition is the fourth category of spelling errors and includes words where two adjacent letters are interchanged, such as ot (to), ect (etc.), diasgreement (disagreement), percieved (perceived), gmaes (games), peopel (people), primayr (primary) and wierd (weird). In one example, transposition led to a humorous exchange between two members
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of The Lurker Lounge when the abbreviated name of the television series Law & Order – Special Victims Unit was misspelt.



Baajikill: Then there's the less extreme such as Law and Order SUV. Ima_Nerd: Law and Order Sport Utility Vehicles? ;D43 Baajikill: That sounds like a likely spin off Of course, I meant SVU (special victims unit). Although the definition of transposition was originally limited to two adjacent letters producing one phoneme (digraphs), for the purpose of this study, I use a wider definition as to include transposed words whose letters are not necessarily adjacent. Some examples are incorehent (incoherent), apperantly (apparently), miscelleanous (miscellaneous) and treath (threat). Identifying which transpositions are accidental, and which ones are likely to be intended spellings is generally simple. For example, the digraphs  and  are often used interchangeably among writers to produce /i:/ as in believe or receive. This confusion has prompted the grammatical catch-phrase ” i before e except after c”. One of the exceptions to this rule is weird, where the  digraph is pronounced /i´/. Thus. it is plausible to assume that forms such as percieved and wierd may be considered competence errrors in many cases. This applies generally to most transposition errors which could possibly still map out to the same spoken form as their non-transposed counterparts, such as: peopel, wierd, percieved, apperantly, and recieve. Performance errors are most typically misspellings whose phonemic realisation differ from that of their standard equivalents. Examples include fisrt, dimunitive, somethign, someitmes, pool (poll), ot, gmaes, ect and SUV (SVU).



6.2.1.5. Grapheme substitution The fifth category is grapheme substitution, which consists of words that, while not spelled in the standard way, is characterised by still having an orthographic form that 43



 indicates a laughing or winking smilie. The reason this smilie occurred in the corpus is because the forum software does not recognise  as code (as opposed to  (smiling broadly),  (smiling) and  (winking)), and thus, does not transform it into a smilie.
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maps onto the generally accepted pronunciation. There are two main types of grapheme substitutions. The first type occurs where the whole word is replaced by another standard word with the same phonemic realisation i.e. a homophone. Examples of homophones are there (they’re), week (weak), accept (except), countries (country’s), died (dyed), sights (sites) and who’s (whose). It is subject to debate whether or not is is homophonous with has as in the following sentence:



Perhaps instead of being a full blown vampire you could be someone who is been bitten and is slowly turning into one? (Ninjadruid, Nordock) Surely, in a textual context like a forum post, this form is noticable. Also, when pronounced separately, is (/Iz/) and has (/hQz/) are not homophones. However, in spoken discourse, elision can reduce forms such as has and is to the weak form /´z/, making them homophonous, which is the reasoning for categorising it as such. This spelling error can perhaps be viewed as an indication to the oral modes of expression in a textual medium such as forum posts; that the forms of expression in spontaneously produced forum posts are based on conventions of oral discourse such as elision, assimilation, etc? The second type of grapheme substitution involves spellings where just parts of a word – generally a digraph or trigraph – are replaced. Examples of this type of grapheme substitution



include



pearcings



(piercings),



novacane



(novacaine),



secondarys



(secondaries), beleave (believe), sneek (sneak), extacy (ecstacy) and matsh (match). In most cases, the digraphs and trigraphs used in these spelling errors map onto the same spoken form as their standard counterpart.  and  (ear and pierce),  and  (cane and Maine),  and  (leave and believe), etc.



6.2.1.6. Apostrophe error Apostrophe error is the sixth sub-category of spelling errors. This was not included in the 1993 NFER study, however, because of the large amount of non-standard apostrophe usage in the present material, it seemed of interest to add this sub-category to the
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discussion. In English orthography, the apostrophe has three functions. It is used to denote a missing letter or string of letters in contracted forms of modal verbs: didn’t (did not) and can’t (cannot), couldn’t (could not), won’t (will not). Secondly, the apostrophe is used as a genitive marker indicating possession: Victoria’s car, the book’s cover, the neighbours’ pets, etc. A final, less frequent use of the apostrophe is signaling plural noncapitalised letters and numbers as in the expression mind your p’s and q’s. (”mind your please’s and thank you’s”)XIV and find all the number 7’s.XV This category includes three types of spellings: firstly, contracted forms that do not have apostrophes; secondly, words that have apostrophes even though they should not, and, thirdly, contracted forms which have apostrophes in the wrong place. Examples of the first group are didnt (didn’t), doesnt (doesn’t), dont (don’t), heres (here’s) Germanys (Germany’s), threads (thread’s) werent (weren’t) and hes (he’s). Examples of the second group are who’s (whose), at it’s heart (its), attend two prom’s (proms), nazi’s (nazis), wall’s (walls), religion’s (religions), horror’s (horrors), heir’s (heirs), fireball’s (fireballs) and their’s (theirs). Belonging to the third group is animal's rights. (animals’). The first group of apostrophe errors is by far the most common (with 68 tokens), as they include not only tokens produced by writers who neglect or do not bother to use apostrophes in online writing, but also those who do not know when to include them. The other two types of apostrophe errors occur far less frequently with eighteen tokens for the second category and one (1) for the third. The token there,s is a unique error that does not belong to either of the three types of apostrophe errors, and can most likely be considered a performance error. It is uncertain why the participant Minionman – an L1 speaker – would use a comma instead of a apostrophe to express the contrasted form of there is, as the keys for these two punctuation marks on the QWERTY keyboard are not adjacent.



6.2.1.7. Word division The seventh category of spelling errors, word division, was included in the present study as there was a significant number of occurrences where words were either split up (ten tokens) or merged (33) conflicting with conventions of standard use. While these types of errors may occur in both traditional and electronic media, this category also includes a 86



type of word division caused by writers accidentally inserting breaks between words too soon or too late, moving single letters from one word to another. Also included in this type are single words whose letters are separated by breaks. (24 tokens) The use of word divison, as it is practiced among speakers of the English language, varies on occasion. While one person may be referring to his girlfriend, another may talk about his girl friend. Ordinarily, this distinction produces a semantic change. Whereas the compound noun girlfriend indicates a romantic partner, girl friend is simply a noun phrase with friend as the head noun and girl acting as a premodifier, making it synonymous with ”female friend” or ”girlie friend”. Other examples of semantic change caused by word division include sometime/some time, anyway/any way and awhile/a while. The first type of word division includes non-standard compound words; two words which are merged into one, such as alot, eachother, nomatter, canuse, everytime, ofcourse, quicklywhen, cofeebeans, infact, gogo, bodytype, alsohelped, cansurvive, interruptedin and fishingpoles. Some of these componds, notably alot, eachother, ofcourse, infact and fishingpoles consist of two collocating words. They are pairs of words which commonly occur together, which is probably the reason why certain participants have mistaken them for standard compounds (competence errors). Other examples on the other hand, notably, quicklywhen, alsohelped, cansurvive and interruptedin, are presumably caused by accidental slips (performance errors). The second type of word division contains words that are split in two. Examples include can not, else where, in to, some how, some one, story telling, any way and when ever. By splitting up words, a writer will occasionally create a semantic change in meaning, although it might not always be obvious without the context. Whereas anyway means ”regardless”, as in ”I don’t care what people think, I’m wearing that anyway”, any way is a noun phrase synonymous with in any fashion/manner/method as in ”I can dress any way I like.” Another example is one that belongs to the first type of word division, awhile, which is an adberb indicating extended time as in Go on; I’ll be resting awhile. A while, however, is a noun phrase indicating a short time: I saw them just a while ago. The third group contains word divisions produced by writers who insert breaks in the wrong places, such as muc hattention, takent he, and tha tlife. This type of accidental
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word division is a result of the mode of typing, as these types of divisons would seldom occur in hand-written texts. More common are words produced by transposing letters and breaks. Examples include: l ibrary, contai n, wit h, int o, hi t, d amage, hav e, i s, I ’ve, th e, wit h, you r, bef ore, co nnection, h er, i f, immer sion and m iddle.



6.2.1.8. Other The eight and final category is a general one labelled other, which includes several types of spelling errors. Included in this category are hyphenated words such as to-date, someone, dis-comforting, will-power, pre-mature and re-build. Although the use of hyphenation in the English language is ”highly variable”XVI, there are no explicit rules for its use. Nevertheless, these forms were categorised as spelling errors because the OED lists them without hyphens. Although most of these forms should not be hyphenated in any context, the last example, re-build may be used to denote a semantically different concept than rebuild. When someone rebuilds something, there is a connotation of repairing or restoring something which was once whole: After the war, almost half of Birmingham had to be rebuilt. However, if something is re-built, -re acts as a prefix to connote the idea that something is being built in the exact same manner and that it is being done all over again. If a contracter builds a house, and, upon completion a car smashes into the front door causing one of the walls to collapse, the contractor will need to rebuild the house. However, upon completion, if the contractor demolishes the house completely and starts anew, he is then re-building the house; he is building it once more. In casual speech, this difference can be emphasied by placing stress on both the first and second syllable. In most cases, however, no semantic change occurs by hyphenating words. The spelling error token definetly is also included in this category. Although other spelling errors of definitely have occurred in this corpus, they have been categorised as substitution (definately) or omission (definatly). The reason why this word occurs in the this category is because it is impossible to determine whether the final  in definetly is considered a transposition or a substitution. If it is indeed a transposition, then the form defintely would also be classified as an omission as the  is missing. If considered a 88



substitution, the form definitly would also be classified as an omission, but the  would be missing. Because it is impossible to infer exactly which type of spelling errors this form contain, it is also impossible to categorise it properly. Rabish and nwdiswrapper belong to this category because it is unclear what standard forms they imitate. Because these forms are unrecognisable to the present writer, it is assumed that they are spelling errors and not non-standard vocabulary or abbreviation. Furthermore, the context in which they occur does not shed any light on their meaning



There's always ndiswrapper. (Yzilla, LL) I'm like rabish in that I can usually determine what I was doing that would've caused it. (Hannah, TES)



6.2.1.9. Spelling error types: Overview



Figure 13.0. Spelling error types - LL vs TES (pr 10.000 words) 25,00
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Figure 13.0 compares the occurrences (in both tokens and types) of spelling error types for the two message boards. The blue and red columns represent The Lurker Lounge’s tokens and types respectively. The yellow and green columns represent The Elder Scrolls forums’ tokens and types. In all sub-categories, with the exception of transposition, The Elder Scrolls forums show a higher number of occurrences with the most striking differences for insertion (18,9 to 9,5) , omission (23,2 to 13,7), substitution (16,7, to 8,8)
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and “apostrophe error” (14,7 to 8,8). It may be noted that the reason why the tokens for transposition is higher for The Lurker Lounge, is because Minionman produced an unusually large amount of these errors. Although members of The Elder Scrolls forums produced more tokens on the whole, the ratios of tokens are alike in the eight categories between The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums, which indicates that the posters on the two message boards make the same kind of spelling errors. The NFER study showed that omission (36%) was the most common error among 11- and 15-year olds, with substitution (19%) and insertion (17%) being the second and third most common errors, while “grapheme substitution” was the least common spelling error. The figures from the present corpus indicate similar tendencies for both The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums.
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Figure 13.1 compares the rate of the different types of spelling errors between the two media of forum posts and emails per 10.000 words. Overall, forum posts display a higher rate of insertion, omission, substitution and apostrophe errors. The most striking difference is that of substitutions between the two media, insomuch that one might assume it to be a miscalculation. The reason is however, that the email subcorpus is too small to merit generalisation in this case, and I assume a larger corpus would have shown a less extreme difference. Again, the reason why the error type of transposition is so high, is because of Geisskane’s skewing contribution, who is responsible for twelve of the fourteen tokens of this spelling error type. Although the difference in the other category
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between forum posts and email seem startling, they are set apart only by three tokens (ten to seven respectively.) The figures of the present study seems to indicate on the whole, that the types of spelling errors and their relative frequences are not unique to online communication. There are, however, some differences in frequency of spelling error types between the NFER study and the present study (see Table 6).



Table 6: NFER-study vs present study (%) 44 Spelling error type: NFER Present study Insertion 17 26 Omission 36 34 Substitution 19 23 Transposition 5 12 Grapheme substitution 19 4 Other 3 2



There is a noticable difference between the NFER- and the present study in the number of insertions, (17:26) transpositions (5:12) and grapheme substitutions (19:4). One possible reason for the difference in the ratios of insertions and transpositions is the assumption that typing speed may cause users to accidentally press several keys simultaneously, or in the wrong order, thus producing more insertions and transpositions. The most striking difference, however, is the frequency of grapheme substitutions. The NFER-study was conducted using 11- and 15-year old participants. Although participants of the present study were not asked to include age in their profiles, it is likely that the average age of the participants from The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums is much higher (cf. p36). One plausible explanation for the different ratio of grapheme substitution occurrences is that mature, experienced writers may simply be more familar with English spelling conventions than school-children.



44



Added up, the percentage of the six spelling error types amounts to 101 per cent. This is a result of rounding up figures to their closest natural number. The percentage of the NFER study, makes up 99 per cent.
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Figure 13.2. Spelling error types, Males vs Females (pr 10.000 words) 20,00 18,00 16,00 14,00 12,00
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Figure 13.2. compares the relative ratios of spelling error types beween male and female forum members. Although the frequency of tokens is higher in the male sub-corpus, the distribution of spelling error types for males and females is similar (see Table 7).



Table 7: Spelling error types: Males vs females Male Female Omission 19,41 18,12 Insertion 14,72 12,94 Substitution 13,43 11,97 Apostrophe substitution 12,78 8,9 Word division 9,71 9,06 Transposition 7,28 4,04 Grapheme substitution 2,10 1,94 Other 1,46 1,46



Thus, the figures indicate that although there are gendered differences in the frequency of spelling errors, there are no such differences in spelling error types – males and females both produce the same types of errors. However, due to the limited number of female participants (nine in the present study), further studies are needed to corroborate these figures.
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Figure 13.3. Spelling error types - L1 vs L2 (pr 10.000 words) 35,00 30,00 25,00 L1 Tokens
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Figure 13.3 compares the relative ratios of spelling error types for L1 and L2 speakers of English. On the whole, L2 speakers produce more errors than L1 speakers, specifically omissions (30,00 and 14,40), substitutions (26,93 and 9,02) and insertions (16,93 and 11,71 respectively). The difference is less striking for transposition (6,92 and 6,17) and word division (11,54 and 7,91). The only feature occurring more frequently in the L1 subcorpus is apostrophe error. This is mostly due, however, to the figures of one individual participant: Ghostiger from The Lurker Lounge produced 23 out of 83 L1 apostrophe errors, more than ¼ of the total number of tokens. Ghostiger’s most common type of apostrophe error is non-standard spelling variants of contracted forms: didnt, doesnt, dont, heres, hes, isnt, its, thats, werent and wont. The most striking differences between L1 and L2 speakers are the ratios of omissions and substitutions between the two groups. Foreign speakers produce approximately twice and three times as many tokens respectively. However, this is also a case where the figures of a single participant affects the overall picture, in this case Ufo from The Elder Scrolls forums. The total number of tokens for L2 omissions and substitutions are 39 and 35, of which Ufo produced 18 and 16 respectively (46 per cent in both categories). Examples of Ufo’s omissions include atracted, eplicitly, likly, lov, mariage, posible, proces, somwhere, tatoos and to (too). Examples of his substitutions are anithing, becouse, choise, cource, dous, earlyer, everithing¸ experiance, faver, invironment and sence. However, Ufo’s figures would have been less detrimental to the overall L1/L2 ratio if the present study had included more L2 participants.
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6.2.2. Spelling Variants Many spelling variants of CMC defy standard conventions of English orthography. They stand out from the text like an individual self-contained register, separated from the English language in style and orthography while still rooted in its lexis and semantics. According to the the Lurker Lounge’s section on forum etiquette, these variants make up the register of 1337-speak (cf. web site VI). Although it originated among hackers and has since been used in the domain of online communication and specifically in online games, it is now mostly used in a humorous, self-deprecating way:



Of particular fascination to the authors was that despite the clear self-demarcation of the group from the users of ‘leet speak’, and their insistence on its use solely by ‘newbs and wannabees’, the group continued to use the language to communicate with each other online. In this research, language defines the cultural group of games technology students in terms of the group’s continual subversion of the language’s very foundations whilst still using it to communicate. Blashki and Nichol 2005: 1 The register of 1337-speak is – in principle – frowned upon, as an obsolete sociolect no longer used by those who invented it. “Posers”, “n00bz”45, and “lamers” are rapidly and easily identified by their excessive use of 1337-speak. However, even though the register may now be associated with newbs and lamers, it is still used in general as a tool for producing humour, sarcasm and satire in a forum post. Spelling variants may, for the purpose of this study, be divided into four subcategories: symbol variant, emphasis variant, phoneme variant and other.



Symbol Variant 2 2 1337 #$%& #$%& #$%& For Brains 45



Table 8: List of spelling variants Emphasis Variant Phonemic Variant !!!!!!11 DOOPER !!!!!!111!!11oneoneone!eleventyone gai !!111110rzel3venz0r!111 gud Aaaaand Gu'd Arenaaaanananaaaa!!!!!!11 Holee chambeeer kewlest



Other Variant Bu-bye Dislexya fricken Hiya innit leik



”Newbies” – someone who is unexperienced and new to the community.
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#$%& For Brains #$%&head #$%&ing & & & & & & *sshole @ @ @ @ @ @ @ 0vv|\|463!! bull#$%&. half-@$$ L00k ph34r +1oc ph34r +1oc pr0n +1oc 's t3h 'xcept



Niiiiiiice SPACE stoooooPID +1oc SUUUUUCK! waaaaay Waaay whoooole



kthxs n00bz! nekkid Nekkid Nollij noob ownz ph34r +1oc ph34r +1oc r roxor stoooooPID +1oc sux0rs! u U ur zockz



me amigo meesa meh noes pr0n +1oc pwn pwns pytso smexy splainin teh teh teh teh teh teh Thankyousomuch Tis Ukay w/e wrongz0rz Yah Yah Yah ye



6.2.2.1. Symbol variant The category of symbol variant contains tokens that are based on the convention of using single or multiple symbols, numbers, punctuation marks or other notational features to represent graphemes, digraphs, trigraphs and even whole words. This is a diverse and varied category that includes many different types of spelling variants, and is also the most frequently used variant with 33 tokens and 21 types. A common type of symbol variant consists of syllables that are replaced by a single symbol which is realised phonemically as a homonym to the form it replaces, such as  for the infinitive marker to or the adverb too, and  for the coordinating conjunction and (which also occur outside the domain of CMC). Another example is
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 replacing the preposition at as in the following example lol @ Runescape (Ghoti_Fish, TES), paraphrased as “laughing (out loud) at Runescape” Another type includes words where single letters are replaced by orthographically similar symbols such as the replacement of the letter  with the number “3” in th3 or ph34r where  is replaced by the number . Another example includes l00k (look), half-@$$ (half-ass) and 1337 (LEET, short for ”elite”). Occasionally, letters will be broken up and expressed through a series of symbols as in the example of “0vv|\|463” (0wnage, meaning ”domination”). The letter  is expressed through double s,  is broken up and spelt with two pipes46 and a backslash (|\|), and the three numbers each represent their orthographically similar letters;  for ”A”, for ”G” and  for ”E”. A third type of symbol variant, which also occurs in other media and text types, is the use of seemingly random symbols or punctuation marks to indicate profanity. Because the use of expletives and obscenities is frowned upon both in The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums, some members use a more or less standardised way of expressing profanity without spelling out the actual words. On The Lurker Lounge, this practice is used in order to avoid incurring the swift wrath of the moderators, who will – most likely – remove explicit swear words. On The Elder Scrolls forums, however, the administrators have employed a word filter which identifies and “bleeps” out swear words. If a user includes a common swear word in a forum post, then the word filter removes the swear word and replaces it with the formation “[censored]” as in these examples:



And, while I disagree with the views of the Lebanon farmer game, what about all the anti-Communist [censored] that has been spread all over? (Darklord_MagTech, TES) I personally don't have any problems with swearing - as such. Where I come from, the odd swearword is bound to turn round in the conversation, easy-like. What bothers me is pretty much the excess you've mentioned: it indicates a certain poorness in vocabulary and a loss of the meaning of words, in general. Only by walking five minutes in the streets, you're bound to fall upon blokes who obviously don't know the difference between "[censored] you" and "good morning.” (Tusk, TES) 46



A “pipe” or “Vertical Line” is located to the left of the “1”-key on traditional QWERTY-keyboards.
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All this summer I sat on my [censored]. (Woadraider, TES) Users avoid these checks (moderators and word filters) by replacing letters with symbols. Examples include bull#$%&, #$%&head, #$%& For Brains and *sshole. What is of interest to note, however, is the seemingly standardised system of replacing certain swear words with the same string of symbols. The three former tokens were produced by three different participants, and in all three cases the same symbols were used in the same order to produce the same expletive: number (#), dollar sign ($), per cent (%), and (&). Moreover, the participants Rinnhart and Doc from the Lurker Lounge, who produce three tokens of #$%& each, are consistent in their use. Is it possible that the seemingly random string of symbols representing swear words are not random at all? There is certainly no typographical similarity between the letters , , ,  and respectively “#”, “$”, “%”, “&”. Whether this convention has been agreed upon and standardised, or if this is just a coincidence is a question that requires further study. Three consistent participants are not enough to permit generalisation.



6.2.2.2. Emphasis variant The second sub-category, emphasis variant, is the smallest category of the four with thirteen tokens and types. It includes spelling variants whose purpose is to give emphasis, intensity or call attention to a specific a phrase or expression. In traditional oral discourse, emphasis is often achieved with intonation patterns such as prolonging the duration of monophthongs and diphthongs (often accompanied by a high fall)47. This process can be reproduced in a textual medium by repeating letters, generally adding strings of vowels to words. The following quotations are examples of such emphatic use:



She's been waaaaay more maintaince(sic) and trouble than she's worth (Archeopterix, TES)



47



”A tune consisting of a high fall has a pitch glide that starts at about the highest pitch in a speaker’s normal pitch range, and ends at the lowst pitch in that range.” Bird 1997: 21
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Standing there was a whoooole buncha level 60s and a barricade. (Taakal, LL) NEVER MAKE A DEMO WITH TIME LIMIT! THOSE DEMOS SUUUUUCK! (Erikieperikie, TES) It was really stoooooPID48(sic). (Archeopterix, TES)



Often, the number of letters in the intensifing word is crudely proportionate to the level of intensity the speaker is attempting to convey. Accordingly, the more letters an intensifier contains, the higher degree of intensity it signifies. The final type of emphasis variant is a curious one. While emphasis in online communication can be articulated in many different ways, the overt use of excessive punctuation is one of the most conspicuous ones. Examples include: Video game vixens (cyber pr0n!!!!!!11) (Finkus, TES) Pr0n is a standardised spelling convention of the abbreviated form of ”pornography”, ”porn”. According to WikipediaXVII, ”[o]ne theory on the origins of this spelling is that it was devised to fool text filters on instant messaging programs, chat rooms, and search engines.” Arenaaaanananaaaa!!!!!!11 leik ownz all u n00bz! it iz t3h roxor of teh zockz!!111110rzel3venz0r!111 (Sur_Warlock, TES) OMG A[N] ADMIN oneoneone!eleventyone



ITS



READING



THIS



HI



ROB!!!!!!111!!11



(Archeopterix, TES) The cluster of exclamation points, numbers and words acts as an intensifier postmodifying the preceding statement. The development of this phenomenon started with the overt use of punctuation. (!!!!!). People would keep the shift key and the “1” button key pressed in order to produce several successive exclamation points. 48



”Stupid”
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Occasionally, people would accidentally release the shift key, thus producing a series of ones (!!!!11). This was then adopted as a ‘standard’ way of signalling emphasis, and later, sarcasm. The trend was brought to a further extreme when people started writing out the ‘accidental’ numbers in letter-form (thus !!!!111oneoneone) and even making up numbers like eleventyone (”one hundred and eleven” (111)) as in the aforementioned example. This usage seldom occurs on its own, but rather as part of a larger cluster of non-standard spelling conventions.



6.2.2.3. Phoneme variant The third sub-category of spelling variants is phoneme variant, which, in some respects, is similar to the sub-category of symbol variant. However, whereas the symbols in that sub-category replaced entire words with symbols with identical phonemic realisation (2/to/too, @/at, etc), this category includes the use of alternative graphemes to produce homophones. Although the words themselves are misspelt, very often the pronunciation of them will – according to spelling conventions of the English language – map onto the same spoken form. The following are examples of phoneme variants where the pronunciation of the misspelt word is identical or similar to the real word: DOOPER! [duper49], You cheater, You used clubhouse kill! (Doc, LL) Holee50 crap 


A ”duper” is someone who ”dupes (items)”: ”Duping refers to the practice of exploiting a bug in the game software to illegitimately create duplicates [hence the name – my note] of unique items or currency in a persistent online game” 50 This form is homophonous with ”holy” in many dialects, however, not in RP. 51  digraph is usually pronouced /ju˘/ (as in few, pew, skew) in both GA and RP.
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The form ur (”your”) is often used in mobile phone SMSs as it reduces the number of letters in a high-frequency word from five to two, thus conserving space in a spatially restricted medium. In the present study, however, it is only used once (by Woadraider, TES). The conventional pronunciation of the letter  is /ju˘/, homophonous to you. This form is used interchangibly in CMC with you, and ur is merely an inflected form with the  acting as a genitive marker. Zockz (socks) is an example of a phoneme variant whose pronunciation does not map onto that of the word. Gai (gay) and nekkid53 (naked) are examples of phoneme variants whose pronunciation will differ based on dialectal variation.



it iz t3h roxor of teh zockz (Sur_Warlock, TES) 99% gai [gay]. I am not closing off any possibilities but so far I have yet to feel any attraction towards girls. 54 I’ll keep using what I find, and if disaster strikes my character and I have to start over nekkid, welll (sic), that’s not too bad ’cause she does substantial damage with a mundane short bow (Krishta, LL)



Another interesting feature which parallels the development of excessive punctuation (cf. p95), is the development of (purely written-mode) affixation for specific words, such as rocks and sucks. These forms have undergone complex developments from rocks, rox, rox0r, rox0rz to its (presently) final incarnation rox0rz ur box0rz or rox0rz ur zockz. (The development of sucks is identical to that of rocks, except for the final phase of adding a noun clause (at least to the present writer’s knowledge).) Generally speaking, when a thing, person, event or situation “rocks”, then it is has an undefinable good quality. It is a common expression both on- and offline and is



53



In the context of online role-playing games, ”naked” is often meant to indicate that the character is not wearing any armor or wielding any type of weaponry; not that they are stripped of all clothing. 54 Despite the fact that this is a publicly posted forum post, for reasons of privacy, the nickname of the quoted participant will not be divulged.
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defined in the OED as



”hav[ing] an atmosphere of excitement or much social



activity”XVIII In the realm of online communication, the word has undergone a complex development. The first change to take place, was the substitution of the trigraph “cks” with letter  which is identically phonemically realised, producing the spelling variant rox. It is uncertain why, when and by whom the suffix -0r was constructed, but many words in the register of 1337-speak include this ending, including pwnz0r (owns), h@x0r (hacks), sux0r (sucks) and rox0r (rocks). Even though both rocks and rox contain present tense, singular final –s when pronounced, rox0r lacks the –s ending which is traditionally associated with all standard third person singular verbs. Consequently, a second present tense marker was included in rox0rz. The final mutation for this expression includes a direct object which may or may not carry extra meaning, such sa rox0rz ur box0rz or it iz t3h roxor of teh z0ckz55 (Sur_Warlolck, TES). The issue of whether rox0rz ur (or j00r) box0rz means “rocks your boxers” or “rocks your box” is discussed in the Wikipedia article on leet-speak:



In the phrase "r0x0r j00r b0x0rz", "b0x0rz" refers not to "boxers" (i.e. underwear) but actually to "boxes" (in computer slang: computers)... The more naïve interpretation "rocks your boxers" is still meaningful, however, as the sentiment is much the same and is often used to carry a connotation that one was 'rocked' so hard they felt it in their boxer shorts. This is also similar to the phrase "to scare one's pants off". The term "r0x0r j00r b0x0r" itself probably relates to hacking itself, with a person being able to gain access to and, from there, "rock their box". It is also possible that it is a derivative from "r0x0r j00r s0x0r", "rocks your socks" (The phrase is used to denote some magnitude or importance).XIX These forms are the most visually provocative forms of the 1337-speak register. It is at the present moment uncertain whether or not these forms will survive, or even enjoy future metamorphoses into even more obscure forms, or if they will revert to their standard forms.



55



Note the interchangability of forms t3h and teh.
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6.2.2.4. Other The last category, labelled other is a general category which includes words that do not belong to any of the other categories. It includes non-standard spelling variants which also occur in other contexts. Examples of more or less established non-standard spellings that relate to spoken variants include bu-bye (bye bye), hiya (hi you) and innit (isn’t it). Old-fashioned forms such as tis (it is) and me (my) were also used, albeit rarely, with one token each. In this sub-category, other examples of spelling variants include pytso and dislexya. The former construction was added to an edited forum post to signal to the other members of the board for what purpose this post had been altered. The poster was making a meta-linguistic joke by using the word Pytso as an anagrahm of “typos”, which was the reason why he had edited his post. Similarly, dislexya was also a poster’s attempt at humour, by transposing the vowels  and  in ”dyslexia.” This category also included two forms – ’splainin’ and meesa - which allude to popular culture, specifically television and movies. In the American classic hit television show “I Love Lucy”, the contrasted form ’splainin’ (explaining), was spoken by the character Ricky Ricardo in the popular catch phrase Lucy! You got some 'splainin' to do! Another reference to popular culture, was the single token of Meesa in the sentence “Ukay, meesa be wrongz0rz. In the 1999 blockbuster movie “Star Wars: Episode I – The Phantom Menace” the character of “Jar Jar Binks”, (of the Gungan alien species) had a unique dialect. Among other features, personal and possessive pronouns were affixated with an untraditional –sa ending as in Hmmm... yousa point is well seen, Weesa all sinking and no power and That's why you no liking us meesa thinks. It is assumed that the form meesa is an allusion to the character of Jar Jar Binks, who – according to a Wikipedia article – “was intended to provide comic relief”.XX Spelling variants which have developed from spelling errors to accepted, standard forms within the register of 1337-speak are also included in this group. There are two infamous examples of this trend which occurred in the corpus of the present study, namely “pwn” and “teh”. At first, these forms were common misspellings of the transitive verb “own” and the definite article “the”. The former was misspelt due to the
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adjacency of the letters  and  and the latter is merely a product of a hurried writer. Both forms were frequent in the domain of online communication, specifically in online video games such as “Counter-Strike” where hurried writing can produce frequent spelling errors. Over time, the original spelling errors pwn and teh have been accepted as conventionalised spelling variants. As is the case for many of the more extreme forms of Netspeak, “pwn” and “teh” are mostly used humorously, as in the following quotations:



Lol, ur from the Campbell Clan. Teh McGregor clan pwns teh Campbell clan :P Oh its already been brought! Dracolith strat.. teh pwn! I'd say: "DO you know WHO i am? Im teh MrOwnage!! Now ph34r teh 0vv|\|463!! Ph34r ME and be ELITE!" (Woadraider, TES) Arenaaaanananaaaa!!!!!!11 leik ownz all u n00bz! it iz t3h roxor of teh zockz!!111110rzel3venz0r!111 (Sur_Warlock, TES) Although the forms teh and pwn occur individually (that'll teach teh fucker (Geisskane, email)), three of the four previous quotations show four occurrences where (variants of) these forms are used concomitantly. The first occurrence conforms to standard English sentence construction: ”The McGregor clan dominates the Cambell Clan” (Subject, verb, direct object). The second occurrence however, does not. Verbs in the infinitive are rarely, if ever, premodified with the definite article the. The expression teh pwn can perhaps be considered an exclamatory remark (as indicated by the exclamation mark) post-modifying the noun phrase Dracolith strat(egy): ”The Dracolith strategy is very good”. The next occurrence, teh MrOwnage is obscured even further. While reverting to its standard form own, the expression is inflected with an –age suffix, changing the word class from verb to noun. In CMC, word formation often includes changing the word class of certain forms. This strategy of word formation, which is common to CMC, is also carried out by adding affixes to existing words, as in the form t3h pwnage:
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Use of the -age suffix Many times, a verb will be changed into a noun simply by adding – age...variations include phrases such as "I am t3h pwnage" (I am the ownage), signifying that the person saying this believes he is highly skilled , and "tht was t3h suck4ge" (That was the suckage), i.e. "that sucked".XXI



In this case, however, Woadraider modifies the expression by premodifying Ownage with the titular abbreviation Mr. Presumably, the constant development of these forms are indicative of the writers’ urge to be original. At one point, I am t3h pwnage was an uncommon phrase in online communication. Since then it has come into ”common” use, and even, to an extent, been documented, as evidenced by the Wikipedia-article. A Google-search on ”MrOwnage” reveals that it too, has been adopted by participants in online communication. One might argue that this rapid and fluid dissemination of nonstandard forms in CMC coupled with speakers’ urge to be original, constantly adds new or modified forms to the register of 1337-speak. Finally, words which were modified for no obvious reason were also included in this sub-category. Examples include oh noes (oh no), smexy (sexy) and wrongz0rz (wrong). The reason wrongz0rz is not included in the same category as the forms rox0rz and sux0rs is because of their different word formation. Whereas the two former examples underwent a gradual development from rocks, rox, rox0r, etc, the -z0rz ending is merely retrofitted onto the standard form wrong. Rox0rz and sux0rs were classified as phoneme variants because of the phonemic sameness of  and . There is no such correlation for wrongz0rz as the adjective wrong never includes final –s. As the use of intentional spelling variants is a very central feature of Netspeak, it will be of interest to compare the use of spelling variants among the different subgroups in the corpus.
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Figure 14.0. Spellig variant types - LL vs TES (pr 10.000 words) 7,00 6,00 5,00 LL Tokens



4,00



LL Types TES Tokens
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Figure 14.0 shows the different types of spelling variants for The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums for every 10.000 words. While the number of tokens for symbol variants is almost the same for the two sub-corpora (4,41 for LL, 4,24 for TES), posters on The Lurker Lounge demonstrate a higher degree of recurring tokens, as shown by their low number of types. This is the only category where there is a significant difference between tokens and types. However, it is notable that the difference in ratio of emphasis variants between the two message boards is so striking (0,49 for LL, 3,11 for TES). It seems that the members of The Lurker Lounge signal emphasis by other means than the “emphasis variants” used by members of The Elder Scrolls forums. The difference in tokens for the other category is also quite striking, with 2,45 tokens for The Lurker Lounge and 6,22 for The Elder Scrolls forums. However, the member Woadraider of The Elder Scrolls forums is singlehandedly responsible for almost half the number of tokens (ten out of 22) for this category with four tokens of teh, three tokens of yah and the forms pwn, pwns, and w/e (whatever).
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Figure 14.1. Spelling variant types - Males vs fem ales (pr 10.000 w ords) 5,00 4,50 4,00 3,50 3,00
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Figure 14.1 compares the occurrences of spelling variant types among male and female participants, and the figures are quite striking. First of all, female users show no degree of recurrence for either of the four sub-categories, while the degree of recurrence among male users differ from category to category. The most striking type/token-ratio is male users’ symbol variants. (2,91:4,85). Secondly, male users produce more symbol variants (4,85:2,09), phonemic variants (3,56:0,70) and other variants (4,69:2,09) than females. However, female participants produce far more emphasis variants than males (4,17:1,13) It is problematic drawing conclusions from these numbers due to the low number of female participants. There were nine female members from the message boards who produced overall thirteen spelling variant types, of which emphasis variants made up almost half (six tokens). Because the number of tokens is so low, one cannot claim that these figures are representative of female members of message boards in general.
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Figure 14.2. Spelling variant types - L1 vs L2 (pr 10.000 words) 7,00 6,00 5,00 L1 Tokens
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Figure 14.2. compares L1 and L2 speakers’ tokens for spelling variant types. While foreign speakers of English do not produce many emphasis, phonemic or other variants, they do rank far higher than native speakers in the sub-category of symbol variants (6,92 and 3,64 tokens accordingly). However, given a larger corpus of L2 speakers, the difference would most likely have been less striking, as the actual number of tokens were nine for L2 speakers and 23 for L1 speakers.



6.2.3. Acronyms and abbreviations



Standard Acronyms FYI 4k* AI AI AI AI AI AI AI AI AIDS Aids BTW



Table 9: List of acronyms and abbreviations Non-standard Standard Acronyms Abbreviations 3D app AB app AC baddies (p) AC can AC Congrats AC co-op AC demo AC demo AC demo AC demo AC demo AC demos (p) DEMOS +1oc (p) ADD



Non-Standard Abbreviations 1H ADMIN +1oc admins (p) aggro aggro aggro aggro alts amp awes barb barb bfriend
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BTW btw BTW BTW CEO's (g) CEO's (g) CPU CPU DoH e.g. FAQ faq FC FDA FTP FTP GB HQ HTML IMHO IMHO IMHO IMO IMO IMO IRC Irc IRC ISP's (g) KO'd LAN mb mb MB MB MB MB MB MB MB MB Mph Mph Mph Mph Mph Mph NYC



ADD ADD ADD ADD ADD * ADHD ADHD ADHD ADHD ADHD * AFI AIM AOE AP API API AR AR AR ATI ATI ATP ATP AU AV AV AV AV AV AVs AVs BIOS BIOSes (p) BM BM BM BNM BNMs (p) BuRP BWL CAD CB CC CCing CCNA CGI CI's (p) CL



e.g fab http:// Intro min (minimal) mins (minimum) Misc mod mod mod mod mod mod MOD +1oc Mods mods (p) mods (p) mods (p) pts sec secs. sim sim sim sims (p) sims (p) sims (p) spec specs vs vs vs vs vs Vs yd



Blizz Bnet Bnet carb carbs (p) carbs (p) carbs (p) carbs (p) carbs (p) carbs (p) carbs (p) charr charr charr charr charr charr chars chemo comp comp comp coop crit crit crit crit crit crit crit crit crit crit crit crit crit crits crits (p) crits (p) crits (p) crits (p) crits (p) crits (p) crits (p) crits (p) critting decrep def
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OP OS OTOH PhD PPV RAM RAM RAM RAM RAM RAM RAM RIP RPGs (p) RPGs* (p) SoS SoS SW ™ ™ ™ ™ ™ UPS UPS WYSIWYG



CoP CS CS CS CSS CTDs CTD's CTRA CTRA D&D DB DB db db DDR DDR DDR DIV DKPs (p) DM DMs (p) DoT DoTs (p) DPS DT EA EA EA FGM FLCL fps fps fps fps's (p) FR FR FR FR FS2 FSU GBoGL GM GM GoT Gp GPU GPU's (p) GURPS



degen degen degen desync desync dev devs devs devs diff emo emo Emo emos (p) Emos (p) exp exp exp FBalls gf GHZ gig gig gig gigs (p) gmail gmail Graph* graphs (p) graphs (p) heal pot heal pots (p) hrs Iming imp intro intro lvl max merc Mod* modded mods* Mods* necros necros OB OB
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HC HD hd HP HP HP IDE IDE IIRC IIRC IIRC iirc ITD KP LCC LCC LL LL Lol lol LOL LOL Lol Lol LWB MC MC MC MC MC MC MC MC MC MC MC MC MC MC MC MHO MMO mmo MMO +1oc MMORP MMORPG MMOs (p) MMOs (p)



obs pic poly prep prep pre-reqs pre-reqs regen regen regen regen res resists strat strat strat Wed
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MMOs (p) MP MP MP MQ MS MSN MSN MT MT MT MT MT MTing MTing MTs (p) MTs (p) MUD MW NEC NiMH NiMH NPC NPC NPC NPC's NPC's NPCs (p) NPCs (p) NPC's (p) NT OMG omg OMG omglol! OP's ORM PCI PCI-E PHP PI's (p) PM PM PM PM PM Pms Pre-MC
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PSP pt PvE PvP PvP PvP PvP PvP PvP RAI RAI RL RM RoBD RoBD rofl RP RP RP rpg RPG RPG RPG RPG RPG rpg RPG RPG RPG's RPG's RPGs (p) RPGs (p) RPGs (p) RPGs (p) RPG's (p) SATA SATA SC SC SCP SDK SE sm sm sm SM SP SP
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sp SP SR SR SS SS SS ssp SUV SUV SUV TES TES tes TH TH UESP UESP UI uucp VA VIA VIA VW WG WLAN WLAN WoW WSG WTF WTF WW xp



6.2.3.1. Standard acronyms There are 87 tokens and 56 types of standard acronyms in the present corpus and the most common ones are MB (mega byte, ten tokens), AI (Artificial Intelligence, eight tokens) RAM (Read Access Memory, seven tokens) IM(H)O (In my (humble/honest) opinion, six tokens), mph (Miles per Hour, six tokens), BTW (By the Way, five tokens), TM (Trademark, five tokens), and IRC (Internet Relay Chat, three tokens). The following acronyms occurred twice in the present corpus: AIDS, CEO’s (Chief Executive Officer,
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genitive form), CPU (Central Processing Unit), FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions), FTP (File Transfer Protocol), RPGs (Rocket-Propelled Grenades, plural form), SoS, (morsecode) and UPS, (Uninterruptible Power Supply). Notable is the high frequency of standard acronyms related to electronics, computing and communication. Expressions such as BTW and IMHO are commonly found in most forms of online communication, and are part of the Netspeak lexicon. It is interesting to note however, that these forms are included in the OED while forms such as lol (Laughing Out Loud), iirc (If I Remember Correctly) and omg (Oh my God) have not yet been added, despite their common usage in CMC.



6.2.3.2. Non-standard acronyms This is the largest category of abbreviated forms and has 286 tokens and 186 types. The high type/token ratio (35 per cent recurrence) indicates that many of these forms are just as standardised as standard acronyms (which also had a 35 per cent recurrence rate) in these two message boards. The most common non-standard acronyms are: RPG (RolePlaying Game, sixteen tokens), MC56 (fifteen tokens), AD(H)D (Attention Deficit (and Hyperactivity) Disorder, 11 tokens), AC (Armor Class, 10 tokens), MT(s)/MTing (Main Tanks/Main Tanking, nine tokens)57, NPC (Non-Playable Character) MMORPG58 (Massive Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game, eight tokens), AV (see footnote 52, seven tokens), lol (laughing out loud, seven tokens59), PM (Private Message60, six tokens) and PvP (Player vs Player61, six tokens). Although the meaning of several acronyms in the present corpus are unknown to the present writer (AFI, AOE, API, ATP, BM, BMN, BWL, CAD, CB, etc), the most common ones may, for the most part, be considered 56



The meanings of MC and AV are unknown, but they are both used exclusively in discussions about the game World of Warcraft. 57 (Cf. p118) 58 Variants of this form includes MMO, MMORP, MMORPG and MMOs (plural). The first two are used as adjectives, and the last two are used as nouns. 59 Six tokens of lol and one token of omglol. 60 A messaging system integrated into most message board allowing registered members to send personal messages privately between individuals. One token of PM had a different meaning (Preventative Maintenance) 61 A mode of gaming where players battle each other instead of random monsters (PvM – Players vs Monsters).
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standard entries in the lexicon of Netspeak. However, the frequent use of non-standard acronyms presupposes a certain level of shared knowledge about the topics discussed on the message boards. Without this knowledge, uninformed readers may not fully understand the content of forum posts, as the meanings of non-standard acronyms are not always obvious from the context. One of the most curious aspects of non-standard acronyms, is the different ways they are used. The abbreviated form lol for ”laughing out loud” is perhaps one of the most versatile acronyms in the corpus. One of the most common uses, is to signal laughter as in LOL, this movie is funny (Heir_of_Isildur, TES) or My girlfriend was reading the screen when I was playing. And she read "Balmora"62 As "Malaboro"(sic) The cigerettes. (sic) Lol (finkus, TES). It can also be used in a mocking tone as in lol @ Runescape (Ghoti_Fish, TES), where the intention is not to signal that the speaker is actually laughing, but rather that the addressee has done something deserving of ridicule. Lol can also be used as an adverb acting as an intensifier: thought it was going to be lol funny (Woadraider, TES), paraphrased as ”I thought it was going to be so funny I would actually laugh out loud.” Another function is to use the abbreviation in a compound phrase, such as omglol! (erikieperikie, TES), which was the sole content of one of his forum posts. In this form, the meaning behind the acronym – Oh my God laughing out loud – is less important than the form itself, which presumably, is to meant to indicate laughter, surprise or amazement. In addition to these variations, lol can also be used in a number of other ways. The widespread use of the term has sprung many variations such as pseudopluralizations (e.g. lols and lolz), repetitions (e.g. lololol, loooool, and any number of other repetitious variants), and puns (e.g. lollerskates, lolgasm, lollercoaster, lollerfest, lollerpops). Sometimes the Os are replaced with alternating or random zeroes (e.g. lo0o0ol).XXII The non-standard acronyms lol (laughing out loud), rofl (rolling on (the) floor laughing), lmao (laughing my ass off) exist outside the medium of communication. These forms are also used in a free, online java-based game called ”ROFLcopter”, where the player assumes control of a helicopter and score points by shooting rollerskaters 62



”Balmora” is the name of a town in the game The Elder Scrolls 3 – Morrowind.
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(LOLLERskaters) and airplanes (LMAOplanes) (See Appendix 13 for a screenshot of the game in action.)



The website hosting this gameXXIII also has a gallery section of similar pictures, including a Steamloller (steamroller), Lols Royce (Rolls Royce), Roflcraft (Hovercraft), several Lollercoasters (Rollercoaster), the Lolympics (Olympics), the Lollercaust (Holocaust) and Lmaonade (lemonade)XXIV.



6.2.3.3. Standard abbreviations Standard abbreviations are the most uncommon features of all eight categories selected for the present study with 49 tokens and 39 types; a recurrence rate of 20 per cent. The most frequent standard abbreviations occuring in the present corpus are: mod(s) (modification(s), 11 tokens), demo(s) (demonstration(s), seven tokens), sim(s) (simulations(s), 6 tokens) and vs (versus, six tokens). The following standard abbreviations occurred twice: app (application), sec(s) (second(s)) and spec(s) (specification(s)). Again, the type of abbreviations shows that computing, programming and electronics are popular topics of discussion on The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums. Moreover, not only do standard abbreviations occur less frequently than non-standard ones, there is also a 15 per cent lower recurrence rate, indicating, paradoxically, that non-standard abbreviations are more standardised than standard abbreviations.
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6.2.3.4. Non-standard abbreviations Of the eight categories selected for the present study, non-standard abbreviation is the one with the highest recurrence rate, with 40 per cent (134 tokens and 79 types). The most common forms are crit(s) (Critical (hit)(s), 23 tokens), carbs (carbohydrates, eight tokens), charr (character, seven tokens), emo(s) (derogatory remark for a person who listens to the music genre of the same name, five tokens), aggro63(four tokens), dev(s) (developers, four tokens), regen (regenerate (World of Warcraft-terminology), four tokens), comp (computer, three tokens), degen (degenerate (verb, World of Warcraftterminology), exp (experience (points), three tokens), gig (giga byte, three tokens), graph(s) (graphic(s), three tokens), mod(s) (moderators, three tokens), and strat (strategy, three tokens). Of these fourteen most frequently used tokens, eleven belong to the subject of video games and computing, one refers to message boards (mod) and two (carbs and emo) are unrelated to the domain of computing in general.



6.2.4. Non-standard vocabulary Items of non-standard vocabulary were, for the present study, defined as such lexical items that do not appear in the OED online. Altogether, 82 such lexical items were collected from the corpus (with 104 tokens). These may be further subclassified on a formal basis, according to the process of word formation involved: compounds, affixation and word class changing, clipping, blends, polysemy and other. By far most of the nonstandard words belong to the domains of video games, computing and the Internet.



Compounds addon



Table 10: Non-standard vocabulary types Affixation/Word class changing Clipping Blends Polysemy ALT+TABing Blog Grar avatar



addon



debuff



Blogring +1oc



addons (p) autojoin



debuff linkage



blogs (p) EXE



63



intarweb interwebbynet mathemagic



caster



Other grue Java null lang errors



caster caster



Linky Linky



The meaning of aggro is unknown, but it is used in discussions about the game World of Warcraft.
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autojoin Blogring +1oc clickfest downclock e-gamer eye-candy Googlefoo LurkerLoungefoo



meleeing misclick MrOwnage ninjaing overclocking +1oc overclocking +1oc overclocking +1oc photoshopped



Maintanks Offtanks overclock overclock Overclock overclock overclock overclocking +1oc overclocking +1oc overclocking +1oc overclocks overlevelled Puttbot Rangehack Swedenishland waitlisted



pixelated post searing Post-searing pre-/post searing Pre-searing pre-searing pre-searing pre-searing Pre-searing redownloaded relogging Respec respec respec respec respeccing squirrely tanking



mages (p) mobo mobo mobo



casters (p) flamed Flaming hoarders Lurkers nerf owned platformer platformers (p) searing tank tank tanking tanks tanks' (p,g) tanks (p)



nummies pallies proggy revives Roms Roms smink thingy Uber Uber Uber Uber Uber ubers (p) Ubers (p)



6.2.4.1. Compounds Compounds are constructed by connecting two separate words and in the present corpus there are 28 tokens and twenty types of this kind of non-standard vocabulary. The most common ones are: overclock(ing64) (nine tokens), addon(s65) (three tokens) and autojoin66 (two tokens). The other compounds occur only once. Some examples include 64



Tweaking the hardware of a computer to improve its performance. Most commonly referred to software which enhances or adds features to an already existing programme, such as a video game. 66 Autojoin can in some cases be referred to a feature of certain games, e.g. Counter-strike , where players have to wait in queue in order to get onto servers to play. When enabled, autojoin will automatically make the player join a full server when another player leaves it. In the current context, it is uncertain whether autojoin is used in this connection or whether it has a different meaning: Now that autojoin has been fixed, is there any reason to use this mod any longer? It seems that, other than making up for a broken autojoin feature, the only thing it offered was advertising professions and trades, which we can't use because of the spam it generates. (LochnarITB, LL) 65
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blogring, clickfest, downclock, maintanks, offtanks and overlevelled. Compounds are constructed using any combination of the following: two nouns (eye+candy, blog+ring, range+hack), verb+preposition (add+on), adverb+verb (over+clock), verb+noun (click+fest), adjective+verb (auto+join), verb+adjective (wait+listed), adjective+noun (e(lectronic)+gamer, main+tanks) and preposition+adjective (over+levelled). Swedenishland is constructed using three elements: the proper noun Sweden, the suffix -ish and the noun land. This is also the only word in this category that does not belong to the domain of electronics or computing.



6.2.4.2. Affixation and word class changing Affixation is the word formation most frequently used to create non-standard vocabulary, with 30 tokens and nineteen types. The most common affixations are: pre-searing (World of Warcraft-related vocabulary, six tokens), respec(cing) (tweaking a World of Warcraft character’s specifications, five tokens), overclocking (three tokens) and debuff67 (two tokens). In many cases, forms belonging to a specific word class will be used as another word class. Examples include meleeing, ninjaing, photoshopped and tanking. Here, the nouns melee, ninja, photoshop and tank are used as verbs, and thus take verb-endings. According to the OED Online, the noun melee means ”a confused fight”. In discussions on role-playing games, it is commonly used as an adjective: Combat system is very powerful; melee and ranged attacks. (Ghoti_Fish, TES). It can also be used as a verb as in the following quotation: Well, that explains it. I have had this happen a couple times with my baby warrior. I would charge a baddie and then find that they were meleeing me from range and even brought adds to do the same. (LochnarITB, LL)



67



It is not clear from the context what debuff means: CT_RaidAssist 1.3 is up on the CTMod site. Did earlier versions of CTRA have a debuff curing system like the addon Decursive? I don't remember seeing it. It sounds like it has what is needed, being able to set priorities for both the toons to be cured and the first type of debuff to cure. (LochnarITB, LL)
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This is also the case with the form ninjaing: You have to deal with pallies68 ninjaing all the good warrior gear (Olon97, LL). Squirrely is another example of a word class change. The de- prefix in debuff is used to negate the meaning of the word buff. The –age suffix can change verbs into nounsXXV, as in pwnage, which occurs in the present corpus: Now ph34r teh 0vv|\|463!! (Now, fear the ownage!! paraphrased: “Now, fear my ability to dominate you!”) The use of –age to signify a change in word class is a common feature of CMC word formation (CF. p101).



6.2.4.3. Clipping The third category, clipping, contains only eight tokens belonging to five types: blog, blogring, EXE, mages and mobo. Clipping occurs when part of the word is removed from the remaining form. Blog, a kind of online diary, is a shortened form of weblog, which is the non-abbreviated term for this type of website. An executable is a programme file in the operating systems of Microsoft Dos and Windows. In computing it is referred to as an exe-file. Mages is a shortened form of magicians, a common character type in many roleplaying games. The final token, mobo, is the abbreviated form of ”motherboard”.



6.2.4.4. Blends This type of non-standard vocabulary occurs only four times in the present corpus. When a word is created through the process of blending, two words merge together in a type of fusion. Unlike compound words which retain their individual forms, blends consist only of partial words. Groan and roar form grar, Internet and World Wide Web blends into intarweb (another variety is inter-webbynet) and mathematics and magic becomes mathemagic. Most of these forms are considered non-standard, even within the register of 1337-speak. The blends outlined in this paragraph occur only once, and are not common CMC usage, but may reflect individual coinage rather than convention. 68



Paladins, which is a playable character class in several role-playing games, e.g Diablo II and World of Warcraft.
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6.2.4.5. Polysemy The use of existing words in extended meanings, or polysemy, has from early times been a conspicuous feature of the specialised vocabulary of computing, as seen from the numerous established terms such as mouse, icon, web and portal. Presumably it is inherent in the “virtual” reality of the screen that very many terms used in ordinary PC use are metaphoric in some sense. The two most common tokens of polysemy are inflected varieties of tank (six tokens) and caster (four tokens). The word tank is normally used referring to a specific type of mechanised military unit. However, in video games, a tank is a playable character which is designed to be resilient, defensive and act as a kind of decoy or shield. Its purpose is to absorb damage from the enemy while the rest of the team members focus solely on attacking the enemy. Avatar is another example of polysemy, originally signifying a physical manifestation of a deity. On message boards an avatar is a small personalised picture which appears next to members’ forum posts. A lurker is, according to the OED, a person who tries to stay hidden or someone who is waiting in an ambush. In the realm of CMC, and especially in message boards, a lurker is someone who very seldom writes forum posts himself, but rather reads those of others.



6.2.4.6. Other The final category, other, contains the non-standard vocabulary which does not naturally belong to any of the other categories. There are nineteen tokens in this category and sixteen types. The most common forms are uber(s) (seven tokens), roms (two tokens) and linky (two tokens.) Other examples include grue, pallies, proggy, smink, revives and thingy. The forms uber and smink are both borrowings from other languages, German and Norwegian respectively. The difference between the two words, however, is significant. While smink is the Norwegian word for “makeup” and occurs here as an example of (unconscious, it seems) code-switching, uber (of German origin) is consciously and consistently used in the domain of video games of describing an item, a character or a person as superior. For example:
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You'll have a much easier time getting new people to replace burnout turnover if they come in in the middle of the rankings rather than at the bottom with 0 chance to ever win the super uber gear. (Olon97, LL) I've been waiting patiently for a long time for a ladder reset, and any new uber monsters that they add would just be icing on the cake. (Baajikill, LL)



It can also be used as a noun, as in the following quotations: Generally the same melee heavy tactics that take down the clone the fastest work on all three ubers A few hours after the patch, we knew where all the new items dropped, and most of the stats of the Ubers. (Baajikill, LL) Moreover, uber can be used in a general sense as an intensifier:



Don't be exceptionally serious. This is your first date, not your honeymoon. Don't try and throw kisses at her, or get uber-close. (Anghardel67) The other forms in this category occur only once. The word nummies was used once in the sentence Any help in deciding which nummies I should buy would be greatly appreciated (LochnarITB, LL), and it is not clear from the context exactly what this word means. Words such as thingy and linky are existing words with an added –y for seemingly no purpose at all. They are not considered affixations despite the added –y, because it generates no change in meaning, and are mutually interchangible with thing and link.



6.2.5. Non-standard capitalisation Non-standard capitalisation refers both to the use of capitals where they would not normally occur and to the use of lower-case letters where capitals would be expected. The latter type is relatively trivial and consists entirely of the spelling of the first person
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singular pronoun I with lower case i. The first type, however, is used for several functions in CMC, ranging from various kinds of emphasis to general “shouting”. An attempt has been made here to classify the individual examples of non-standard capitalisation according to their function. Unlike the formal categories employed in the previous sections, the categories will be based on a subjective assessment, and they will inevitably be fuzzy. In the present study, non-standard capitalisation is produced to express the following: emphasis, humour, shouting, non-standard forms. It should be noted, however, that although emphasis is a category of its own, emphasis is also related to the cateogories humour and other in a more specialised, narrower sense, namely to perform a specific function, such as indicating the punchline of a joke or marking important words.



Emphasis ALWAYS AMAZING AND ANY BIG BTW +1oc BTW +1oc CAN CD PLAYER DO ENJOY EXTREMELY



FAR



GOOD



Table 11: Non-standard capitalisation types Humour Shouting Non-Std variant A ADMIN ITS READING THIS HI ROB!!!!!!111!!11 BAH HUMBUG i oneoneone!eleventyone ARRRRRRRRMY BAH HUMBUG i BUT KEEP THEM BAAAAAAH i IN THE WILDS BAAAAAARRRR DEEBYE! i DIVE DIVE DIVE BAAAH HIT YOUR i BURNERS PILOTS CHEATER! EVIL i GET AWAY FROM THE WHELPS, DOOPER! i YOU IDIOT FORK OF HA i HORRIPILATION GAMES KILL i HAAAAARRRVAAAARRR KILL i D HAH! KILL i I DO NOT SEE OSCILLOSCOPE PONG KILLLLL i FROM WHEN I WAS YOUNG! I JUST WANT MY PORTAL BACK! PORTALL!!! YOU MMO GOODNESS!!! I LOCK i WANT YOU BACK!! DAVE!! DAVE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! NEVER MAKE A MARRY DEMO WITH TIME i LIMIT! THOSE



Other ARENA ARENA ARENA CHA CODE DEEP BREATH DEEP BREATH EDIT EDIT EDIT EDIT EDIT



EDIT



EDIT
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GOOD HUGE HUGE HUGE



MOOOOOO!!!! PSST TRUE POWER ZOMG YOU HAVE A VOODOO? GIVE YOU LUCKYLITTLE EWOK



LIES TO ME LIKED MUST NEVER NIGHT NO NOT ONE ONE OTHER PLEASE TELL ME SPACE SHEEP SO SONG SOOO STRONGLY TABLE THAT THAT THE THEN THEN WARNING WELCOME WHO WITH YOU



DEMOS SUUUUUCK! NO PORTAL OH OH NO



i i i



EDIT EDIT EDIT



OH NO! AHHH



i



EDIT



STUDY YANKS THE THING OUT OF MY MOUTH YAY



i



ELITE



i



GIMP



i i i i i i i i



GLOVE HAH HAND ME MOD NO NOIR OH



i



VENGENCE



i i i i'd ill i'll i'll im im im i'm i'm i'm i've



YES ZAAAAP ZAP



6.2.5.1. Emphasis This category has the highest number of occurrences (46 tokens, 44 types). Some of the most frequently capitalised words are adjectives, such as AMAZING, HUGE, GOOD and BIG, and their qualities are intensified by their capitalised form. For example, AMAZING
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is more amazing than amazing. The adverbs EXTREMELY and SOOO act as intensifiers for adjectives, their capitalised form adding another layer of intensity. STRONGLY is used to intensify an entire sentence. I think this would be EXTREMELY helpfull(sic) (Finkus, TES) And the graphics are SOOO outdated I beg to differ, STRONGLY (Mech, TES)



Some words are capitalised in order to set them apart from their antonyms. In the following example, NIGHT is capitalised in order to convey the fact that it was not daytime when the following happened



I got caught and went th[r]ough the court process and got set out at NIGHT so I got attacked by Ghosts (Sur_Warlock, TES)



6.2.5.2. Humour Humour is the second type of non-standard capitalised words. The categorisation of this category is highly subjective, as humour is not always explicit. In the entire corpus, there was but one instant when capitalised forms were used as part of an actual joke. Emphasis is here used to highlight keywords in the joke and also to indicate the colloquial qualities of prototypical pirate speech: Cap'n Ahab: Okay, how about some pirate jokes? What's a pirate's favorite place to hang out after work? Cap'n Blackbeard: Er... Cap'n Ahab: The BAAAAAARRRR! Alright, what's a pirate's favorite academic institution? Cap'n Blackbeard: Um... Cap'n Ahab: HAAAAARRRVAAAARRRD! Word, so what's a pirate's favorite branch of the military?
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Cap'n Blackbeard: Aha! The ARRRRRRRRMY! Cap'n Ahab: What? No, no, the Navy. In most other cases, capitalised forms were used to denote sarcasm or irony. When one of the participants from the Elder Scrolls forums (Archeopterix, who is also a moderator) wrote A ADMIN ITS READING THIS HI ROB!!!!!!111!!11oneoneone!eleventyone, she is impersonating a ficticious forum member who would produce these forms. Similarly, in a discussion of a web site that displays classic video games, Doc from The Lurker Lounge exclaims I DO NOT SEE OSCILLOSCOPE PONG FROM WHEN I WAS YOUNG. Although this would normally be categorised as shouting, the last part of his forum post – Disapointing(sic). Kids these days. – indicates that the exclamation was capitalised for comic effect. Doc is drawing attention to the capitalised sentence for humorous effect by producing a text that is generally frowned upon (especially on The Lurker Lounge, where there are explicit rules against shouting (cf. website VI).



Sarcasm is also



exemplified in Lady Vashj’s lament over the current affairs of gender roles in video games where, in the framework of a joke, key words are emphasised using non-standard capitalisation. If you can find ONE male computer programmer that you can convince to dress female characters decently - or even give them half-@$$ reasonable proportions - I will kiss your feet and invite you to my wedding. I will MARRY said programmer. (Lady Vashj, LL) An example of irony can found in one of erikieperikie’s forum posts from The Elder Scrolls forums: hey, after you read this, you'll understand my power... TRUE POWER:



my weapon: FORK OF HORRIPILATION ^^) (Erikieperikie, TES) The “fork of horripilation” is the name of a relatively weak weapon in the game “The Elder Scrolls III – Morrowind”. However, even without this knowledge, the winking
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smilie at the end of the forum post (^^) should inform the uninitiated of the poster’s successful attempt at irony.



6.2.5.3. Shouting The category of shouting is the easiest to define because it is often very obvious based on the context whether or not a person is using capitalised forms to indicate shouting. Tokens are placed in this category when they express revulsion or irritation (BAH HUMBUG), stern warnings or direct orders (BUT KEEP THEM IN THE WILDS and GET AWAY FROM THE WHELPS, YOU IDIOT) and extreme happiness or surprise (YAY). Shouting is also indicated by the use of exclamation marks after a capitalised word or sentence (KILL!!). Also, it is sometimes evident from the context that the capitalised words indicate shouting:



but somewhere I was getting hit by arrows and fireball's (sic) were coming at me and I was like OH NO! AHHH . (Sur_Warlock, TES)



Seldom is a person hit with arrows and fireballs that he does not yell or shout.



6.2.5.4. Non-standard variants The category of non-standard variants includes non-standard lower-case forms of words. Because the first person pronoun is a high-frequency word in forum posts (and other forms of communication), and because it does not have that many variations of use, this category has a high ratio of tokens to types. (43 to seven). Most of these tokens (37), however, were produced by two participants, Heir_Of_Isildur (20 tokens) and Ufo (17 tokens) from The Elder Scrolls forums.
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6.2.5.5. Other Other is the fifth and final category of non-standard capitalisations and contains the capitalised words which do not belong to any of the other categories. When editing one’s forum posts, some users show a consistent tendency of adding a reason or an explanation as to what was edited. This is normally preceded by the form EDIT, which is why this form has so many tokens (eleven). With the possible exception of wanting to point out to everyone else that one has edited one’s own post, there is no obvious explanation as to why this word is capitalised.



6.3. Conclusion In this chapter, I have employed a variationist approach in comparing the tokens and types of the eight linguistic features chosen for the present study. I have listed and compared occurrences of these features for participants from The Lurker Lounge, The Elder Scrolls forums and for emails. I have also compared the frequency of these features for males vs females, L1 vs L2 speakers of English and for forum posts vs emails. Furthermore, by grouping intentional non-standard features and comparing them with the frequency of spelling errors in these groups, I have attempted to show the level of Netspeak-usage in variables to message board, gender, nationality and medium. I have sub-classified four main features of the present study, and described the frequency and types of sub-categories for spelling errors, spelling variants, non-standard vocabulary and non-standard capitalisated words for all participant-groupings. I have shown which linguistic features occur most frequently in all sub-corpora, and also which specific forms are most frequently used. Of the eight categories employed in the current study, spelling errors occurred most frequently in all sub-corpora, with the exception of emails where non-standard acronyms had more tokens. The most common type of spelling error in the corpus was omission, which was also the case in the NFER-study. The most striking difference between the two message boards was that participants from The Elder Scrolls forums produced a much higher figure of spelling errors than the participants from The Lurker
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Lounge. The difference in non-intentional features (indicative of Netspeak-usage) however, was not as striking. Overall, with the exception of non-standard acronyms, male participants produced a higher number of non-intentional features and spelling errors than female participants. The differences between L1 and L2 speakers of English were not as prominent as the male/female distribution, with the exception of spelling errors, where L2 speakers produced more tokens than L1. While L2 speakers demonstrated a higher frequency of spelling errors, L1 speakers produced more intentional non-standard features, indicating a more frequent use of Netspeak. The most common features of the email subcorpus were spelling errors, nonstandard acronyms and capitalisation. The two former categories, in addition to nonstandard abbreviation, contained higher relative frequencies of occurrence than forum posts. Also notable was the low number of non-standard vocabulary in emails. One of the most striking findings in this study showed that, contrary to initial assumption, Netspeak was used more frequently in emails than in forum posts from either message board.



7.0 Case studies The following case studies of Occhidiangela from The Lurker Lounge and MagTech from The Elder Scrolls forums are included in the present study to describe in detail the features and functions of forum posts and email. Occhidiangela was selected as he submitted both emails and forum posts to the present study and MagTech was selected because of his background as a foreign speaker of English. They were both selected for their wide and varying use of features unique to CMC.



7.1. Occhidiangela Occhidiangela is an American male, and is one of the forum moderators on The Lurker Lounge. He submitted twenty forum posts with an average word count of 81,75 words.
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Occhidiangela discusses topics ranging from golf, politics, language and semantics to online games, cars and movies. His forum title “Overcaffeinated Rogue” is a reference to his love for coffee, which is often mentioned as non sequiturs in his forum posts. As a moderator and a contributor, Occhidiangela is concerned with keeping the standards of language on The Lurker Lounge at a respectable level, as shown by his signature: Help Stamp Out Wankerage On The Lurker Lounge (a hypertext link to an online guide on proper behaviour in CMC: How to Write like a Wanker (Cf. website II).) In a forum post about golf, Occhidiangela plays on the assumed shared knowledge of his readers to signal humour. In the following example, he is alluding to the role-playing game Diablo, (the game for which The Lurker Lounge was originally created). In Diablo, the names of special weapons, armor and other items have pre- and postmodifying clauses which denote the magical abilities of the item. For instance, the postmodifier in an “armor of the whale” means that the armor gives the character who wears it a health bonus of 81-100 pointsXXVI. Using this shared knowledge, Occhidiangela makes a humorous post about golf. PSST, I have some 255 dimple golf balls of the apocalypse over here . . . Yes!!! I call dibs on the Obsidian Sandwedge of the Zodiac! You can have the Godly Putter of the Whale. Pete can wear the Dreamflange Floppy Hat. Perhaps a less obvious allusion is the number 255. Whenever characters in the game of Diablo gain enough experience to reach the next level, they raise four different attributes: strength, dexterity, magic and vitality. The character receives five “attribute points”, which the player distributes among the four attributes. The maximum number of points an attribute can have, is 255. I chose to introduce this feature of Netspeak as it serves as example of how shared knowledge in Internet communities can spark creative use of language to indicate humour. In another thread, Occhidiangela comments on the advantages and disadvantages of the medium of message boards. This example indicates a certain degree of selfconsciousness of forum posters and an awareness of the medium they use. In a discussion about homosexuality, another member has voiced his distaste for the use of negatively loaded words (specifically fornication) when talking about homosexual intercourse. In
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the reply, Occhidiangela comments on how the use of language in message boards can sometimes limit meaning and create confusions: I understand your preference to keep the conversation as neutral as possible. Problem is, most words have connotations and multiple meanings, which is what makes discussions on forums so fruitful sometimes, and fruitless other times. Speaking of fruits . . . nah, let's not. That led to trouble in a different thread. The subjects of semantics and etymology are often topics of conversation in online communication, as mentioned in chapter five. In a non-face-to-face medium such as message boards, synonyms of words and their explicit and implicit meaning is, apparently, of great importance. Previously in the aforementioned discussion on homosexuality, Occhidiangela discussed the semantic difference of the word adultery in different contexts: Adultery is normally confinded(sic) to a discussion involving marriage, though one doctrinal definition is any sex outside of marriage, which would put all homosexual sex into adultery (or more properly fornication) unless the couple are operating under conventions where same sex marriages fit within norms/doctrinal limits. In his discussion on the meaning of the word adultery Occhidiangela compares and constrasts the views of two major institutions, namely that of the general public and the church. It is of interest to note how a group of people like forum posters, who are responsible for the vast number of orthographic and lexical variations of standard forms, has a genuine interest in language in general. The realm of online communication is an international one, as people of all nationalities communicate with each other through a world-spanning network. As a consequence, non-native (and native) speakers have a varying degree of English language proficiency, which manifests as spelling, grammatical and lexical errors. The grammatical anomaly in the following quotation69 is considered not a grammatical error, but rather an intentionally realised ungrammatical form.



69



The quote is part of a forum post detailing an exceptional round of golf where Occhidiangela, by his own account, made the best shot of his life, which won his team the game.
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Needless to say, at the 19th hole the beer flowed like water in a downpour. I are now loquacious, and my back hurts from all of the slapping it just got. The reason for this assumption is that Occhidiangela, as a native speaker of English, has a good command of the English language, and would not ordinarily make such a basic error of concord (which is shown by the fact that this type of error occurred only twice in his sub-corpus.) The reason for using this ungrammatical form, however, is uncertain. This quote was included, not only for the grammatical anomaly, but also to show the word play and poetic qualities some forum posts have. The following sentence of the previous quote is Yay me. *belch*, a celfcelebratory exclamation, followed by what is conventionally regarded in online discussion as an action. Symbols are used in CMC to indicate various functions. To circumscribe a verb with two asterisks is commonly thought to indicate an ongoing action at the time of writing. In this case, the act of belching is a reference to the earlier part of his post where beer flowed like water in a downpour. This convention is a shorthand way of writing out full sentences, as the word *belch* takes less time to produce than the complete sentence “I just belched now”. Moreover, the strategy of reducing a sentence to a single word is carried out when the complete sentence is not relevant or interesting enough to warrant its full form. Finally, a third reason for using this form is to emphasise its onomatopoeic quality rather than its inherent meaning. It is thus humorous in nature. A common element in forum posts is humour, which is used for a variety of purposes on message boards. One is to garner positive responses from the other members of the board by making them laugh and smile. A forum post is less likely to be poorly received or flamed if the writer manages to produce a positive reaction. Humour (especially sarcasm) is also used in heated discussions in order to criticise or mock the arguments or reasoning of the opposing party. The final part of Occhidiangela’s forum post on golf is intended as a joke. Fore! On the following hole, I hit a birdie. No, not a two on the par three, but my three iron shot took one bounce and hit a seagull. It lived, but I imagine that left a mark. Didn't he hear me yell "Fore" when I saw the ball going right? Dumb animals, I guess.
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Occhidiangela is here playing off the word birdie which can have two distinct meanings: In golf it is used as an expression for scoring one hole under par in a round, and in common speech, birdie is a spoken variant of the word “bird”. The purpose of the joke, in this context, is uncertain, but it is not entirely unlikely that humour is used as a strategy at the end of a forum post the same way a marvellous and brilliant conclusion is used to end a thesis – to wow (or deceive) the audience into thinking the whole text was equally good as the last part. Of the four sub-categories of spelling variants, phonemic variant is the second most common one for The Lurker Lounge sub-corpus with eleven tokens, of which Occhidiangela produced two, nollij (“knowledge”) and gud (“good”).



College is like a septic tank: you can only get out of it what you put into it. So, immerse yourself into your college experience and go whole hog. Nollij is gud. Email Occhidiangela’s email sub-corpus consists of his last 20 sent emails, with an average wordcount of 120,6 words per message. One of the main differences between Occhidiangela’s forum posts and emails is that the former are more self-contained, while the latter requires the reader’s familiarity with the context in order to understand the content. The opinions and views expressed in forum posts are more clearly articulated than those in his emails, which tend to be more informal and colloquial, with the exception of the formal letters he sends to authors and publicists. The reason for this difference in expression lies probably with the fact that he knows the receiver of the emails and what information and shared knowledge this person possesses. An email targeted at an individual can be confusing and idiosynchratic while still appearing perfectly clear and legible to an informed recipient. A similar forum post may be legible to individuals with the same shared knowledge; casual readers, however, may not understand all the references. One factor contributing to this confusion, is the use of
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acronyms and abbreviations. The following quotes exemplify the level of confusion an uninformed reader might experience by reader these types of texts:



Tip showed it to me two days ago. Too damned funny. I are on short final, and TIMS is delayed again. Northrup Grumman jobs program, or a Colorado Springs welfare program. Something like that. Are you the MARLO on the ops floor in the CAOC, or upstairs? Yep, retirement hopefully will turn into either sim IP, GS something, or a Probado replacement for Chris Trippel. Not coding, I can't, but ISD and ILE and all that crap. Must stay in Corpus if possible, I am tired, tired, tired of moving and the kids like FB HS. In Occhidiangela’s forum post sub-corpus, there are two types of acronyms and one abbreviation: tm for the standard acronym “trademark” and SUV for the non-standard acronym “Sports-Utility Vehicle”. The non-standard abbreviation is exp, which is a common term in the realm of video games, meaning “experience (points)”. In the email sub-corpus there are twelve unique occurrences of non-standard abbreviations including CAOC, FB, GS, ILE, ISD, etc, none of which are comprehensible to the present writer. Additionally, there are six occurrences of abbreviation, equally divided among standard and non-standard. The three standard types are ops (operations), sim (simulation) and TX (Texas), and the non-standard ones are alums (alumnus), grats (congratulations) and mid (unknown meaning). Because forum post are targeted at a larger audience, the writer cannot assume the level of shared knowledge he can with personal and private correspondents. This is most likely the reason for the difference in style from the two media.



7.2. MagTech



MagTech is a Norwegian male, and one of nine foreign speakers of English in the present study. He submitted twenty forum posts with an average wordcount of 80,1. He is a frequent contributor to The Elder Scrolls forums with almost 2,400 forum posts (per April 2006), making him a Diviner according to the forum’s rating system. (See
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Appendix 7.) MagTech’s forum profile lists his hobbies as a variety of games, movies and fantasy/fiction novels, which is also indicated in the topics of his forum posts. When a foreign speaker of English encounters a linguistic construction or a sentence he or she is unfamiliar with, a common reaction is to fall back on conventions from one’s mother tongue, be it grammatical constructions, spelling conventions or lexis, resulting in transferrence, code-mixing or code-switching. Although MagTech’s command of the English language is impressive (as shown by his sophisticated use of subordinate clauses in the following quotation), there are occurrences in his text where his Norwegian heritage is revealed (at least to those who speak Norwegian fluently).



You have fast-food stores all over. It seems to me that "Dunkin' Donuts" (A specific store that sells donuts :unsure: ?), McDonald's, BurgerKing and diverse ice cream stores (Again, stores that sell only ice cream :unsure: ? Not back home, I tell you :shakehead: ) take up at least 10% of the American soil [/gross exaggaration]. In chapter 2, I outlined the various features of message boards and forum posts (italics, underlined text, etc), including a brief description of the code used to produce these features. For example, if a user wished to produce an italicised word, he would do so by using the code [i][/i], the first bracket indicating where the italicised text begins, and the second bracket where it ends. This is the formula for all forum post codes, including [b] for bold, [u] for underline, [font=x] for font-type, [size=y] for font size, [quote] to indicate a quoted passage, etc. The final part of these pairs - [/x] – which indicates when the designated feature stops, has been adopted in CMC for uses other than producing bold-faced or underlined text. By inserting [/x] after a sentence or a paragraph, a user is modifying his previous phrase in some way, and can act similarly to some adverbials, which can modify entire clauses (such as evidently, supposedly, seemingly, etc). If a user composes a fierce and critical post about another member (a “flaming” post), he can post-modify it with the form [/flame] - signalling that the user himself is aware of the harshness of his post. The degree of criticism in the post itself is thus ameliorated in the eyes of both the receiver, composer and the other readers. Another example is to include the form [/joke], or more often [/sarcasm], to indicate that the preceding text was humorous or sarcastic (as sarcasm often does not translate well into a
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textual



medium).



In



the



current



example,



MagTech



is



using



the



form



[/gross_exaggeration] to post-modify his preceding statement, indicating to his fellow members that he does not actually believe that these types of restaurants make up 10 per cent of the American landmass, but rather that it is a gross exaggeration. This feature (as with the following) was discussed first in the present text, as it is one that will most likely confound readers who are unfamiliar with the non-standard forms of CMC. It should be noted that MagTech has submitted his forum post using a different strategy than the other participants of the study. Whereas most users have simply highlighted the text of their forum posts and copied it into an email, MagTech has gone to the extra length of clicking on the “edit”-button for each of his 20 emails, copying both the text of the forum post and the code for its features. The reason why the corpus of the present study contains very few smilies is because they are not included with the text when participants have collected and submitted their forum posts. In this case however, both text and code have been included, which is why the first quotation of MagTech includes the forms :unsure: and :shakehead:, which on The Elder Scrolls forums is code for the smilies”



” and “ ” respectively. (The latter smilie is an animation which, when



displayed on the message board, shakes his head. Obviously, this is not possible to reproduce in the current medium.) In the English language diverse is synonymous with different, assorted, and widely varied. Although it is entirely possible that this is indeeed the meaning Mactech is trying to convey; that the ice cream stores (not “parlor”, which collocates better) are varied and come in different types, it is more likely that he is using the Norwegian word diverse, which translates into English various. The forum post itself comments on the plethora of unhealthy eateries in present-day America, and it is more likely that he is commenting on the various ice cream stores (indicating number) than the diverse ice cream stores (indicating type). A less inconspicuous code-switching is the Norwegian word sminke (English: make-up, noun) in the following quotation: Also, Queen Elizabeth I's smink was highly unhealthy, and actually ate into her face, so she had to wear more and more of it.
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The validity of this amusing anecdote aside, it appears the participant has attempted to anglify Norwegian sminke by dropping final –e. These examples of code-switching were included to show how L2-speakers contribute in their unique way to the non-standardness of Netspeak. It is a common held assumption that there exists a type of individual who does not like to admit it when he is wrong. There is a notion of shame, humiliation, and for men – emasculation – that is commonly associated with admitting one has said or done anything wrong. This notion is even more prevalent in the realm of online communication and especially some message boards frequented by young or adolescent members, where there is a constant power struggle between users to be smart, articulate, funny and wellliked; in short the alpha male of online communication. The rules of the jungle apply, and to admit a mistake is to show weakness, and thus it is rarely done. In his forum post, MagTech admits that the content of one of his previous post was erroneous. More interestingly, is the form of his admission: Ukay, meesa be wrongz0rz. Naturally, one cannot assume to know what MagTech implies when using these nonstandard forms, but one possible theory is that the heavy use of non-standard features in this sentence is employed to draw attention away from the meaning of the message by giving emphasis to the form. Ukay is a non-standard spelling variant of Okay. Meesa be (meaning “I am”) is, as previously mentioned [insert page reference] a pop culture reference to the movie Star Wars: Episode I – The Phantom Menace. Finally, wrongz0rz is an example of 1337-speak with the -0rz ending denoting no change in meaning. Although I will not pretend to know the reasoning behind employing these non-standard forms, there are some plausible explanations. As mentioned, it is entirely possible MagTech use these forms to distract readers from realising that he had made a mistake. These forms could also be used humorously to diffuse the situation of having to admit a mistake was made.
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8.0. Summarising discussion: the levels of Netspeak in the corpus One benefit of the present corpus is that the content and form of forum posts are highly representative of forum posts on gaming message boards in general. From my personal experience as a forum poster on the norwegian gaming message boards Hellfragger.no, Battlefield.no



and



the



international



gaming



message



boards



Diablo2.com,



Lurkerlounge.com and Theelderscrolls.com, the most common topics of conversation are generally games, language, movies, music, politics and current events. Also, the present corpus of forum posts correspond with my subjective perception of what the average forum post looks like in terms of orthography and lexis. One drawback of the present corpus, however, is the presence of individuals with highly unrepresentative figures. Occurrences of spelling errors and other features will of course vary considerably among users, as this is a basic concern in all quantitative studies. The problem in the current study, however, is that one or two individuals produce a far greater number of features, severely affecting the overall figures. In the most extreme cases, individual participants are solely responsible for 80 per cent (!) of the tokens in that category. In a larger corpus, this would not have that much of a problem, as the figures would have ”evened out”, but in the present email subcorpus of nine participants, an individual user with highly unrepresentative figures will skew the results completely. Thus, any comparison between emails and forum posts will be vague and hazy at best, as there were only nine participants in the email-subcorpus. Finally, because one individual user from The Elder Scrolls forums – Anghardel67 – submitted his 20 longest forum posts, thus alone comprising 20 per cent of the texts in the TES-subcorpus, all figures relating to The Elder Scrolls forums are affected. The corpus was thus not as representative as it could ideally have been; at the same time, the presence of individuals with “extreme” usage will be a problem in any modest-size sample. A much larger sample of the present type of material would be both difficult to acquire and unmanageable for a study of this scope. However, the present study has attempted to take into account the effect of these individuals, and, where possible, show figures without their contribution.
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One of the initial assumptions was that participants from The Elder Scrolls forums would show a higher frequency of Netspeak-use and spelling errors than participants from The Lurker Lounge. The grounds for this assumption was the pre-conceived notion that the participants from The Lurker Lounge were – on the whole – older and thus perhaps likely to be more aversed to the use of non-standard forms in writing. Additionally, the different expectations and conventions of language use on the two message boards, which in The Lurker Lounge are made explicit in published rules, also influenced this assumption. Another reason for this assumption was that the differences in spelling error frequency contributed to my overall impression of ”casualness”. However, a study of the content of forum posts indicated that participants from both message boards, not only The Lurker Lounge, discussed the subject of language and semantics, indicating a general interest in these subjects. More importantly, the difference in Netspeak-use between the two message boards was much less striking than was initially presumed, with 100 and 105 tokens of Netspeak per 10.000 words for The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls subcorpora. What was striking, however, was the difference in spelling errors between the two main corpora, as participants from The Elder Scrolls forums produced more than twice the number of spelling errors than participants from The Lurker Lounge, as shown by figure 2.1 (cf. p58). Although one could argue that the emphasis on language in the rules of The Lurker Lounge is partly responsible for this, there is no real way of confirming this assumption. Also, the rules of The Lurker Lounge states that they ”have no problems with spelling error”, but rather the use of 1337-speak. It may thus seem surprising that the main difference between the two message boards has to do with the frequency of spelling errors and not of Netspeak features. It might also seem strange that a message board whose rules explicity forbid the use of 1337-speak demonstrate such a high frequency of Netspeak. I suggest that the reason for this paradox lies in the field of the message board itself. Because The Lurker Lounge centre on the topics of three video games, features of Netspeak are unavoidable. It has already been shown that one of the most striking characteristics of discussions on video games is the frequent use of non-standard abbreviations, acronyms and vocabulary. Although these register as ”Netspeak” in the present thesis, they are not regarded as
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”1337-speak” on The Lurker Lounge. No moderator will criticise forum members for writing ww instead of ”Whirlwind” or MMORPG for ”Massive Multiplayer Online RolePlaying Game”, claiming that these are features in violation of the forum rules. They are standardised forms of expression within the field of video games. Similarly, no member would react to the emphasised use of capitalisation arguing that the user should have indicated emphasis in a more standardised way. Finally, because video games is the most frequent topic of conversation, it comes as little surprise that Netspeak is so frequently used, as one cannot help but make use of the specialised terminology intrinsically bound to the discussion of these games. The bottom line is that, even though 1337-speak and Netspeak are very similar and share many of the same linguistic features in theory, members of The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums (or any other gaming forum for that matter) do not consider non-standard acronyms, abbreviations, vocabulary and capitalisation part of the 1337-speak register. The only feature of Netspeak members of The Lurker Lounge do protest the use of, is graphemic spelling conventions $uc|-| @s t|-|iz (such as this). According to the Lurker Lounge-rules, 1337-speak is synonymous with the features labelled ”spelling variant” in the present study, and does not include non-standard abbreviatiation, acronyms, vocabulary and capitalisation. When using this narrower definition of ”1337-speak” (”spelling variants”), participants from The Elder Scrolls forums produce 16,11 tokens per 10.000 words while participants from The Lurker Lounge produce 10,04 tokens. Thus, The Elder Scrolls forums demonstrate a 37,7 per cent higher frequency of Netspeak-usage than The Lurker Lounge, which may be considered a striking difference. The 1993 NFER study (Brooks) showed that male children produce far more spelling errors than female children of the same age. The same gender difference appears in the present study, where male users produced almost twice the number of spelling errors than female participants with 78 and 41 tokens out of 10 000 words respectively. However, it is of interest to note that although the present corpus showed striking gender differences in frequency of spelling errors, males and females produced the same types of errors. The gender difference was also striking in the use of Netspeak (114 and 54 tokens for males and females). As mentioned above, many of Netspeak’s features are used in
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discussions relating to video games, and are not necessarily considered non-standard (within that setting) by users themselves. As the female participants of this study are registered members of message boards related to video games, it is plausible to assume that they also play these games. (Why else would they register an account?) The list of forum topics described in chapter five reveals that, out of nine female members, only five participants discussed video games. It is plausible to assume that this could partially explain the gendered difference in Netspeak-usage. It is also likely that, with a larger corpus of female participants, including those who play and discuss video games, the gender differences would not be as striking as is the case in the present study. The register of 1337-speak is an interesting subject of study, as it is a complex, creative and highly variable mode of expression in CMC. It is clear that this non-standard style of writing is not used to mask language incompetence or substandardness, but rather to indicate humour or extratextual discourse conventions, to show off and be creative in composing new forms and styles of writing, signal group identity and foster shared knowledge and conventions. 1337-speak is never used in a serious tone, but always selfdeprecating, indicating a self-consciousness about the medium of message boards.



9.0 Conclusion The present study has identified the most salient features of online communication and discussed the frequency and forms of all sub-types of these features. The figures has shown that features of Netspeak are most frequently produced by males, native speakers of English and participants from The Elder Scrolls forums. The gendered difference is the most striking of all with males producing more than twice the number of intentional nonstandard features. The differences between L1/L2, The Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums and forum post versus email are less striking. One of the initial assumptions was that Netspeak was more frequently used in forum posts than emails. One of the most striking revelations of the present study, was that this was not the case. Although only marginally so, emails contained a higher token
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average of intentional non-standard features than forum posts (114 against 102). However, as features of Netspeak are common in discussions on video games – the most frequent topic of discussion in the present corpus – it is only natural that forum posts contain a high level of Netspeak. The assumption that forum posts and emails are characterised by a kind of heteroglossia is not supported by the present study. Although there were distinct differences in the styles of writing between the two text types, most notably the varying levels of coherence and cohesion, they were not striking enough to warrant this categorisation. A second assumption was that The Lurker Lounge, a small, tightly knit community of mature gamers with rules about language use, would not display as many characteristics of Netspeak as The Elder Scrolls forums. Although this was to some extent verified in the present study, the difference was not nearly as striking as presumptions indicated. A possible explanation for this is that Netspeak is a common language of all gamers regardless of which message board they belong to. However, the study showed that TES writers used more of the features of the very specialised subvariety of Netspeak, 1337-speak and that they also made more spelling mistakes. The former feature clearly to do with the policy of each message board. The study centred on the type of language used in gaming message boards and did not attempt to compare these with other types of message boards. The World Wide Web contains a wide variety of channels for communication, and there is a myriad of topics covered by various type of message boards. The underlying assumption is that gamers will produce more Netspeak than the average forum member as non-standard acronyms, abbreviations and vocabulary are key elements in discussions on video games. However, as features of Netspeak start to spread to other media, this assumption needs further attention. As the present study was restricted in terms of female participation, further studies on female gamers and their attitudes toward language and Netspeak should be carried out. The statement ”the reason female posters rarely use Netspeak is because that is not the way women express themselves” is a gross simplification, and is simply wrong as shown by the present study. All female participants, most notably Archeopterix from The Elder Scrolls forums, produced several features of 1337-speak (cf. p63). Although
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they did not produce as many features as the male group, that does not mean Netspeak is not used by female users. Finally, as was noted earlier, forum posts and emails are highly variable text types that escape conventional definition. Görlach’s categories provide only a superficial and highly ambiguous definition of them, and further attention is needed in order to properly capture the underlying functions of forum posts, emails and CMC in general. Netspeak has been described as a ”Third Medium”; neither writing nor speech, while at the same time including characteristics of both, as well as of the electronic medium of CMC. Cherney (1999: 149) argues that “users adapt their communication practices to the demands of the medium”. As previously noted, as long as CMC remains a textual medium, it will never achieve the speed, effeciency and conciceness of traditional oral communication. One could argue that both the high frequency of spelling errors – the most frequent feature of the present study – and abbreviated forms (both standard and non-standard) are indicators of users trying to imbue the slow, cumbersome medium of CMC with the oral characteristics of speed and conciseness. In 2006, the World Wide Web is celebrating its 15th anniversary. The domain of CMC is a relatively new field, and the study of languages on the Internet is still in its infancy. As Crystal (2001: 92) noted five years ago, and as witnessed by the extreme developments discussed in the present study, the language of the Internet develops, grows and expands much faster than in any other time or place in linguistic history.
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Appendices Appendix 1 – The structure of message boards. Message board
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Appendix 2: Structure of an imagined music-related message board: Theme of the board
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Appendix 3 – The forum user profile of [wcip]Angel from The Lurker Lounge
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Appendix 4 – The features of forum posts
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Appendix 5 – The features of forum posts in use.
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Appendix 6 – The visual representation of the forum post.
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Appendix 7 – Forum ranks on The Elder Scrolls forums



Forum ranks on The Elder Scrolls forums Title



Number of posts



Layman



0 posts



Novice



10 posts



Initiate



50 posts



Acolyte



100 posts



Adept



200 posts



Curate



400 posts (1 gold star)



Disciple



1,000 posts (2 gold stars)



Diviner



2,000 posts (3 gold stars)



Master



5,000 posts (4 gold stars)



Patriarch



10,000 posts (5 gold stars)



Archpatriarch



30,000 posts (6 gold stars)



Appendix 8 – The first forum post asking people to participate in the present study: Hi everybody! I am currently taking a Master's course in literacy studies here in Stavanger, Norway. I have just completed my first year, and I am now preparing to write my 100-page thesis on the topic of my choice: Language and the Internet. When writing a thesis, it is required that you do your own research, and so I will need to get ahold of - and study - actual "real life" online correspondence, instead of just reading books on the subject. This is where you can come in! If you wish to participate in my study, you can do so by sending me your last 20 e-mails (written in English) for me to study. It doesn't matter whether you write perfectly idiomatic English, whether you write poorly, or whether you use 1337-speak. What I need, is actual text written by you. To be perfectly honest, I cannot write this thesis without your help, and so I would be very appreciative if you wouldn't mind taking 5 minutes out of your busy schedule to help me out.
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The criteria you need to meet are as follows: 1. It needs to be 20 e-mails you've already written, not future e-mails 2. Please do not edit, proofread for errors, or amend your e-mails in any way, except (see 3) 3. You may remove all sensitive information. (Your real name, private information (phone number, bank account number, information of an intimate nature, etc.)) -----One of the most time consuming parts of writing a thesis is organising the source material (in this case, the text in your e-mails). However, if you were to follow these easy guidelines, it would lessen my workload immensely: a) Copy the text from your last 20 e-mails into a new e-mail b) Please separate these 20 e-mails by 3 asterix ("***") so it's easier to distinguish where one e-mail ends and another one starts. c) In the topic heading of the e-mail you're going to send me (the one containing the text from your last 20 e-mails), please use this format: ". . . ". Example: "The Lurkerlounge. Diabloslayer666. American. Male." d) After you've copied the text from 20 e-mails into a single e-mail, and made the topic heading, please send it to me at: [email protected]. With your help, we can make a contribution to this exciting field of study. Thank you for your cooperation! - [wcip]Angel // Eirik Jakobsen



Appendix 9 – The second thread asking people to submit their forum posts Hello again! As some of you may remember, I came asking for your help a few weeks ago. If you don’t recall, or if you didn’t see my thread, click on this link: http://www.lurkerlounge.com/forums/index.php?showtopic=6234 Assuming you didn’t read my initial thread, I’m conducting research for a master’s thesis about online communication. Originally, I had
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planned on using your e-mails as research material, (and thank you very much for those of you who submitted), but as it turned out, there weren’t enough participants. I told my supervisor what you told me: that many of you didn’t collect your outgoing e-mails. After having considered my options, we found out that I were to use forum posts in addition to e-mails. (To those who have already submitted 20 e-mails to me: fear not, I will still make good use of what you sent me. :) Also, it would also be of great value if those who sent me their e-mails could also participate again by sending me your forum posts!) So now I come asking for your help again. If you would like to participate in my study on online communication, please send me your last 20 forum posts to this address: [email protected]. Forum posts is something everyone can contribute with, because you all have them :) I hope this makes it easier, so that many more of you can participate. Don’t worry about the length, content, style or grammatical accuracy of your post. All I’m interested in is actual text.



The criteria you need to meet are as follows: 1. It needs to be 20 forum posts you've already written, not future ones 2. Please do not edit, proofread for errors, or amend your posts in any way, except (see 3) 3. You may remove all sensitive information. (Your real name, private information (phone number, bank account number, information of an intimate nature, etc.)) -----One of the most time consuming parts of writing a thesis is organising the source material (in this case, the text in your forum posts). However, if you were to follow these easy guidelines, it would lessen my workload immensely: a) Copy the text from your last 20 forum posts into an e-mail. B) Please separate these 20 forum posts by 3 asterix ("***") so it's easier to distinguish where one post ends and another one starts. c) In the topic heading of the e-mail you're going to send me (the one containing the text from your last 20 posts), please use this format for the subject title: ". . . ". Example: "The Lurkerlounge. Diabloslayer666. American. Male." d) After you've copied the text from 20 posts into a single e-mail, and made the
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topic heading, please send it to me at: [email protected]. Again, thank you very much for your help. Best regards - [wcip]Angel // Eirik Jakobsen PS: Special note for administrators: For reasons of accuracy and concordance I'm not using my previous thread (which still exists on the third page on the Lounge). I am in no ways seeking to challenge the established rules and regulations of the Lurkerlounge. I'm merely doing this for academic purposes only, and I hope you'll look the other way just this once. Thank you.



Appendix 10: The features of Gmail
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Appendix 11 – Frequency of topics in the two sub-corpora.
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Figure 11.0. Most frequent topics of conversation on the Lurker Lounge and The Elder Scrolls forums.
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Appendix 12 – thread structure in “outline” view.
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Appendix 13 – Roflcopter
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NOT TO BE INCLUDED: List of websites I
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